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SUMMARY 

 

Magneto-capillary valve 
for integrated biological sample preparation 
 
A major technological trend in in-vitro diagnostics is the integration and 
miniaturization of laboratory procedures into so-called ‘lab-on-chip’ devices. The aim is 
to achieve better integration of diagnostics into the medical workflow by providing 
compact devices that can analyze patient samples at the point of care, close to the 
patient. 
 
Ease-of-use is an important characteristic of point-of-care diagnostics. One specific 
feature that enables such easy-to-use devices is a ‘sample in – result out’ type of 
performance. However, in many cases a raw body fluid is not directly suitable for 
analysis. Therefore, an elaborate multi-step process of sample preparation is required 
before actual analysis of the sample can take place. 
 
While many detection technologies have been fully automated and successfully 
miniaturized and integrated into a lab-on-chip format, sample preparation has been 
staying behind on this trend. As a result, sample preparation requires a substantial 
amount of manual handling by a trained operator and is often the bottleneck in the 
process from sample to result. Integration and miniaturization of automated sample 
preparation is thus required to provide the ease-of-use and portability that is needed 
to bring diagnostics closer to the patient. 
 
This thesis aims at advancing the level of integration and miniaturization of automated 
biological sample preparation to enable point-of-care applications with a ‘sample in – 
result out’ type of performance. For this purpose, a novel microfluidic actuation 
concept is proposed: the magneto-capillary valve (MCV). 
 
The MCV technology is based on stationary microfluidics, in which discrete units of 
liquid are present at fixed positions in a microfluidic device. The MCV cartridge is a 
capillary device, in which aqueous liquids are confined by capillary forces resulting 
from specific features of the cartridge. Magnetic particles are transported through a 
hydrophobic valve medium from one stationary liquid to another by externally applied 
magnetic forces. 
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The MCV technology provides a means for solid phase extraction, which is a common 
type of sample preparation. Analytes are coupled to magnetic particles in the sample 
matrix and are transported through one or more washing buffers to be finally eluted 
from the particles in a buffer that is appropriate for detection of the analyte. A key 
advantage of the MCV is its high valving efficiency due to the minimal quantity of liquid 
that is co-transported with the particles carrying the analyte. Moreover, by choosing a 
large sample volume and a small elution volume, the sample can be enriched and its 
volume matches the sample volume requirements for lab-on-chip devices. 
 
The envisioned system consists of a low-cost disposable cartridge that is driven by an 
instrument containing a magnetic actuation system like, for example, a movable 
permanent magnet. Many cartridges of different designs and various architectures 
were fabricated with a lead time of less than a week, due to a well-defined and yet 
very flexible fabrication process. In total, almost 1000 cartridges were fabricated over 
a period of about 2 years. This large number of cartridges was necessary to investigate 
the principles of magneto-capillary valving, to create options and define limitations of 
the MCV concept, and to test the performance of the MCV concept in biological 
sample preparation. 
 
Several MCV instruments were built as experimental setup to investigate the behavior 
of the valve and as instrument to enable experiments of biological sample preparation. 
The setup allows for quantification of the magnetic force that is applied to the 
particles. This quantification is realized by combining recorded images of the magnetic 
particle cloud with the measured susceptibility of the particles and the calculated 
magnetic field of the magnet. The behavior of the valve is described by a model that 
balances magnetic forces, capillary forces and friction forces. 
 
The performance of the MCV was evaluated by investigating the physics of magneto-
capillary valving. The valving efficiency, the transport of magnetic particles, and pinch-
off were investigated experimentally to characterize the valve operation. The 
conditions for successful operation of the valve were defined as a function of several 
design parameters. Investigation of the friction forces resulted in understanding of the 
intra-chamber dynamics, leading to the concept of force gradient mixing. 
 
Experimental results of DNA purification from spiked water and plasma samples 
demonstrate the feasibility of integrated biological sample preparation using the MCV 
technology. The performance of DNA purification in MCV cartridges was comparable to 
the performance of common commercially available solutions, while the MCV 
cartridge technology is much less complex. Integrated enrichment of DNA from 800 µl 
water samples showed an effective enrichment of 40 times, thus providing a 
substantial increase in detection sensitivity. DNA was also extracted successfully from 
samples with THP1 cells, which is a step further towards the total integration of a 
molecular test. The enrichment of proteins that was demonstrated in the MCV 
technology enables a whole new range of applications based on immunocapture of 
biomolecules. 
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The approach of stationary microfluidics provides a strong reduction in complexity of 
the system, which is particularly valuable for point-of-care devices. From evaluation of 
the various valve architectures, the geometrical air valve appears to be the most 
suitable magneto-capillary valve architecture for integrated biological sample 
preparation. It features at the same time the best performance for a wide range of 
biochemical assays, as well as simplicity, which is essential for integration and for the 
concept of low-cost disposable cartridges. With that, the MCV technology has the 
potential to open new opportunities for integration and miniaturization of automated 
biological sample preparation. 
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SAMENVATTING 

 

Magnetisch-capillaire klep 
voor geïntegreerde voorbewerking van biologische monsters 
 
Een belangrijke ontwikkeling in in-vitro diagnostiek is de integratie en miniaturisatie 
van laboratorium procedures tot zogenaamde ‘lab-on-chip’ instrumenten. Het doel is 
om diagnostiek beter te integreren in de medische behandeling door gebruik te maken 
van compacte instrumenten waarmee monsters van patiënten kunnen worden 
geanalyseerd tijdens de zorgverlening, dicht bij de patiënt. 
 
Om monsters van patiënten dicht bij de patiënt te kunnen analyseren is het 
gebruiksgemak van dergelijke compacte instrumenten een essentiële voorwaarde. Een 
specifieke functie die het gebruiksgemak sterk bevordert is het concept ‘monster in – 
resultaat uit’. Echter, in veel gevallen is het niet mogelijk om een onbehandeld 
monster van een lichaamsvloeistof, zoals bijvoorbeeld bloed of speeksel, direct te 
analyseren. Daarom is doorgaans een uitgebreid proces van voorbewerking 
noodzakelijk voordat de eigenlijke analyse van het monster kan plaatsvinden. 
 
Terwijl veel detectietechnologieën volledig zijn geautomatiseerd en succesvol zijn 
geminiaturiseerd en geïntegreerd in een ‘lab-on-chip’ formaat, is 
monstervoorbewerking duidelijk achtergebleven in deze trend. De voorbewerking van 
monsters vereist nog altijd een aanzienlijke hoeveelheid handelingen die handmatig 
uitgevoerd dienen te worden door geschoold laboratoriumpersoneel. 
Monstervoorbewerking is daarom vaak een knelpunt in het proces van monster tot 
resultaat. Integratie en miniaturisatie van geautomatiseerde monstervoorbewerking is 
dus noodzakelijk om handzame instrumenten met voldoende gebruiksgemak te 
kunnen realiseren. 
 
Dit proefontwerp is erop gericht de integratie en miniaturisatie van geautomatiseerde 
voorbewerking van biologische monsters te verbeteren om op die manier compacte 
instrumenten mogelijk te maken volgens het principe ‘monster in – resultaat uit’. 
Hiervoor is een nieuw concept geïntroduceerd: de magnetisch-capillaire klep (MCV). 
 
De MCV technologie is gebaseerd op stationaire microfluidica waarin discrete 
eenheden vloeistof zich op vaste posities bevinden in een microfluidische chip. De 
MCV chip is een capillaire microfluidische chip waarin op water gebaseerde 
oplossingen vastgehouden worden door capillaire krachten ten gevolge van specifieke 
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elementen van de chip. Magnetische deeltjes worden getransporteerd van de ene 
stationaire vloeistof naar de andere door een hydrofoob medium heen door middel 
van extern aangelegde magnetische krachten. 
 
Met behulp van de MCV technologie is het mogelijk om vaste stof-extractie uit te 
voeren, een gangbare methode voor monstervoorbewerking. De te detecteren 
moleculen binden zich in het monster aan magnetische deeltjes en worden samen met 
de deeltjes middels magnetische krachten getransporteerd door een of meerdere 
wasbuffers heen, om uiteindelijk te worden losgekoppeld van de deeltjes in een buffer 
die geschikt is voor detectie van de moleculen. Een belangrijk voordeel van de MCV is 
de hoge efficiëntie, doordat slechts een minimale hoeveelheid vloeistof wordt 
meegenomen in de compacte wolk van magnetische deeltjes. Bovendien, door te 
starten met een grote hoeveelheid van het monster en te elueren in een klein volume, 
kan het monster verrijkt worden en is het volume geschikt voor ‘lab-on-chip’ analyse. 
 
Het beoogde systeem bestaat uit een chip voor éénmalig gebruik, die wordt 
aangestuurd door een instrument met een magnetische component, zoals 
bijvoorbeeld een beweegbare permanente magneet. In de loop van het onderzoek is 
een grote hoeveelheid MCV chips gefabriceerd met uiteenlopende ontwerpen en 
diverse architecturen. Dankzij een goed gedefinieerd en toch zeer flexibel 
fabricageproces, was het mogelijk om de verschillende chips te fabriceren met een 
aanlooptijd van minder dan een week. In totaal zijn bijna 1000 chips gefabriceerd in 
ongeveer twee jaar tijd. Dit grote aantal chips was nodig om de onderliggende fysische 
principes van de MCV te onderzoeken, om de mogelijkheden en de beperkingen van 
het MCV concept vast te stellen, en om de voorbewerking van biologische monsters in 
MCV chips te testen. 
 
Enkele MCV instrumenten zijn gebouwd en vervolgens gebruikt als experimentele 
meetopstelling om het gedrag van de MCV te onderzoeken en als instrument om 
experimenten met biologische monstervoorbewerking mogelijk te maken. Met de 
meetopstelling is het mogelijk om de magnetische kracht te bepalen die wordt 
uitgeoefend op de magnetische deeltjes. Deze magnetische kracht wordt bepaald door 
beeldopnames van de deeltjeswolk te combineren met de gemeten susceptibiliteit van 
de deeltjes en het berekende magnetisch veld van de magneet. Het gedrag van de 
MCV wordt beschreven door een model dat aanneemt dat de magnetische krachten, 
de capillaire krachten en de wrijvingskrachten elkaar in balans houden. 
 
De prestaties van de MCV zijn bepaald door de onderliggende fysische processen te 
bestuderen. De efficiëntie van de MCV klep, het transport van magnetische deeltjes en 
het sluiten van de klep zijn experimenteel onderzocht. Door de werking van de klep als 
functie van enkele parameters in kaart te brengen, zijn de condities voor een 
succesvolle werking van de klep gedefinieerd. Onderzoek naar de wrijvingskrachten 
heeft geresulteerd in begrip van de dynamische processen die plaatsvinden binnen de 
vloeistof. Dit inzicht heeft vervolgens geleid tot het concept van menging door middel 
van een gradiënt in de magnetische kracht. 
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Experimentele resultaten betreffende DNA purificatie vanuit water- en 
plasmamonsters laten zien dat geïntegreerde voorbewerking van biologische monsters 
in de MCV technologie mogelijk is. De kwaliteit van DNA purificatie in MCV chips was 
vergelijkbaar met de purificatie van DNA middels gangbare commercieel verkrijgbare 
oplossingen, terwijl de MCV chips technologisch veel minder complex zijn. 
Geïntegreerde verrijking van DNA vanuit 800 µl watermonsters laat een 40-voudige 
effectieve verrijking zien, wat een aanzienlijke toename in detectiegevoeligheid geeft. 
DNA is ook succesvol geëxtraheerd vanuit monsters met THP1 cellen, wat een stap is in 
de richting van een compleet geïntegreerde moleculaire test. De verrijking van 
eiwitten is ook in de MCV technologie gedemonstreerd, wat een geheel nieuwe reeks 
van toepassingen mogelijk maakt die gebaseerd zijn op moleculaire 
herkenningsmechanismen van biomoleculen. 
 
Het toepassen van stationaire microfluidica geeft een sterke vermindering in de 
complexiteit van het systeem. Deze eenvoud is vooral van belang voor compacte 
instrumenten die bedoeld zijn om dicht bij de patiënt te gebruiken. Uit een evaluatie 
van de diverse MCV architecturen blijkt de geometrische variant met lucht als het 
hydrofobe medium het meest geschikt te zijn voor geïntegreerde biologische 
monstervoorbewerking. Het biedt zowel de beste prestaties voor een breed scala aan 
biochemische processen, als de eenvoud die essentieel is voor integratie en voor het 
concept van kosteneffectieve wegwerpchips. De MCV technologie biedt daarmee een 
nieuw perspectief voor de integratie en miniaturisatie van geautomatiseerde 
voorbewerking van biologische monsters. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Point-of-care in-vitro diagnostics 
 
The field of in-vitro diagnostics (IVD) is concerned with the identification and 
quantification of biological substances in a controlled environment outside a living 
organism. The technology that is used today in IVD can be compared to the technology 
of computing in the fifties. In those days, the computer was a large room completely 
filled with specialized equipment. The room was fitted with air-conditioning systems 
and the computing was carried out by trained operators. Due to the costly 
infrastructure and the need for support staff and programmers to maintain and 
operate the machines, computing was very expensive and only used in exclusive cases. 
Computers were therefore typically found in large computer centers owned by large 
industry and government. By the end of the fifties, a state-of-the-art computer as the 
PDP-1 of Digital Equipment Corporation had a memory of 9 kilobytes running at a clock 
speed of about 200 kHz and used punched paper tape for data storage.

[1]
 

 
Today, the computer is a commodity that is available everywhere. In the Netherlands, 
92% of the households own a computer and 91% has access to internet.

[2]
 The power 

of computing has increased tremendously and the form factor of a computer has 
become smaller than a human hand. People walk around with 600 MHz computing 
power in their pocket, having 32 gigabytes of memory available for data storage and 
being connected to the internet continuously. 
 
A similar technological evolution is currently taking place in the field of IVD. At present, 
patient samples are generally sent to a central laboratory where trained operators 
analyze the samples on large high-throughput machines. However, the technological 
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Figure 1.1 The PDP-1 (left [3]), offered in 1961 by Digital Equipment Corporation, occupied a large room. The 
iPhone (right [4]), offered today by Apple, fits a tremendously increased computing power into an affordable 
handheld device. 

 
trend is to integrate and miniaturize many laboratory procedures into so-called ‘lab-
on-chip’ devices. The aim is to obtain a better integration of diagnostics into the 
medical workflow by providing compact devices that can measure patient samples at 
the point of care, close to the patient.

[5, 6]
 An enabling technology of the lab-on-chip 

field is microfluidics, which deals with the behavior and manipulation of fluids on the 
sub-millimeter scale. Techniques from the field of microelectronics have been used 
frequently for the fabrication of microfluidic devices. However, a generic building block 
such as the transistor, which allows a chip to consist of millions of identical elements, 
has not been established for microfluidics. Due to the heterogeneity of biological 
molecules, the diversity of molecular interactions, and the variability of sample types, 
it is much more difficult to develop generic building blocks for microfluidics than it is 
for electronics.

[7]
 In fact, classes of microfluidic technologies have emerged with 

actuation and detection principles based on combinations of physical principles such as 
pressure, capillarity, magnetics, electronics, optics or acoustics. Due to differences in 
scaling of these physical forces, miniaturized systems behave very different from their 
macroscopic equivalents.

[8]
 For example, capillary forces dominate the behavior at the 

small scale, while gravity is negligible. This presents many challenges, but also provides 
opportunities in some cases. The development of lab-on-chip devices thus requires a 
holistic approach of system design, which explains the early phase of the field today. 
 
 
 

1.2 Market dynamics 
 
The trend in clinical diagnostics is towards point-of-care solutions, which means that 
diagnostic tests are performed closer to the patient on a much shorter time scale. Just 
as in the evolution of the computer, there are different stages in the development 
from central lab to point-of-care testing. In the evolution of the computer, the main-
frame computer evolved into a desktop PC, which became a notebook and finally 
emerged as a mobile phone. Nowadays, all of these form factors are being used in a 
complementary way, because each of them provides a solution for a different user 
need. An internet banking system, for example, is hosted on a server in a large data 
center, while accessing this banking system can be done perfectly from a smartphone. 
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The first step towards point-of-care solutions is the decentralized lab setting. Patient 
samples are not sent to a central lab, but are tested within the hospital where the 
patient is staying. The decentralized lab setting is especially relevant in urgent cases, 
where a fast time-to-result is critical. It requires therefore random-access equipment, 
on which any sample that arrives can be directly analyzed without the need to wait for 
multiple samples to fill up a batch. An example of decentralized diagnostics is the 
MiniVidas system of bioMerieux, which is a compact immunoassay analyzer for 
infectious diseases and immunochemistry assays. The next level of point-of-care 
diagnostics is professional near-patient testing. It involves cases in which a professional 
healthcare provider, such as ambulance personnel or a general practitioner (GP), 
performs a diagnostic test. A currently existing example of professional near-patient 
testing is the quantification of the hemoglobin level in the blood of donors that are 
about to donate blood at the blood bank. The finger prick blood test is performed by a 
GP at the blood bank, who uses the test result to decide whether it is safe for the 
donor to donate blood. The ultimate level of point-of-care diagnostics is home testing. 
The patient is testing his/her own samples without intervention of a healthcare 
professional. A very successful example of a point-of-care home test is the glucose 
sensor. Diabetes patients use a glucose sensor to test their blood glucose level from a 
finger prick sample in less than 10 seconds, which allows them to adjust their diet 
and/or insulin intake. The availability of an affordable and convenient way of 
monitoring one’s glucose level has improved the quality of life for the more than 170 
million diabetes patients worldwide.

[9]
 

 

 
 

   
Figure 1.2 The different market segments of diagnostics are typically characterized by the instrument’s form 
factor. The BioRobot Universal System of Qiagen (left [10]) is a large robot suited for the centralized lab 
market, the GeneXpert of Cepheid (middle [11]) is a table-top instrument suited for the decentralized setting 
and the Accu-chek Aviva glucose meter of Roche (right [12]) is a hand held point-of-care device suited for 
home testing. 

 

Table 1.1 Four market segments of diagnostics, ranging from central lab to point-of-care applications. 

Centralized lab high-throughput large robot 

 

high throughput 
broad menu 

Decentralized lab random-access large table top 

Professional 
near-patient 

single sample small table top 

 

low throughput 
specific function 

Home testing single sample hand held 
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Figure 1.3 Market dynamics in IVD. The dashed arrows indicate the high-end and low-end demand in the 
market, while the solid arrow indicates the increase in performance of IVD technology as a function of time. 
The mature market of centralized lab testing is driven by price, the growth market of decentralized lab 
testing is driven by convenience and the embryonic market of near-patient testing is driven by performance. 
Image adapted from [13]. 

 
At all levels of point-of-care diagnostics it is important that the test result provides 
actionable information. The glucose sensor is successful at the home testing level, 
because diabetes patients can adjust their diet or insulin intake based upon the test 
result. Therefore not every test is relevant as a home test, even besides the 
technological feasibility. The action that follows upon the test result determines the 
best setting for the test. The various levels of point-of-care are thus complementary in 
the healthcare system, just like the various form factors of computing are 
complementary. Accordingly, the different levels of point-of-care diagnostics represent 
different market segments.

[13]
 The centralized lab segment is currently a mature 

market where the level of performance that is offered by the technology exceeds what 
the market can absorb. Price is the main driver in a mature market, since many 
companies are able to offer products with a performance that is satisfactory for even 
the highest end of the market. These products offer a broad menu of tests and provide 
high throughput and a high degree of automation, which minimizes the cost per test. 
The decentralized segment is currently a growth market where the level of 
performance that is offered by the technology falls between the high-end and the low-
end demands of the market. Convenience is the main driver in a growth market. 
Although an improvement in performance can still be a valuable differentiator, the 
competition is driven by convenience features like ease-of-use, random-access, and 
short time-to-result. The near-patient segment is currently an embryonic market 
where the level of performance that is offered by the technology is still below the low-
end demands of the market. Performance is thus the main driver in an embryonic 
market. The success of self-measured glucose by diabetes patients has demonstrated 
the vast market potential for near-patient testing applications. However, the analyte 
concentrations involved in glucose measurements (mM) are six to nine orders of 
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magnitude larger than what is required for most other diagnostic tests (pM). This gap 
in performance currently limits the growth of this market segment. 
 
Point-of-care devices for near-patient testing can be considered a disruptive 
technology, a term introduced by Christensen.

[14]
 His framework of disruptive 

technology describes how products that underperform in the mainstream market, can 
very well address the needs of customers in a completely different market. This is 
often due to a specific feature of the product that is not particularly valued in the 
mainstream market, but highly valued in the new market. Due to the rate of 
technological progress that often outpaces the rate at which the needs in the market 
increases, disruptive technologies may finally take over the mainstream market as well 
and displace the existing technology. A good example of disruptive technology is the 
liquid crystal display (LCD). Initially, its performance was insufficient for television or 
computer displays. However, the technology was successfully used in electronic 
watches, for which the quality of the display was sufficient. Over time, the technology 
improved considerably and flat panel LCDs made their way into the homes first as 
computer displays, later as televisions. The compact form factor was interesting 
enough for a certain group of customers to accept the inferior image quality of the first 
LCD television screens. Nowadays, LCD has become the standard for television or 
computer screens and new technologies are already emerging. 
 
The technology of near-patient testing is currently insufficient for central labs. 
However, for glucose testing the performance is sufficient and its features like ease-of-
use and portability are highly valued by diabetes patients. The drawbacks of the 
technology that are valid for central labs – it allows only one sample at the time, has a 
menu of only one analyte and is not sensitive enough for many other analytes – are 
not valid for diabetes patients. Although the cost per test is large compared to high-
throughput central lab testing, it is an affordable price for the average diabetes 
patient.  
 
The cost of a diagnostic test follows from the variable cost of a disposable cartridge 
and the fixed cost of an instrument in which the cartridges are used. The concept of 
single-use disposable cartridges is technologically important to prevent contamination 
of the patient sample to and from the outside world. But also commercially the 
concept of disposable cartridges is interesting, since it provides the opportunity for a 
lucrative business model. In this business model, also known as the ’razor-and-blades’ 
business model, one item is sold at a relatively low price in order to increase sales of a 
complementary good.

[15, 16]
 As the name already suggests, this model was used 

successfully in the shaving market. Gilette provided customers with a razor handle far 
below the cost price in order to create a demand for the disposable blades. The real 
profit was made from the high margin on the blades. It is an attractive business model 
for companies, since it creates a continuous flow of revenue. Therefore it is still 
applied frequently, for example in the market of inkjet printing where the printers – 
sold at a relatively low price – require expensive ink cartridges. Another example is the 
industry for game consoles such as Xbox or PlayStation that are each compatible with 
their proprietary games only. Also in the IVD market the razors-and-blades business 
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model is applied. A glucose meter is available at a price of 15 euro, while the 
disposable test strips are sold at a price of about 1 euro each. 
 
 
 

1.3 Integration of sample preparation 
 
Ease-of-use is an important characteristic of point-of-care diagnostics. One specific 
feature that enables such easy-to-use devices is a ’sample in – result out’ type of 
performance. The glucose meter has this feature, since it analyzes a droplet of blood 
that is applied directly from the finger and provides the glucose concentration as a 
result quickly after. However, in many cases the raw body fluid is not suitable for 
analysis without sample preparation.

[17]
 The sample type may be incompatible with the 

instrument, the sample matrix may contain components that inhibit the analysis, the 
analyte may be inaccessible inside an envelope, or the analyte concentration may be 
below the detection limit of the analytical method. For example, the quantification and 
identification of pathogens via their genetic material presents several of these 
challenges, since most samples are not readily suitable for the currently existing DNA 
detection technologies. Generally, the target DNA is enclosed in cells or other 
compartments (viruses, bacteria or human cells) that need to be lysed in order to 
make the DNA accessible. Next to that, the concentration of DNA is generally so low 
that amplification is required. Finally, the sample may contain substances that 
interfere with the amplification and detection technology. Therefore, an elaborate 
process of sample preparation is required before amplification and detection can take 
place. Chapter 2 is dedicated to the complete process from sample to result and 
provides the reader with a basic understanding of sample preparation and detection 
that is commonly applied in molecular diagnostics. 
 
While many detection technologies have been fully automated and successfully 
miniaturized and integrated into a lab-on-chip format, sample preparation has been 
staying behind on this trend. For long, sample preparation used to be a manual 
procedure, involving long, complicated and labor-intensive processes.

[17, 18]
 Although 

sample preparation is more and more automated these days, it remains a complicated 
process that is usually not integrated with the detection. As a result, sample 
preparation still requires a substantial amount of manual handling by a trained 
operator and is often the bottleneck in the process from sample to result. 
 
Integration and miniaturization of automated sample preparation is thus required to 
provide the ease-of-use and portability that is needed to bring diagnostics closer to the 
patient. An additional challenge in sample preparation is the fact that typical sample 
volumes can go up to the milliliter range, while the volumes that are common in 
modern analytical instrumentation are in the microliter and sometimes even nanoliter 
range. Without clever enrichment strategies, this fundamental mismatch in volume 
wastes either expensive reagents or precious analytes. 
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1.4 The magneto-capillary valve 
 
This thesis aims at integration and miniaturization of automated sample preparation in 
order to enable point-of-care applications with a ’sample in – result out’ type of 
performance. For this, a novel microfluidic actuation concept is explored: the 
magneto-capillary valve (MCV). The MCV technology is based on stationary 
microfluidics, which is fundamentally different from continuous or digital microfluidics. 
In continuous microfluidics, liquids are actuated through channels and chambers by 
means of valves and pumps. It is the most common class of microfluidics, of which 
numerous examples exist.

[19]
 In digital microfluidics, discrete units of liquid are 

actuated through a microfluidic device. Electrowetting is one example of digital 
microfluidics, in which droplets of aqueous liquid are actuated by locally modifying the 
wetting properties of a hydrophobic surface with an applied electric field. 
 
In stationary microfluidics, the liquids are not moving at all. Instead, discrete units of 
liquid are present at fixed positions in a microfluidic device. The MCV cartridge is a 
capillary device with a hydrophobic medium that is immiscible with the stationary 
aqueous liquids. The liquids are confined by specific features of the device and 
magnetic particles are transported through the hydrophobic medium from one 
stationary liquid to another by externally applied magnetic forces. In one possible 
embodiment, as illustrated in figure 1.4, the liquids are confined by a pattern of 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions and thus separated by air as immiscible 
hydrophobic valve medium. Magnetic particles are transported reproducibly between 
the aqueous liquids by magnetic forces originating from a movable permanent magnet. 
 

 
Figure 1.4 Schematic illustration of the magneto-capillary valve technology.[20] Left: Schematic cross-sections 
illustrating the operation of a patterned air valve. The aqueous liquids (blue) are separated by air as 
immiscible hydrophobic valve medium (white). Right: Corresponding top view images of the transfer of 
magnetic particles. 
A) The particles are dispersed in the liquid in chamber 1 
B) The particles are collected above the magnet in chamber 1 and transported towards the valve region. 
C) The cloud of particles is pulled into the valve region by deforming the meniscus. 
D) The particles arrive in chamber 2 and the magneto-capillary valve closes by capillary forces. 
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Figure 1.5 Exploded view (left) and assembled view (middle) drawings of a patterned air valve cartridge, 
showing double-sided tape (red) that joins top and bottom substrate (transparent). Aqueous liquids (blue) 
with a typical volume of 15 µl are confined in four chambers by a pattern of hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
regions, as shown in figure 1.4. The top view image (right) shows a cloud of particles (brown) that is pulled 
out of a chamber by a permanent magnet (blue). 

 
The MCV technology provides a means for solid phase extraction (SPE), which is a 
common type of sample preparation that is widely used in manual procedures as well 
as in automated, integrated and miniaturized approaches.

[17, 21, 22]
 Analytes are coupled 

to particles in the sample matrix and are transported through one or more washing 
buffers to be finally eluted from the particles in a buffer that is appropriate for 
analysis. The key is to maximize the quantity of transported particles that carry the 
analyte, while minimizing the quantity of co-transported liquid. By choosing a large 
sample volume and a small elution volume, the mismatch between typical sample 
volumes and analysis volumes can be bridged. The approach of stationary microfluidics 
provides a strong reduction in complexity, which is particularly valuable for point-of-
care applications. Therefore, the MCV technology has the potential to open new 
opportunities for integration and miniaturization of automated biological sample 
preparation. 
 
 
 

1.5 State of the art in DNA purification 
 
The focus of this thesis is on the purification of DNA by solid phase extraction. Since 
this is a very common type of sample preparation in molecular diagnostics, a lot of 
prior art exists, ranging from purely manual procedures to highly automated ones. The 
vast majority of the existing solutions is based on Boom chemistry, a biochemical 
protocol discovered in 1990 by Boom et al.

[21]
, which exploits the adsorption of nucleic 

acids to silica particles in the presence of a high concentration of guanidine 
thiocyanate (GuSCN). In this section, the state of the art in DNA purification is 
described by dividing the existing solutions into four categories. 
 

A. manual procedures 
B. automated solutions – pipetting robots 
C. automated solutions – towards integration and/or miniaturization 
D. stationary microfluidic approaches 

 

1
2

3
4
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Category A describes manual procedures for DNA purification. A widely used product 
for manual purification of DNA is the spin column offered by Qiagen.

[23]
 A sample is 

mixed with lysis/binding (L/B) buffer and pumped through a silica membrane filter by 
centrifugal forces. The DNA binds selectively to the silica membrane and after pumping 
subsequently several washing buffers over the membrane, an elution buffer is pumped 
over the membrane, releasing the DNA into the elution buffer. An alternative for the 
use of silica membrane filters is the use of magnetic silica particles, for which many 
commercial products are available. For example Invitrogen, Roche, bioMerieux and 
many others offer kits that include magnetic silica particles and all the required 
reagents to perform manual purification of DNA.

[24-26]
 A sample is mixed with L/B 

buffer and magnetic silica particles to which the DNA selectively binds. With a 
magnetic rack the particles are separated from the sample matrix, which is replaced by 
washing buffer. After several washing steps, an elution buffer is added and the DNA is 
released into the elution buffer. In general, the manual procedures involve many 
pipetting steps and are obviously not automated. Therefore, they are not suited for 
point-of-care diagnostics. 
 
Category B describes automated solutions for which the manual procedures as 
described above are automated into the format of a pipetting robot. The big players in 
the market offer the instrument as well as the corresponding kit with particles and 
reagents. For example, Roche offers the MagnaPure system

[27]
, bioMerieux the 

EasyMag
[28-30]

 and Qiagen offers the BioSprint
[31]

 for particles and the QiaCube
[32]

 for 
spin columns. These systems are large table-top instruments with fairly high 
throughput. The MagnaPure system can process up to 96 samples in parallel, the 
EasyMag up to 24 and the BioSprint up to 96 as well. The operation principle of the 
systems is similar to that of a manual purification procedure, although each of them 
has a unique implementation of the magnets and tubes. The MagnaPure LC holds the 
particles magnetically confined inside the pipette tips (see figure 1.6), the EasyMag has 
a specially shaped cartridge with external magnets and the BioSprint dips magnetic 
rods protected with a plastic cover inside the liquids. In general, pipetting robots are 
automated solutions that are geared towards the high-throughput needs of the central 
lab market. Since the concept of a pipetting mechanism is fundamentally difficult to 
integrate and miniaturize in a lab-on-chip format, these solutions are not suited for 
point-of-care diagnostics. 
 

 

   

Figure 1.6 Illustration of manual DNA purification (left [33]) compared to DNA purification automated into the 
format of a pipetting robot, such as the MagnaPure LC offered by Roche (right [27]). 
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Figure 1.7 A large number of very diverse solutions exists for DNA purification with a substantial degree of 
integration and/or miniaturization. Examples include A) continuous flow microfluidics combined with silica 
particles[34], B) electrowetting[35], C) co-continuous laminar flow[36], and D) continuous flow microfluidics 
combined with a silica membrane filter[37]. 

 
Category C describes automated solutions with a substantial degree of integration 
and/or miniaturization. Although many detection technologies have been successfully 
miniaturized and integrated into a lab-on-chip format, the integration and 
miniaturization of sample preparation remains a very large challenge in the 
development of point-of-care diagnostics and many novel approaches are being 
investigated.

[22]
 A number of solutions is based on the use of magnetic particles. One 

example is the work of Hong et al.
[34]

 showing extraction of genomic DNA from an E. 
coli cell culture using a packed bed of magnetic particles in a 100 µm wide 
microchannel. The continuous flow of sample and buffers over the particles is driven 
by external pressure and controlled by integrated pneumatic valves. Another example 
is the work of Sista et al. at Advanced Liquid Logic

[35]
 showing extraction of human 

genomic DNA from whole blood using magnetic particles that are confined at the chip 
surface with an external permanent magnet. Droplets of buffer solution are flown over 
the particles using the principle of electrowetting. Another example of magnetic 
particle based DNA extraction is the work of Karle et al.

[36]
 showing extraction of 

genomic DNA from an E. coli cell culture using a co-continuous laminar flow of lysate, 
wash buffer and elution buffer. Magnetic particles in the laminar flow of lysate are 
pulled into the co-continuous laminar flows of wash buffer and elution buffer. 
 
Solutions based on silica membrane filters seem to be in a more advanced state of 
development. An example of a completely integrated system for sample preparation is 
the work of Baier et al. in a collaboration of industrial, medical and academic 
partners

[37]
 showing extraction of human papilloma virus (HPV) mRNA from cervical 

samples. The device is a pressure driven disposable polymer chip of credit card size 
and accepts 3 ml of sample. All necessary reagents for lysis, washing and elution are 
stored on-chip and the extraction is performed in two stages: a filter for pre-
concentration of cells and a silica membrane filter for nucleic acid purification. Another 
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example is the GeneXpert offered by Cepheid (see figure 1.2).
[11]

 It is a completely 
integrated system for molecular diagnostics that is commercially available since 2004. 
The system integrates sample preparation with real-time polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) detection in a disposable cartridge, providing a ’sample in – result out’ type of 
performance. The sample and several reagents have to be injected into the cartridge 
by the user just prior to operation. At market introduction, the GeneXpert was the first 
PCR-based instrument to integrate all of the steps required for DNA detection. 
 
Today, more companies are developing completely integrated systems. For example, 
Biocartis is developing a molecular diagnostics platform, originating from work at 
Philips, that integrates any sample preparation of nucleic acids with amplification and 
detection, providing a result without user intervention.

[38]
 A common disadvantage of 

pressure driven continuous microfluidics is the need for pumps and valves, which often 
results in bulky external equipment that is required to operate the miniaturized lab-on-
chip device. The presented solutions may therefore be well-suited for a decentralized 
lab setting, but for point-of-care diagnostics further developments are necessary to 
enable devices that are increasingly rapid, easy-to-use and cost-effective. 
 
Category D describes DNA purification that follows the approach of stationary 
microfluidics. In stationary microfluidics, the liquids are not moving at all. Discrete 
units of liquid are present at fixed positions in a microfluidic device and magnetic 
particles are transported from one stationary liquid to another by externally applied 
magnetic forces. The systems in this category offer the greatest potential for 
integration and miniaturization, but are still in a very early research phase. All of the 
work results from academic research and currently no commercial product based on 
this principle is on the market. The level of integration is therefore limited and in most 
cases only DNA extraction is performed on-chip. In general, the systems have a ’raw 
sample in – purified sample out’ type of performance and the purified sample is 
analyzed off-chip by real-time PCR. 
 
The work of Shikida

[39]
 describes the transport of magnetic particles from one aqueous 

droplet to another by magnetic forces originating from a permanent magnet. Both 
droplets are immersed in a volume of silicon oil and the droplets are separated by a 
geometrical constriction in the PDMS side walls of the device that confines the 
droplets within the oil. The device was used for an enzymatic reaction. Berry et al.

[40]
 

use a device similar to the one of Shikida with the difference that the wells of Berry are 
completely filled with aqueous solution. The aqueous solutions are confined by sharp 
geometrical edges in the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) side walls of the wells. Two 
wells with aqueous liquid are separated by one well that contains oil. The magnetic 
particles are transported through the oil by magnetic forces originating from a 
permanent magnet. Parallel operation is achieved by using a long bar-shaped magnet 
under multiple wells simultaneously. The system was able to isolate mRNA from a cell 
lysate of human embryonic stem cells. 
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Figure 1.8 Overview of prior art in DNA purification that follows the approach of stationary microfluidics. In 
all cases, discrete units of liquid are present at fixed positions in a microfluidic device and magnetic particles 
are transported from one stationary liquid to another by externally applied magnetic forces. The prior art 
includes the work of A) Shikida et al.[39], B) Berry et al.[40], C) Lehmann et al.[41], D) Long et al.[42], E) Pipper et 
al.[43], and F) Strohmeier et al.[44] 

 
Lehmann et al.

[41]
 have reported purification of genomic DNA from a sample with lysed 

cells. In this case, droplets of aqueous solution are confined at the bottom of a bulk 
volume of oil by hydrophilized patches on the Teflon bottom substrate. The magnetic 
particles are transported from one aqueous droplet to another by magnetic forces 
originating from a multilayer set of coils on a printed circuit board (PCB). The magnetic 
force is enhanced by the homogeneous magnetic field of a stationary permanent 
magnet. Long et al.

[42]
 report the magnetic actuation of droplets on a Teflon coated 

glass slide using a permanent magnet. Under certain conditions, described by a force 
balance model, the magnetic particles are extracted from the droplet. Application of 
this technology for biological sample preparation has not been reported so far. Pipper 
et al.

[43]
 used a similar system to extract cells from a droplet of blood by 

immunocapture with magnetic particles. The particles with the cells attached are 
washed in several droplets with washing buffer and transported to a PCR buffer in 
which the cells are thermally lysed. By moving the droplet repeatedly from a hot to a 
cold zone, a real-time PCR is performed inside the droplet. Because the droplets are 
actuated on top of an open surface, a thin film of mineral oil is used to protect the 
droplets from evaporating. Finally, the work of Strohmeier et al.

[44]
 involves separated 

volumes of liquid in a rotating disk format. Magnetic particles are transported from 
one liquid to another by a combination of magnetic forces originating from a 
permanent magnet and centrifugal forces originating from rotation of the disk. In this 
system, DNA was purified from a lysed cell culture of E. coli bacteria. 
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The solutions of category D offer the greatest potential for integration and 
miniaturization, since no bulky external equipment is required to operate the 
miniaturized lab-on-chip device. The fluids are stationary and for the actuation of the 
magnetic particles a small movable permanent magnet is sufficient. The prior art, as 
described above, involves in almost all cases an oil phase between the aqueous 
phases. Although the use of oil may bring certain advantages in the aforementioned 
systems, it is rather unfavorable from a perspective of system integration. 
 
The MCV technology is a closed-cartridge concept which does not require the use of an 
oil phase. It is therefore compatible with the concept of low-cost disposable cartridges. 
It is furthermore a capillary device, which offers possibilities for autonomous filling. 
Therefore, the MCV technology has the potential to open new opportunities for 
integration and miniaturization of automated biological sample preparation. 
 
 
 

1.6 Outline of this thesis 
 
This thesis aims at advancing the integration and miniaturization of automated sample 
preparation in order to enable point-of-care applications with a ’sample in – result out’ 
type of performance. For this purpose, a novel microfluidic actuation concept is 
proposed: the magneto-capillary valve (MCV). In this thesis, the potential of the MCV 
technology is explored and its limitations are defined. 
 
Chapter 2 provides an introduction into molecular diagnostics by discussing the 
complex process of a molecular test from sample to result. It provides the reader with 
a basic understanding of sample preparation and detection that is commonly applied 
in molecular diagnostics to facilitate the interpretation of the experimental results 
presented in chapter 8 and 9. 
 
Chapter 3 introduces the disposable MCV cartridge. Various valve architectures are 
presented as well as a concept for sample enrichment. The fabrication of MCV 
cartridges is explained with attention for the applied methods of rapid prototyping. 
 
In chapter 4, the experimental setup is presented. Besides being a prototype for the 
instrument that drives the disposable MCV cartridges, the setup also allows for 
quantification of the magnetic force that is applied to the particles. The quantification 
is realized by combining recorded images of the magnetic particle cloud with the 
measured susceptibility of the particles and the calculated magnetic field of the 
magnet. 
 
Chapter 5 explains the operation of the magneto-capillary valve in detail. The behavior 
of the valve is described by a model that balances the magnetic force with the capillary 
and friction forces. Scaling behavior is described and conditions for successful 
operation of the valve are indicated in a parameter space diagram of particle load and 
capillary thickness. 
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In chapter 6 and 7, the performance of the MCV is evaluated by investigating the 
physics of magneto-capillary valving. Chapter 6 presents experimental results of 
valving efficiency, the transport of magnetic particles, and pinch-off, key processes 
that are involved in inter-chamber transport. In chapter 7, the friction forces are 
investigated that play an important role in intra-chamber dynamics. 
 
Chapters 8 and 9 present integrated biological sample preparation in the MCV 
technology. Chapter 8 describes experimental results of DNA purification from spiked 
water and plasma samples and compares these results with manual DNA purification 
procedures. Also, the experimental results on integrated enrichment of DNA from 
800 µl water samples are presented. Chapter 9 provides an outlook towards more 
challenging sample preparation assays by presenting preliminary results of DNA 
extraction from cell samples and enrichment of proteins in the MCV technology.  
 
Chapter 10 concludes the thesis by evaluating the project. It also provides an 
assessment of the various valve architectures and gives direction to further 
development of the MCV technology. 
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Chapter 2 

BASICS OF MOLECULAR 

DIAGNOSTICS 

2.1 Introduction 
 
The field of in-vitro diagnostics (IVD) is concerned with the identification and 
quantification of biological substances in a controlled environment outside a living 
organism. This field can be divided into three main areas: 1) molecular diagnostics 
(MDx), dealing with the detection of nucleic acids (NA) such as deoxyribonucleic acid 
(DNA) or ribonucleic acid (RNA), 2) immunodiagnostics (IDx), dealing with the 
detection of proteins, and 3) cell diagnostics (CDx), dealing with the detection of cells. 
Although sample preparation is required in all three areas of in-vitro diagnostics, the 
focus of this thesis is on molecular diagnostics, in particular on the detection of DNA. 
Some examples of sample preparation in MCV cartridges are presented for 
immunodiagnostics and cell diagnostics as well, but this involves not more than 
preliminary results to provide an outlook for the range of potential applications of the 
MCV technology. This chapter provides an introduction into molecular diagnostics by 
discussing the complete process of a molecular test from sample to result, which 
allows the reader to realize the unmet need for integrated sample preparation and to 
appreciate the experimental results presented in chapter 8 and 9. 
 
Most samples that are subjected to a molecular test are not readily suitable for the 
currently existing DNA detection technologies.

[17]
 Generally, the target DNA is enclosed 

in cells or other compartments (viruses, bacteria or human cells) that need to be lysed 
in order to make the DNA accessible. Next to that, the concentration of DNA is 
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Figure 2.1 Example of a typical multi-step process for molecular diagnostics, in which an elaborate process of 
sample preparation precedes amplification and detection by real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR). 

 
generally so low that amplification is required. Finally, the sample may contain 
substances that interfere with the amplification and detection technology. Therefore, 
an elaborate process of sample preparation is required before amplification and 
detection can take place.

[45]
 The complete process of molecular diagnostics is thus an 

elaborate multi-step process that typically consists of the basic steps as presented in 
figure 2.1. 
 
The first step in the process is sample taking. This step involves the acquisition of a 
DNA containing sample: drawing blood, collecting saliva, urine or feces, biopsy, 
collecting sputum, taking a swab. Not all of these samples are necessarily liquid. Since 
the subsequent processing steps require liquid samples, the sample taking can 
therefore also include the liquefaction of the sample. The DNA containing sample is 
dissolved into a liquid with a reasonably low viscosity, which can be processed in the 
subsequent steps. In this thesis, only liquid sample types are considered and sample 
taking is not addressed any further. 
 
The next step is lysis, which is often combined with DNA purification in a process called 
DNA extraction. The target DNA is generally enclosed in cells that need to be lysed in 
order to make the DNA accessible. In the lysis step, the cell wall and cell membrane are 
disrupted and the DNA molecules are released into the sample matrix together with an 
abundance of other intra-cellular components. In the purification step, the DNA is 
separated from the lysate and transferred to a buffer in order to remove any 
contaminants that could interfere with the subsequent steps. The purification may also 
include enrichment: the DNA concentration is increased by using a buffer volume that 
is significantly smaller than the initial sample volume. 
 
After sample preparation, the DNA is present in a buffer without interfering 
contaminants and is thus suitable for amplification and detection. Real-time 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a widely adopted technology that combines 
amplification and detection. In a real-time PCR, the amount of DNA is in theory 
doubled each thermal cycle due to the activity of the polymerase enzyme. For each 
copy of a DNA molecule, a fluorophore is released, resulting in an increasing 
fluorescence signal that can be monitored real-time and used to quantify the initial 
quantity of DNA. 
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purification
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An alternative for molecular diagnostics for pathogen detection are culturing methods, 
which currently represent the golden standard for the detection of bacteria and fungi 
in a clinical setting.

[46]
 Pathogen culture is much cheaper than molecular diagnostics, 

because the custom synthesized primers and probes and proprietary polymerase 
enzymes that are commonly used in real-time PCR are not required for culturing. 
Moreover, typically no sample preparation is required and the hands-on time is very 
limited. A bottle or plate with sample and growth medium is incubated for several days 
at an elevated temperature. The pathogens, if present, grow until the increased 
concentration of pathogens can be detected optically. With staining it is sometimes 
possible to identify the pathogen or to narrow the options down to a group of possible 
pathogens. 
 
Molecular diagnostics, on the other hand, offer some important advantages. Although 
a molecular test is much more complicated than a pathogen culture, it is much faster. 
The typical time-to-result of a molecular test is on the order of hours, while culturing 
may take up to several days or even weeks. In cases where medical treatment is 
directly based on test results – e.g. in case of antibiotic treatment for sepsis patients – 
such a reduction in the time-to-result is of the highest importance. Another advantage 
is identification of the pathogen, which is typically employed in molecular diagnostics. 
While in most culture media many different pathogen species may grow, the result of 
a molecular test is very specific to the genetic signature of the organism. Finally, 
pathogen culture is not always possible. Some organisms are difficult to culture or 
cannot be cultured at all. 
 
 
 

2.2 DNA extraction 
 
Figure 2.2 shows the process of DNA extraction, which combines lysis of the cells and 
purification of the DNA that is released from the cells into the sample matrix. The 
purification takes place in three steps: 1) binding, the DNA molecules bind to a solid 
support, 2) washing, the sample matrix, cell debris and lysis components are washed 
away, and 3) elution, the DNA is eluted from the solid support and released into the 
elution buffer. 
 

  
Figure 2.2 Schematic illustration of DNA extraction (left, image adapted from [47]). DNA extraction can be 
carried out manually in a tube using a pipette and a magnet (right). 
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2.2.1 Lysis 
 
The target DNA is generally enclosed in cells that need to be lysed in order to make the 
DNA accessible.

[48]
 In the lysis step, the cell wall is disrupted and the DNA molecules 

are released into the sample matrix together with an abundance of other intra-cellular 
components. Many lysis methods exist, which can be divided into several categories: 
 

 chemical 
 enzymatic 
 mechanical 
 thermal 

 
Chemical lysis methods may involve a very high or very low salt concentration, an 
acidic or alkaline pH or detergents. In enzymatic methods, the cell wall is degraded by 
an enzyme, such as for example lysozyme or lysostaphin. Mechanical lysis methods 
include bead-beating, a method in which glass beads are added to the sample which is 
then fiercely agitated, or the use of ultra-sound. Finally, thermal lysis involves 
incubation at an elevated temperature, a method which is often used in addition to 
another lysis method. The efficacy of each of those lysis methods depends to a large 
extent on the composition of the cell wall, which differs between different types of 
organisms: 
 

 viruses 
 eukaryotic cells 
 bacteria 
 fungi 

 
Viruses and eukaryotic cells are easily lysed, because they have no cell wall. Bacteria 
and fungi are much more difficult to lyse, but for a given lysis method large differences 
in lysis efficiency exist between different organisms. The following classification can be 
made, based on the composition of the cell wall of the organism: 
 

 Gram-negative bacteria (e.g. Escherichia coli) 
 Gram-positive bacteria (e.g. Staphylococcus aureus) 
 bacterial spores  (e.g. Clostridium difficile) 
 fungi   (e.g. Candida albicans) 

 
Gram-negative bacteria are relatively easy to lyse, because they have a more fragile 
cell wall than Gram-positive bacteria. In particular, bacterial spores and fungi are 
difficult to lyse and require harsh lysis conditions. It is, however, possible that a harsh 
lysis method, that is suitable for bacterial spores, is not very efficient for the lysis of 
Gram-positive bacteria. Therefore, a combination of methods may be used to enable 
the simultaneous lysis of many different organisms. Since the focus of this thesis is on 
the purification part of sample preparation rather than on the lysis part, only 
organisms that are relatively easy to lyse are considered and lysis is not investigated 
any further. 
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A common chemical lysis buffer consists of a high concentration of guanidine 
thiocyanate (GuSCN) combined with Triton X-100.

[21]
 The combination of this 

chaotropic salt and detergent is very effective for the lysis of viruses, white blood cells 
and Gram-negative bacteria. Besides effective cell lysis, the GuSCN has also two 
additional functions. First, it is a strong protein denaturing agent, which is particularly 
useful to inactivate nucleases such as DNase and RNase. It thus prevents degradation 
of nucleic acids. Secondly, GuSCN is also an agent that promotes the binding of nucleic 
acids to silica surfaces. This is an important property, since it enables the purification 
of DNA from the lysate as discussed in the next section. 
 
 

2.2.2 DNA purification 
 
The lysate, resulting from the lysis step, contains next to the desired DNA molecules 
also an abundance of undesired molecules such as proteins, lipids, and other small 
molecules. Many of these background molecules have an inhibitory effect on the 
activity of the polymerase enzyme that is used in real-time PCR, which reduces the 
amplification efficiency.

[49, 50]
 The inhibitors originate from the lysed cells, from the 

sample matrix and from also the chemical lysis buffer. Only in some cases a PCR from 
crude lysate results in efficient amplification. For that, the sample matrix should 
contain no inhibitors, the amount of cell debris should be limited and no additional 
inhibitors should be introduced in the lysis, which can be achieved for example by 
using a mechanical lysis method. Since this is generally difficult to achieve, in most 
cases DNA purification is required to remove the inhibitors from the lysate. The term 
DNA isolation is used equivalently to DNA purification, because the DNA is actually 
isolated from the lysate. Typical examples of inhibitors are heme/hemoglobin, IgG 
proteins, detergents or high salt concentrations from chemical lysis or ethanol from 
purification.

[49, 50]
 

 
A very common method for DNA purification is solid phase extraction (SPE).

[17]
 The 

DNA molecules bind to a solid support and other molecules in the lysate are washed 
away in several washing steps. In the final step, the DNA molecules are eluted from the 
solid support and thus released into the elution buffer. In 1990, Boom et al.

[21]
 

discovered the selective adsorption of nucleic acids to silica particles in the presence of 
a high concentration of GuSCN. The interaction of the DNA molecules with the silica 
surface is thought to involve a combination of intermolecular electrostatic forces, 
dehydration, and intermolecular hydrogen bonding, which allows to separate the DNA 
from undesired background molecules.

[22, 51]
 Since GuSCN is a strong PCR inhibitor 

itself, the washing buffers also need to eliminate the high concentration of GuSCN. A 
wash buffer with a low pH removes the GuSCN, while keeping most of the DNA 
adsorbed to the silica surface. In the original protocol, one of the wash buffers 
contains ethanol for its ability to thoroughly wash away inhibitors with only a minor 
loss of DNA. However, ethanol is a strong PCR inhibitor as well. To prevent the use of 
ethanol, alternative protocols have been developed.

[52]
 Subsequent washing in an 

elution buffer with a high pH disrupts the electrostatic binding and the DNA is eluted 
from the silica surface. 
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Figure 2.3 Basic steps of DNA purification by solid phase extraction. 

 
Over the past 20 years, many variants on the silica SPE method have emerged. Next to 
variations in the reagents, also the silica surface comes in different types. The silica 
particles from the original paper

[21]
 have been replaced by magnetic silica particles, 

allowing convenient separation of particles and liquid as shown in figure 2.2. The most 
common alternative to the use of magnetic silica particles is a silica membrane filter 
through which the lysate and the wash and elution buffers are pumped. In a silica spin 
column, the liquids are driven through the filter by centrifugal forces. Disadvantages of 
filters include the risk of clogging, the limited interaction time and the dead volume of 
the filter that imposes a lower limit on the elution volume. An advantage of filters is 
the straightforward implementation in integrated systems compared to magnetic 
manipulation of particles. 
 
Solid phase extraction is a generic method, meaning that all DNA and RNA in the lysate 
is captured and purified, regardless of its genetic information. Specificity is obtained by 
the use of PCR, which amplifies only the target DNA based on the sequence of primers 
and probes. Generic sample preparation is a great advantage, since it allows a single 
method for many different molecular tests. However, the presence of large quantities 
of mammalian DNA, which can originate for example from white blood cells, may 
hamper the sensitive detection of pathogen DNA. In specific cases, such as the 
detection of low numbers of bacteria in large volumes of blood needed for sepsis, the 
use of a selective step already in the sample preparation may be a major advantage. 
 
The efficiency of DNA purification is determined by two factors: yield and purity. The 
yield is the quantity of DNA obtained in the eluate compared to the total quantity of 
DNA present in the lysate. Ideally, the two are equal and the yield is 100%. However, in 
practice several losses occur in the purification procedure. First, not all of the DNA is 
captured on the silica surface, which is reflected by the capture efficiency. Secondly, 
some of the DNA may get unintentionally released from the silica during the washing 
steps, which is reflected by the washing loss. Finally, some of the DNA may remain 
adsorbed on the silica after elution, which is reflected by the elution efficiency. 
Although manufacturers of DNA purification kits often advertise a yield close to 100%, 
in practice the yield is typically between 25 and 50%. 
 
The purity of the eluate reflects the amount of PCR inhibitors in the eluate. Ideally, no 
inhibitors remain after the purification, but in practice the washing efficiency may be 
insufficient. Unfortunately, increasing the washing efficiency often leads to an increase 
in the washing loss, thus yield is traded for purity. The combination of yield and purity 
determines the final result of the real-time PCR as discussed in the next section. 
 
 

elutewashbind
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The quantity of DNA obtained in the eluate can be increased by starting with a larger 
sample volume, which obviously contains more DNA molecules. Since real-time PCR is 
typically performed in a small volume on the order of 10 – 25 µl, it is most 
advantageous to elute in a similarly small volume. Starting a purification from a 1 ml 
lysate and eluting in a 10 µl volume results in an enrichment of 100 times. Assuming a 
purification efficiency of 25%, this enrichment results in a 25 times increased DNA 
concentration compared to the original sample. Enrichment is therefore essential for 
the detection of targets at very low concentrations, since it can increase the 
concentration beyond the limit of detection of real-time PCR. The lysate volume has a 
practical upper limit of several milliliters, due to technical limitations as well as the 
acceptable amount of sample that can be taken from a patient. Likewise, the elution 
volume has a lower limit of several microliters, because the magnetic silica particles 
already occupy a volume of about one microliter. For silica membrane filters, the 
elution volume is typically limited to several tens of microliters due to the dead volume 
of the filter. 
 
 
 

2.3 Real-time PCR 
 
The eluate that results from the DNA purification contains the desired DNA molecules 
in a buffer that is suitable for amplification. Direct detection of DNA, which is possible 
by optical absorption or detection of an intercalating fluorescent dye, is generally not 
sensitive enough for the low target concentrations that are common in molecular 
diagnostics. Moreover, these methods quantify all of the DNA and are not specific to 
the genetic sequence of the target. Amplification and detection are generally 
combined by applying the widely adopted technology of real-time PCR, because of its 
high sensitivity and specificity. This section explains the basics of TaqMan based real-
time PCR, which is the type of PCR that was used in the experimental work of this 
thesis.

[53, 54]
 

 
In real-time PCR, the amount of DNA is theoretically doubled for each thermal cycle, 
due to the activity of the Taq DNA polymerase enzyme. For each copy of a DNA 
molecule, a fluorophore is released, resulting in a rapidly increasing fluorescence signal 
that can be monitored real-time. By comparing the signal to that of a reference sample 
with a known quantity of DNA, the initial quantity of DNA can be determined. Figure 
2.4 shows one cycle of the reaction in detail. The reaction volume contains the 
template DNA and a PCR buffer with forward and reverse primers, nucleotides and Taq 
DNA polymerase. The double-stranded template DNA (A) is denatured (B) by 
increasing the temperature. In the annealing step, the temperature is decreased to 
allow hybridization of the forward primer, reverse primer and the probe to the single-
stranded DNA (C). The probe has a fluorescent tag on one end and a quencher on the 
other end. Since the quencher and the fluorophore are in close proximity, any 
fluorescence is suppressed by the quencher. Subsequently, the Taq polymerase 
elongates the primers (C-E) by incorporating the appropriate nucleotides from the 
solution. The Taq polymerase also degrades the probe, which releases the fluorophore 
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and the quencher separately into the solution. This eliminates the quenching effect 
and the fluorescence from the released fluorophore can be detected. When the 
elongation is completed, the original DNA molecule has been copied and two identical 
DNA molecules are present in the solution. The same reaction is repeated in each of 
the next cycles, releasing in each cycle a doubled amount of fluorophores. The 
fluorescence signal thus increases exponentially. 
 
Because of the low starting quantity of template DNA, the fluorescent signal is only 
detectable after multiple cycles. The curves in figure 2.4 represent the result of a real-
time PCR. Typically, for the first 20 cycles the fluorescence is not detectable, which 
corresponds to a detection limit of about 2

20
 = 10

6
 fluorophores. This phase is the 

baseline of the reaction, which is typically not zero due to background fluorescence. In 
the exponential phase, the signal rises above from the background and continues to 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Basics of TaqMan based real-time PCR. Steps A to F illustrate one cycle of the reaction (left). In 
steps A and B, the double-stranded DNA is denatured by increasing the temperature to 95°C. In step C, the 
primers and the probe with fluorophore (F) and quencher (Q) hybridize to the DNA. In step D, the Taq 
polymerase (gray ‘pacman’ symbol) starts to elongate the primers. In steps E and F, the Taq polymerase 
degrades the probe, which releases the fluorophore and the quencher separately into the solution. This 
eliminates the quenching effect and the fluorescence from the released fluorophore can be detected. During 
the reaction, the temperature is cycled between 95°C and 60°C (top right). The result is an exponential 
increase of fluorescence, which is compared to a reference for quantification (bottom right). 
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increase exponentially. Assuming 100% PCR efficiency, the amount of DNA, and 
therefore also the fluorescent signal, exactly doubles every cycle. Towards the end of 
the PCR, the reaction saturates due to depletion of components in the PCR buffer, 
resulting in no further amplification. 
 
In real-time PCR, the starting quantity of the template DNA is determined from the 
point in time at which the fluorescence is first rising above a threshold value, rather 
than from the intensity of the fluorescence after a fixed number of cycles. This point is 
the cycle threshold (Ct) value, which is indicated for both curves in figure 2.4 by the 
vertical dashed lines. The higher the starting quantity of the template DNA, the earlier 
the exponential increase in fluorescence is detected. The absolute Ct value, however, 
is only a relative measure of the starting quantity of the template DNA, because many 
factors have an influence on the Ct value besides the initial template concentration. To 
determine the absolute starting quantity, the Ct value is compared to the Ct values of a 
reference, which is a series of known concentrations at well-defined buffer conditions 
that is processed in the same PCR parallel to the unknown samples. The example in 
figure 2.4 shows the Ct value of an eluate and a reference. The starting quantity of 
DNA in the eluate was lower than that of the reference, since the Ct value of the eluate 
is higher. 
 
The absolute starting quantity of the DNA in the eluate can be calculated from the 
difference ΔCt between the Ct of the eluate and the reference. Imagine the starting 
quantity in the reference sample is 1000 copies of DNA and the ΔCt is exactly one 
cycle. The quantity of DNA in the eluate is then 1000·2

-1
 = 500 copies, assuming no 

inhibition is present. Considering the calculations for purification efficiency, the sign 
convention for ΔCt is defined as 
 

                 2-1 

 
which results in a negative ΔCt for the typical situation of             corresponding 

to a purification efficiency smaller than 100%. 
 
The purity of the eluate can be assessed with a negative control (NC) spiked with a 
known quantity of DNA. Two types of negative control exist. In real-time PCR, a 
negative control is used determine the level of contamination of reagents with target 
DNA. For this, a sample without any target DNA is processed in the same PCR parallel 
to the other samples. Ideally, no fluorescence is detected from this sample. However, 
due to contamination of reagents, disposables or the environment in which the 
molecular test takes place, the NC may unintentionally contain a tiny amount of the 
target DNA, resulting in a positive signal after many cycles. The Ct value of the NC 
determines the limit of detection of the molecular test. 
 
Another type of negative control is used in DNA purification to determine the purity of 
the eluate. A sample without any target DNA is processed in the DNA purification. The 
resulting eluate is then spiked with a known quantity of DNA and processed in the PCR. 
If the resulting Ct value is in agreement with the spiked DNA quantity, no inhibition is 
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present and the purity of the eluate is 100%. However, if the PCR of the spiked NC 
sample lags for example with one cycle, the purity is only 50%. Real-time PCR is thus an 
excellent way to evaluate the performance of the sample preparation. The yield can be 
determined by comparing the Ct value of the eluates to a reference, under the 
assumption that no inhibition is present. At the same time, the assumption about the 
purity can be verified with a spiked NC sample. 
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Chapter 3 

CONCEPT, DESIGN AND 

FABRICATION OF MCV 

CARTRIDGES 

3.1 Introduction 
 
The magneto-capillary valve (MCV) concept is a particle based technology in which 
magnetic particles are transported through stationary liquids by magnetic forces. The 
core of the MCV technology is a disposable cartridge, in which all of the magnetic and 
fluidic action takes place. The instrument that drives the disposable cartridge is 
described in chapter 4. This chapter discusses the concept, design and fabrication of 
MCV cartridges. 
 
A purification assay for biological sample preparation, as discussed in chapter 2, 
requires the integration of a number of functions into the cartridge. These required 
functions are described first. Subsequently, the embodiment of the required functions 
is described by discussing various cartridge architectures. Several valve architectures 
are presented, as well as a concept for enrichment. The next section presents the 
fabrication technologies that have been used to implement the cartridge architectures, 
thus enabling experimental verification. Finally, the setup of a pre-pilot fabrication line 
is discussed, which has enabled rapid prototyping of MCV cartridges in substantial 
numbers. Almost 1000 cartridges of various designs were fabricated over a period of 
about 2 years, allowing to investigate the principles of magneto-capillary valving and to 
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test the performance of the MCV concept in biological sample preparation. The 
chapter is concluded by discussing the preferred architectures considering also the 
potential for low-cost fabrication of disposable MCV cartridges. 
 
 
 

3.2 Functional requirements 
 
A purification assay for biological sample preparation is typically a multi-step process, 
consisting of the basic steps as presented in figure 2.3.

[21]
 In the first step, the target 

molecules are captured from the sample matrix and bind to magnetic particles. In the 
second step, the particles with the target molecules attached are washed to remove 
matrix components. In the last step, the target molecules are eluted from the particles. 
 

 
Figure 3.1 Basic steps of a purification assay for biological sample preparation. 

 
For a multi-step purification assay, an MCV cartridge requires the following functions: 
 

1. inter-chamber transport: from one liquid to another 
2. intra-chamber transport: collecting, mixing and moving within one liquid 
3. enrichment:  from ml to µl volume 

 
These functions need to be integrated into a cartridge that delivers a ‘raw sample in – 
purified sample out’ type of performance. The raw sample can for example be a lysate 
that contains DNA molecules free in solution, in a background of many other molecules 
and cell debris. The purified sample then consists of DNA molecules in an elution 
buffer, suitable for real-time PCR detection. 
 
The cartridge contains several confined volumes of aqueous liquid, such that in each of 
the liquids one step of the assay can take place. To prevent contamination of the 
eluate, it is essential that the steps of the assay are well separated. Magnetic particles 
are transported through the stationary aqueous liquids by magnetic forces. To achieve 
high purification efficiency, it is important that all of the magnetic particles are 
transported, while at the same time the liquid that is co-transported with the particles 
is kept to an absolute minimum. In each of the steps, mixing may be required to 
increase the interaction between particles and fluid, thus improving the capture, 
washing and elution efficiencies. For samples with a very low target concentration, 
enrichment is required to increase the concentration beyond the limit of detection 
(LoD) of the detection method. Practical sample volumes can go up to a few ml, while 
the typical volume for real-time PCR detection is on the order of 10 µl. An MCV 
cartridge would thus require a milliliter volume in the capture step and a microliter 
volume in the elution step. 

elutewashbind
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3.3 Cartridge architectures 
 
There are many ways to integrate the required functions into a cartridge according to 
the MCV concept. This section describes seven magneto-capillary valve architectures 
to embody the function of inter-chamber transport and a concept to obtain 
enrichment functionality.

[55][A1]
 The function of intra-chamber transport is achieved by 

the lateral movement of the magnet. 
 
 

3.3.1 Inter-chamber transport 
 
Table 3.1 shows seven magneto-capillary valve architectures that differ in valve 
medium and in confinement principle. The so-called ‘patterned valves’ are based on a 
sharp transition in surface energy that is obtained by patterned chemical surface 
modification.

[55][A2,A3]
 This patterned surface modification creates hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic regions that confine the aqueous liquids in well-separated volumes. The 
so-called ‘geometrical valves’ are based on sharp geometrical transitions that confine 
the aqueous liquids. Figure 3.2 illustrates the difference in confinement principle 
between patterned valves (left) and geometrical valves (right). 
 
The drawings in table 3.1 are not to scale. The thickness of the bottom substrate is 
typically 500 µm, the top substrate 1 mm and the capillary thickness in between the 
substrates is on the order of 100 µm. In the drawings of figure 3.2 these dimensions 
are a bit more emphasized to illustrate the difference in confinement principle of a 
patterned air valve and a geometrical air valve. For successful operation of the MCV, a 
large contrast in surface energy is required between the hydrophilic chamber region 
and the hydrophobic valve region.

[56][C4]
 In case of the geometrical valve principle, the 

top substrate is therefore fully hydrophilic and the bottom substrate fully hydrophobic. 
Although the contact angle with the top substrate is small, the additional 90° angle of 
the edge causes a sufficiently strong curvature of the meniscus, which results in strong 
confinement of the liquid. To prevent evaporation from the hole in the top substrate, 
the valve region cavity can be closed by a capping layer without influencing the 
operation of the valve.

[56][C1]
 

 

  
Figure 3.2 Schematic illustration of the confinement principle of a patterned air valve (left) and a geometrical 
air valve (right). The surface of the substrates is either hydrophilic (green), or hydrophobic (orange), or 
patterned into hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions. The blue areas represent the confined aqueous liquids. 
The contact angle between liquid and surface is large on hydrophobic surfaces (     ), small on hydrophilic 

surfaces (     ), and undefined when pinned at the transition between hydrophilic and hydrophobic (    ). 
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The aqueous liquids in the cartridge are separated by the valve medium. The valve 
medium should be immiscible with the aqueous liquids, while a cloud of magnetic 
particles should be able to travel across the valve medium from one liquid to another. 
When no specific valve medium is applied to the valve region, the cavity is filled with 
air. A commonly used valve medium is oil. In fact, all of the magneto-capillary valves 
that are found in prior art use oil as the valve medium.

[39-41]
 The main advantage of 

using oil as valve medium is the reduction in magnetic force that is required to 
transport the magnetic particles from one liquid to another. This is a direct 
consequence of the low interfacial tension between water and oil, which can be tuned 
by changing the chemical composition of the oil. A disadvantage of using oil as the 
valve medium is the increase in complexity of the system, especially because the oil 
can only be applied to the valve region after the aqueous liquids have been injected 
into the chambers; otherwise the oil would fill the chambers. 
 
Using paraffin as the valve medium is attractive for its solid-liquid phase change at 
temperatures close to room temperature. In continuous microfluidics, paraffin has 
been used to actuate a valve by the thermal expansion that originates from the phase 
change

[57]
 or by the displacement of a meltable plug of paraffin inside a 

microchannel.
[58, 59]

 In the MCV technology, paraffin can form solid, physical barriers 
between the chambers at room temperature, while being permeable for magnetic 
particles at a slightly elevated temperature. Such a plug of paraffin provides a robust 
separation of the aqueous liquids, which is particularly important for hard-to-handle 
liquids, such as plasma or buffers with surfactants. As opposed to oil, paraffin can be 
deposited during the fabrication of the cartridge. This enables a ’dry cartridge’ 
concept, without the need to apply a liquid valve medium during operation. Obviously, 
some complexity is added to the system, because heating is required to melt the 
paraffin so that the particles can travel through the melted paraffin from one liquid to 
another. However, from a system perspective, the integration of a heating mechanism 
seems less complicated than integration of an oil dispensing mechanism. 
 
The patterned paraffin valve has an important advantage over the geometrical paraffin 
valve regarding the heating that is required to melt the paraffin.

[55][A6]
 The volume of 

paraffin that has to be melted in the geometrical paraffin valve is much larger than in 
the case of the patterned paraffin valve. This leads to a large thermal gradient upon 
operation, creating bubbles and potentially influencing the biochemical assay 
negatively. The enhanced geometrical paraffin valve, depicted at the right bottom of 
table 3.1, combines the performance advantage of the patterned paraffin valve, due to 
the thin capillary layer of paraffin, with the fabrication advantage of the geometrical 
paraffin valve for which no patterned surface modification is required. 
 
 

3.3.2 Enrichment concept 
 
For enrichment, the capture volume needs to be significantly larger than the elution 
volume. Since the cartridge is a planar capillary device, a much larger volume would 
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Figure 3.3 Schematic illustration of an enrichment cartridge. 

 
require a much larger footprint. Therefore, the enlarged capture volume is not 
capillary, but is extended perpendicular to the surface of the substrates, as illustrated 
in figure 3.3. The height of the extension is limited due to the rapid non-linear 
decrease of the magnetic force over the distance between magnet and particles. The 
maximum volume is therefore a trade-off between the footprint of the capture 
chamber and the waiting time before all particles are collected at the bottom of the 
capture chamber.

[55, 60][A5]
 Although the enrichment cartridge in figure 3.3 is equipped 

with a patterned air valve, the enrichment concept can be used in combination with 
any valve architecture. 
 
 
 

3.4 Fabrication technology 
 
The MCV cartridges used in this thesis consist of a bottom substrate, a top substrate 
and a layer of double-sided adhesive tape that joins the two substrates together. 
Figure 3.4 shows how a patterned air valve cartridge is assembled from these 
parts.

[55][A2]
 The top part is a standard microscope glass slide of 1 mm thickness, in 

which small filling holes have been fabricated by laser machining. A pattern of 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions on the top substrate confines the liquid in the 
chambers of the cartridge. The bottom part is a thin microscope glass slide of 0.5 mm 
thickness. The two glass slides are assembled with a double-sided adhesive tape with a 
thickness on the order of 100 µm to form a planar capillary microfluidic device. The 
tape is used only as a spacer and is not in direct contact with the liquids. 
 
For the enrichment of target molecules, the sample volume needs to be on the order 
of a milliliter. This is implemented by fabricating an extension module of PMMA that is 
put on top of the cartridge as shown in figure 3.5. The height of the module is 10 mm, 
which results in a maximum capture volume of 2.88 ml. With a typical elution volume 
of 15 µl, a volumetric enrichment of 190 times can be obtained. 
 
 

hydrophobic slide

patterned slide

extension module
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Figure 3.4 Exploded view (left), top view (right top) and assembled view (right bottom) of a patterned air 
valve cartridge, showing the glass slides (transparent), the tape (red) and the aqueous liquids (blue) with a 
typical volume of 15 µl that are confined by the pattern of hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions. 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Exploded view (left), top view (right top) and assembled view (right bottom) of an enrichment 
cartridge. The extension module (black) is a thick piece of polymer, creating a chamber with a large volume. 
The module is attached to the rest of the cartridge by another layer of double-sided adhesive tape (red). 
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Figure 3.6 A SAM of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyldimethylchlorosilane on a glass slide is patterned into 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions by applying an atmospheric oxygen plasma applied through a metal 
mask. 

 
In all of the described architectures, the bottom substrate is homogeneously 
hydrophobic. In the case of patterned valves, the top substrate is patterned into 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions, which confines the liquid into separate chambers 
with a volume of typically 15 µl. In the case of geometrical valves, the top substrate is 
homogeneously hydrophilic and has holes that confine the liquid into separate 
chambers. The glass substrates are rendered hydrophobic by depositing a self-  
assembled monolayer (SAM) of ‘fluorosilane’ by chemical vapor deposition (CVD).

[55, 61-

64][A2,A3]
 The pattern of hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions is created by locally 

removing the SAM with an atmospheric oxygen plasma applied through a metal mask 
as illustrated in figure 3.6. 
 
The quality of the SAM is determined by measuring the dynamic contact angle of pure 
water on the hydrophobic glass slide. Since the contact angle is a key parameter in the 
capillary force, the behavior of a patterned magneto-capillary valve is strongly coupled 
to the values of the contact angles.

[56][C3,C4]
 In dynamic contact angle measurements, 

the contact angle is recorded continuously while liquid is dispensed into and out of a 
sessile droplet through a needle that is inserted into the droplet. The maximum 
contact angle is defined as the advancing contact angle and the minimum contact 
angle as the receding contact angle. The difference between the two is the contact 
angle hysteresis. Figure 3.7 illustrates dynamic contact angle measurements and shows 
the result of a measurement on a single spot on a glass slide that is equipped with a 
SAM of fluorosilane. With an advancing contact angle of 109°, a receding contact angle 
of 97° and a contact angle hysteresis of 12°, this is considered a good quality SAM. 
 
After the surface modification, the slides are assembled into a cartridge by joining the 
top and bottom substrate with a double-sided adhesive tape. In the case of paraffin 
cartridges, paraffin is deposited into the valve region.

[55][A2]
 For a geometrical paraffin 

valve, hot paraffin is applied to the cartridge that is at room temperature. The hot 
paraffin solidifies quickly upon touching the cartridge. In the case of a patterned 
paraffin valve or an enhanced geometrical paraffin valve, the cartridge is heated and 
hot paraffin is injected into the cartridge. The paraffin fills exclusively the valve region 
and the cartridge is slowly cooled back to room temperature.

[55][A5]
 The bottom 

substrate of the paraffin cartridges is equipped with thin-film resistive heaters to 
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Figure 3.7 Dynamic contact angle measurement illustrated by schematic pictures (top), a recorded side view 
image of a water droplet on a hydrophobic glass slide during a measurement (bottom left), and the raw data 
of a measurement (bottom right). The advancing contact angle, which is measured while inflating the 
droplet, is larger than the receding contact angle, which is measured while deflating the droplet. 

 
locally melt the paraffin.

[55][A6]
 Although the integration of thin-film heaters increases 

the cartridge fabrication cost considerably, it is a pragmatic short-term solution that 
offers a lot of flexibility, which is required in this phase of research and development. 
An external heater, as a part of the instrument, is a solution that would reduce the 
fabrication cost of MCV cartridges with paraffin valves. 
 
 
 

3.5 From device fabrication to pre-pilot production 
 
The goal of setting up a pre-pilot line was to create sufficient and continuous capacity 
to fabricate MCV cartridges of reproducible quality for research and development of 
the MCV concept. An additional goal was to make the fabrication autonomous to 
prevent that the fabrication of good quality cartridges depends on the skills and 
knowledge of a single person. Both goals were reached by applying a well-defined 
fabrication process.

[55][A2]
 However, research and development of a new innovative 

concept requires as much flexibility as possible. As elaborated by Smith in his book 
about flexible product development,

[65]
 set-based design and rapid prototyping are key 

to the development of innovative products for which frequent change is expected. The 
MCV concept is definitively innovative and it is obvious that in this exploratory phase 
of research and development a lot of change can be expected. The fabrication of MCV 
cartridges has therefore been balanced between a well-defined process that delivers 
reproducible quality and a very flexible process that enables rapid prototyping.

[55][A4]
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In the early phases of the project, many different fabrication technologies were 
explored. Different materials and coatings were screened and the quality of the SAM 
was optimized.

[55][A3,A7]
 However, over time the efforts for further improvement 

showed less additional effect. Moreover, sticking to one fabrication protocol was 
required to scale up the fabrication capacity and to monitor and improve the 
reproducibility. Hence, the efforts to further improve the fabrication technology were 
discontinued. The fabrication technology, as described in section 3.4, was 
standardized, while flexibility was allowed in the architectures and in the actual 
cartridge designs. This approach resulted in the desired combination of a well-defined, 
but still very flexible process that was carried out autonomously by operators of the 
Philips Miplaza department.

[55][A2,A4]
 Many different designs and architectures were 

fabricated with a lead time of about one week for any design.
[55][A5]

 
 
Almost 1000 cartridges were fabricated over a period of about 2 years. This large 
number of cartridges was necessary to investigate the principles of magneto-capillary 
valving, to create options and define limitations of the MCV concept, and to test the 
performance of the MCV concept in biological sample preparation. Each cartridge is 
labeled with a unique number that enables to trace back the exact properties of an 
individual cartridge. The quality of the cartridges was monitored by recording the 
results of dynamic contact angle measurements. The data in figure 3.8 covers a period 
of eight months. From this data it can be observed that the fabrication process is quite 
sensitive to variation. Variation in the advancing contact angle gives variation in the 
capillary force and thus in the required magnetic force. This variation does not directly 
influence the usability of the cartridge. A low receding contact angle, on the other 
hand, has a negative effect on the pinch-off, which could compromise the operation of 
the cartridge. Nevertheless, for receding angles above 80° successful pinch-off was 
observed in almost all cases under standard conditions. 
 

  
Figure 3.8 Advancing (triangle up ▲) and receding (triangle down ▼) contact angles (left) and contact angle 
hysteresis (right) for different fabrication batches. Different results are found for the 1 mm top substrates 
(black) and the 0.5 mm bottom substrates (blue). The green dashed lines indicate the desired contact angles 
(left) and corresponding hysteresis (right), which are also used in the calculations in chapter 5. The red 
dashed line (left) indicates the lowest acceptable receding contact angle. 
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3.6 Preferred architectures 
 
The patterned air valve was the starting point of the project and has been used as the 
workhorse model of the MCV cartridges. Patterned valves facilitate the quantification 
of the magnetic force, the topic of the next chapter, because the thickness of the cloud 
of magnetic particles is equal to the tape thickness at all times. Therefore, the 
patterned air valve is a suitable model for studying the force balance and investigating 
the principles of magneto-capillary valving. Besides for investigating the behavior of 
the MCV, the patterned air valve was also used successfully for the purification of DNA 
from buffer samples.

[66][E4]
 For the purification of DNA from plasma samples, the 

patterned air valve was not suitable, because matrix components from the plasma 
compromise the valve operation. Therefore, the patterned paraffin valve was used for 
the purification of DNA from plasma samples, using a binding buffer that includes 
surfactant.

[66][E6]
 

 
The chemical surface modification that is required for MCV cartridges with patterned 
valves is an elaborate treatment with large variation.

[55][A2,A3,A4]
 A geometrical valve 

architecture, for which chemical surface modification is not required, is much easier to 
fabricate and may provide a better reproducibility as well. Considering the fact that 
disposable cartridges generate the profit in the IVD business,  the cartridges have to be 
fabricated at low cost.

[15]
 This requires simplicity in the cartridge architecture and 

fabrication technologies that are potentially low-cost. Although rapid prototyping is 
expensive for all architectures, a geometrical valve architecture is preferable in the 
long run, since it is compatible with common mass production technologies such as 
injection molding. 
 
To explore the design space of the MCV concept, all of the presented architectures 
have been designed, fabricated and operated, including the enrichment concept.

[67][D8]
 

Only the enhanced geometrical paraffin valve has never been fabricated, because the 
idea for this architecture emerged from the synthesis of experimental results obtained 
in the other architectures. The last chapter of this thesis provides an assessment of the 
seven valve architectures based on experimental results and day-to-day experiences 
that have been acquired over the course of the project. 
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Chapter 4 

QUANTIFICATION OF THE 

MAGNETIC FORCE 

4.1 Introduction 
 
In a magneto-capillary valve (MCV) cartridge, superparamagnetic particles are 
actuated by magnetic forces. In our experiments, the magnetic forces originate from a 
movable permanent magnet. At a low speed of actuation (typically 0.5 mm/s), the 
cloud of particles is in quasi-static equilibrium and the magnetic force that is applied to 
the cloud of particles is balanced by the sum of capillary and frictional forces.

[42]
 This 

force balance determines the behavior of the system. 
 
It is not straightforward to measure the forces that are applied to the cloud. In 
particular the capillary and frictional forces are difficult to determine. In this chapter 
we discuss the quantification of the magnetic force, which was realized by combining 
the recorded images of the magnetic particle cloud with the measured susceptibility of 
the particles and the calculated magnetic field of the magnet. Quantification of the 
magnetic force enables us to describe the behavior of the valve in a model that 
balances the magnetic force with capillary forces and friction forces as described in 
chapter 5 and to characterize the behavior of the valve experimentally as described in 
chapter 6 and 7. This chapter describes an automated tool that calculates the magnetic 
force frame by frame for multiple movies without user intervention.

[60]
 Such a tool is 

essential to process the large amounts of data that the experiments provide.
[67]

 
 
The envisioned system consists of a low-cost disposable cartridge that is driven by an 
instrument containing at least a permanent magnet. Such MCV instruments have been 
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built as experimental setup to investigate the behavior of the valve and to enable 
experiments of biological sample preparation. The development of the experimental 
setup may be followed by the prototyping of a commercial product. The requirements 
for an MCV instrument are discussed in the last section and compared with the 
properties of the experimental setup. 
 
 
 

4.2 Experimental setup 
 
The experimental setup has been used to study the behavior of the magneto-capillary 
valve and to perform biological sample preparation experiments. In both cases, the 
most important element of the setup is the permanent magnet which is positioned 
very close to the bottom of the MCV cartridge. An XY-actuator, which is controlled by a 
LabVIEW program on the PC, can move the cartridge in the XY-plane.

[68][B3]
 In the z-

direction, the cartridge is fixed. The position of the magnet is fixed in the XY-plane, but 
in the z-direction the magnet can be adjusted manually by the z-stage on which it is 
mounted. A camera, which is mounted on a microscope objective, records a top view 
area of about 12x16 mm centered on the permanent magnet, which has a diameter in 
the range of 3 to 10 mm. The fact that the cartridge moves, while the magnet has a 
fixed position, is very convenient, because the magnet is always at the same position in 
the video images. This is the area where the action happens and also for the image 
processing it is an advantage. To enhance the recognition of the magnet and the 
particles, the magnet is painted blue and mounted on a white background. With this 
simple adaptation a great deal of complexity in the image processing algorithm could 
be circumvented, leading to better results with less computational effort. 
 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic side view (left) and top view (right) of the experimental setup. The MCV cartridge can 
be moved in the xy-plane by two coupled actuators that are controlled by a LabVIEW program on the PC. 
The distance between the cartridge and the permanent magnet (blue) can be adjusted manually in the 
z-direction by the height of the z-stage. The images from the camera are recorded on the PC. 
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Figure 4.2 Photo of the experimental setup (left) with a detailed view (right) of the permanent magnet (blue, 
4 mm Ø) embedded in a white background, gently touching the bottom of an MCV cartridge. 

 
 
 

4.3 Parameters determining the magnetic force 
 
The magnetic force is determined by three parameters: 1) the magnetic field of the 
permanent magnet, 2) the magnetic response of the superparamagnetic particles to 
the magnetic field, and 3) the position of the particles relative to the magnetic field. 
Combining these three parameters results in the magnetic force that is applied to the 
cloud of particles. In a single experiment, parameters 1 and 2 are constant, while 
parameter 3 is a function of time and therefore possibly different for each frame of the 
recorded movie. In this section we will discuss each of the three parameters and in 
section 4.4 the magnetic force is numerically evaluated by combining them. 
 
 

4.3.1 Magnetic flux density of a permanent magnet 
 
The magnetic flux density of a cylindrical permanent magnet was calculated 
numerically using Comsol, a multiphysics modeling software. The model has been built 
in ‘axial symmetry (2D)’ space dimension, using the ‘magnetostatics’ application mode, 
which exploits the rotational symmetry of the magnet. Figure 4.3 shows the 
numerically calculated magnetic flux density of a magnet with a diameter of 4 mm, a 
length of 5 mm, and a remanent magnetization of 1200 mT. The data ranges from 0 to 
10 mm in the r-direction and from 500 µm to 600 µm in the z-direction, which 
corresponds to a bottom substrate of 500 µm thickness and a chamber height of 
100 µm. The results from the numerical simulation correspond well with analytical 
calculation of the magnetic flux density at the axis of the cylindrical magnet.

[68][B2]
 

Moreover, measurements with a Gauss meter confirmed the remanent magnetization 
that is claimed by the supplier.

[69]
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Figure 4.3 Magnetic flux density as exported from Comsol into Matlab. Each line represents a different 
z-coordinate (20 µm step size) ranging from 500 to 600 µm above the surface of the magnet, the top curve 
corresponding to z = 500 µm. The dashed vertical line indicates the radius of the magnet. 

 
 

4.3.2 Magnetic response of superparamagnetic particles 
 
Figure 4.4 shows Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of Dynal M270 particles, 
Dynal Silane particles and NucliSens silica particles. The Dynal Silane particles with a 
diameter of 1 µm were used for the biological sample preparation experiments, 
because of their capability to bind nucleic acids. However, the investigation of the 
behavior of the magneto-capillary valve was carried out with carboxyl coated Dynal 
M270 particles with a diameter of 2.8 µm, since these smoothly spherical and 
hydrophilic particles show little friction or non-specific sticking. NucliSens silica 
particles, which are used in a commercial nucleic acid purification system (EasyMag, 
BioMerieux), showed much more friction in MCV cartridges than both types of Dynal 
particles. It may be the granular structure of the NucliSens particles that is responsible 
for the large surface friction. 
 
The magnetic susceptibility of M270 particles was measured in a Vibrating Sample 
Magnetometer (VSM). Because of their superparamagnetic nature, the particles have 
no remanent magnetization and follow a Langevin behavior.

[70]
 The VSM data can 

therefore be fitted to 
 

 
 

    

                 
 

  
  4-1 

 
in which the magnetization   relative to the saturation magnetization      equals the 
Langevin function      , which is determined by the externally applied field   and a 
constant  . During a VSM measurement, the shape of the total volume of the 
measured particles can be approximated by a sphere, which corresponds to a 
demagnetization factor of 1/3 in all directions. In an MCV cartridge, however, the 
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cloud has a disk-like shape with a diameter on the order of 1 mm and a thickness on 
the order of 100 µm. This aspect ratio of 10 results in a different demagnetization 
factor and therefore in a different effective magnetic susceptibility for the vertical and 
the lateral direction respectively. Figure 4.5 shows the measured VSM data fitted to a 
Langevin function and corrected for demagnetization in both the vertical and the 
lateral direction.

[68, 71][B1]
 

 
 

Dynal M270 Dynal Silane NucliSens 

   

   
Figure 4.4 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of Dynal M270 particles (left) with a diameter of 2.8 
µm, Dynal Silane particles (middle) with a diameter of 1 µm and NucliSens silica particles (right) of undefined 
diameter. The surface roughness is smallest for the M270 particles, while the NucliSens particles have a 
completely granular structure as compared to the spherical Dynal particles. The scale bars indicates 10 µm in 
the top row and 2 µm in the bottom row. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.5 Magnetic response of Dynal M270 particles to an external magnetic field. The measured VSM data 
is fitted to a Langevin function and corrected for demagnetization in both the vertical (Mz) and the lateral 
direction (Mx and My). 
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4.3.3 Position of the particles relative to the magnetic field 
 
To determine the lateral position of the magnetic particles with respect to the magnet 
an image processing algorithm was implemented in Matlab. The program processes 
the recorded movie files and stores for each movie frame the position of the particle 
cloud in a Boolean matrix that is used for the numerical evaluation of the magnetic 
force. The image processing is executed in several steps as presented in figure 4.6. 
Typical examples of intermediate results are shown in figure 4.7 and figure 4.8. 
 

 
Figure 4.6 Image processing presented in a flow chart. Several steps are executed frame by frame in a loop. 
The stars indicate (sub)results that are shown in figure 4.7 and figure 4.8. 

 

 
Figure 4.7 After locating the magnet (blue) in a single frame (1024x768 pixels), its center (black star) and 
circumference (black dotted line) are marked. Small damages to the blue paint, that can be observed as 
white spots, as well as the cloud of particles do not pose problems for the recognition of the magnet. 

 

  
Figure 4.8 After the resize operation (left), a resized movie (480x320 pixels) is obtained, which is centered on 
the magnet. After locating the cloud of particles (right), the movie can be overlayed with the mask matrix 
that contains the position of the particles (red area) and a bounding box enclosing the red area. The position 
of the magnet is indicated by its center (black star) and circumference (black dotted line). 
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4.4 Numerical evaluation of the magnetic force 
 
The magnetic force that is applied to the cloud of particles is given by

[72]
 

 

                        
 

 4-2 

 

in which both the externally applied magnetic field      and the magnetization of the 

cloud      are non-uniform in space. Figure 4.9 summarizes the numerical evaluation of 
the magnetic force and explains how the parameters of equation 4-2 are obtained. In 
this approach two assumptions are made. First, the number of particles in the cloud is 
known and constant during an experiment. Second, the particles are homogeneously 
dispersed in the cloud. Under these assumptions,

[68][B4]
 the approach depicted in figure 

4.9 yields the magnetic force that is applied to the cloud of particles. 
 

 
Figure 4.9 Calculation of the magnetic force presented in a flow chart, explaining how the parameters of 
equation 4-2 are obtained. 

 

Assuming that the magnetization      is parallel to the external field     ,
[68][B4]

 we can 
decompose equation 4-2 in the x-, y- and z-components, which after integrating over 
the volume    of an individual particle leads to 
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Figure 4.10 Cross-section of the magnetic force distribution over the x-axis at y=0. The left graph shows the 
2D force distribution for an individual particle, the right graph after integrating over a circular area of a cloud 
of 1e7 particles under 25% compression in a 100 µm channel height. The dashed vertical lines indicate the 
edges of the magnet. 

 
The expressions in equation 4-3 describe the 3D magnetic force distribution, which 
contains for each point in space the force that an individual particle at that position 
experiences. To reduce the computational effort, the 3D force distribution is averaged 
in the z-direction resulting in a 2D force distribution. The left graph in figure 4.10 
shows a cross-section of the 2D magnetic force distribution       for an individual 

particle. The right graph shows the force distribution after integrating over a cloud of 
10

7
 particles, which increases the force accordingly from several tens of pN to several 

hundreds of µN. The magnetic force is finally calculated by 
 

 

                          

                          

                          

4-4 

 
The mask matrix       is a Boolean matrix, resulting from the image processing, with 
ones for the pixels that consitute the cloud and zeros for all other pixels. The number 
of particles per pixel           is calculated by dividing the total number of particles in 

the cloud over the pixel area of the cloud, which is obtained from      . Both       
and           are possibly different for each frame of a recorded movie, while the 2D 

force distribution       is constant for all frames. 

 
The quantification of the magnetic force as discussed above is based on a large 
number of parameters. Errors can originate from the Comsol simulation, from the VSM 
measurement, from the correction for demagnetization, from the image processing, 
from the experimental setup or from assumptions that are made in the quantification 
of the magnetic force. It is therefore rather complicated to estimate the accuracy of 
the magnetic force. Analysis of the most prominent sources of error shows that the 
quantitative error in the magnetic force can easily rise up to 10%.

[68][B4]
 However, the 

error in the magnetic force is still small compared to errors resulting from other 
experimental variation such as contact angle variation. The quantification of the 
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magnetic force is thus a valuable and essential tool for experimental investigation of 
the behavior of the magneto-capillary valve. It is the foundation of the chapters 5 to 7, 
in which numerous examples of its application are presented. 
 
 
 

4.5 From experimental setup to product 
 
The leading business model in in-vitro diagnostics follows the concept of disposable 
cartridges that are used in combination with an instrument.

[15]
 The system is therefore 

designed such that most of the cost is allocated to the instrument in order to lower the 
fabrication cost of the cartridges as much as possible. Although cost is not a major 
issue for the design of the instrument, it is still advantageous to keep the complexity of 
the instrument limited for reasons of reliability and to be able to enter low-end 
markets. 
 
The setup as it is used for the experimental work has far more functionality than is 
required for a commercial product. First of all, the imaging system is not needed, since 
this is only required to investigate the magneto-capillary valve, not to operate it. 
Secondly, from a mechanical point of view it may be convenient to actuate the 
permanent magnet instead of the cartridge. The mass of the magnet is better defined 
and probably also much smaller than mass of the cartridge, resulting in more reliable 
and reproducible actuation. Thirdly, the XY-actuator does not need to be very 
accurate. Accuracy on the order of a millimeter is sufficient to ensure faultless 
operation. On the other hand, the required velocity of the actuation is considerable, 
due to the need for a magnetic mixing motion. Experiments have shown that velocities 
up to 100 mm/s are required for magnetic mixing.

[67][D3]
 Fortunately, a velocity of 100 

mm/s is not a very demanding constraint for an actuator when it is combined with a 
small load and a low accuracy. Therefore, a cheap, simple and compact XY-actuator 
would be sufficient to build an instrument for biological sample preparation in MCV 
cartridges. 
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Chapter 5 

PRINCIPLES OF 

MAGNETO-CAPILLARY 

VALVING 

5.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter explains the operation of the magneto-capillary valve in detail. The 
behavior of the valve is described in a model that balances the magnetic force with the 
capillary and friction forces.

[42]
 The patterned air valve is used as the generic system for 

the modeling, in combination with 2.8 µm carboxyl coated magnetic particles (Dynal 
M270). The model combines theory of friction and capillarity with experimental results 
on MCV behavior. 
 
Several mechanisms of friction are discussed and applied to a quasi-static model of the 
MCV. The quasi-static approach results in a force balance for each MCV operation, 
such as enrichment and intra-chamber transport. Subsequently, the basic mechanism 
of capillarity is discussed and applied to a force balance that describes inter-chamber 
transport, the crossing of particles from one chamber to another. During inter-
chamber transport pinch-off occurs, which closes the valve after the particle transport 
and keeps the liquids in the different chambers separated. Pinch-off is described as a 
pressure difference between a liquid thread in the hydrophobic valve region and the 
liquid in the chamber. Finally, the scaling behavior of the valve is discussed by looking 
into variation of the particle load and the capillary thickness. In a parameter space 
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diagram of these two design parameters, desired and undesired behavior of the valve 
is indicated. In chapter 6, the force balance model and the scaling behavior of the valve 
are quantified and verified. 
 
 
 

5.2 Force balance model 
 
As already indicated by the name, magneto-capillary valving is a balance between 
magnetic and capillary forces.

[56][C7]
 Inevitably, friction forces also play a role in this 

force balance. Gravity and buoyancy forces on the particles are negligible.
[56][C6]

 
Therefore, a cloud of magnetic particles that is actuated in an MCV cartridge can be 
described by the following equation of motion 
 

                  5-1 

 

in which     is the magnetic force,     the capillary force and     the friction force. From 

experimental results, we have seen that the system behaves as an overdamped system 
in which inertial forces can be neglected.

[56, 67][C8,D9]
 For the low constant velocities at 

which the system is generally operated (v < 1 mm/s), the cloud of particles can be 
considered as a single body. Obviously this excludes the mixing operation, in which 
high velocities are used to stretch the cloud on purpose.

[67][D3]
 But at low velocities, we 

assume the cloud of particles to be always in quasi-static equilibrium. As a result, the 
equation of motion can be written as 
 

               5-2 

 
This force balance can be applied for each of the three functions of the MCV that were 
described in chapter 3. 
 

 enrichment 
 intra-chamber transport 
 inter-chamber transport 

 
 

   
Figure 5.1 Schematic cross-sections of the three MCV functions: enrichment, intra-chamber transport and 
inter-chamber transport. 
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During enrichment, particles are collected from a large chamber and the magnetic 
force is balanced by friction forces. During intra-chamber transport, the cloud of 
particles is transported within the liquid of a chamber and the magnetic force is again 
balanced by friction forces. The force balance for enrichment and intra-chamber 
transport is therefore 
 

           5-3 

 
During inter-chamber transport, the cloud of particles crosses the valve region and the 
magnetic force is balanced by capillary forces as well as friction forces. The force 
balance for inter-chamber transport is accordingly 
 

               5-4 

 
In the force balance model, the magnetic force equals the sum of all other forces.  As 
discussed extensively in the previous chapter, the magnetic force can be determined 
from experimental data. This means that also the sum of the other forces is known. By 
varying systematically the experimental conditions, the various contributions of 
capillary and friction forces can be determined. In the subsequent sections, detailed 
descriptions of the capillary and friction forces are discussed and estimated for specific 
experimental conditions. 
 
 
 

5.3 Friction forces 
 

5.3.1 Mechanisms of friction 
 
To investigate the concept of friction in the MCV cartridge, we distinguish four 
potential mechanisms of friction: 
 

 Viscous friction 
 friction between particles and fluid 

 Surface friction 
 friction between particles and cartridge surface 

 Contact line friction 
 friction between fluid and cartridge surface 

 Internal friction 
 friction between particles mutually 

 
For a single spherical particle in a fluid, the viscous friction force is known as

[73]
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Figure 5.2 The cloud of particles in an MCV cartridge has the shape of a flat disk, as illustrated by a cross-
section (left) and a top view (right). 

 
in which   is the viscosity of the fluid,    the effective hydrodynamic radius of the 
particle and    its velocity. Although this equation is partly applicable to the case of 
enrichment, for the case of intra-chamber transport it is not valid. The cloud of 
particles consists of many particles (typically 10

7
), which form in the MCV cartridge a 

disk-shaped body of typically 1.5 mm in diameter and 100 µm in thickness. Under 
several assumptions,

[56][C5]
 the viscous friction for such a disk-shaped body can be 

approximated by
[73]

 
 

       
      

                                        
 5-6 

 
in which   is the viscosity of the fluid,    the velocity of the particle cloud,   the radius 
of the particle cloud and   the half-width of the channel as sketched in figure 5.2. 
 
Surface friction occurs when two bodies interact by direct contact of their surfaces. 
The direction of the friction force is always opposite to the relative motion of the two 
surfaces. Surface friction scales with normal force, as given by Amonton’s law of 
friction

[74]
 

 

           5-7 

 
In this equation    is the normal force, the force at which the two surfaces are pressed 
together. In the MCV cartridge, the normal force is the magnetic force in vertical 
direction, which presses the magnetic particles to the bottom of the cartridge. The 
friction coefficient   is a dimensionless variable that describes the ratio of the friction 
force and the normal force. When the surfaces are not moving with respect to each 
other, the friction coefficient is the static coefficient   . This is the case as long as the 
lateral driving force is smaller than the maximum friction force     . As soon as the 
lateral driving force increases and surpasses the static friction force, the surfaces start 
to slide and the friction coefficient is the kinetic coefficient   . This behavior is 
illustrated in figure 5.3, in which the magnetic force applied to a cloud of particles in an 
MCV cartridge is slowly increased until the cloud starts to move. It shows that the 
kinetic surface friction is slightly lower than the maximum static surface friction. 
 
Contact line friction occurs when a contact line (or meniscus) is displaced. A typical 
example of contact line friction is when a droplet moves over a surface as depicted in 
figure 5.3. The front of the droplet wets the surface, while the trailing edge of the 
droplet detaches from the surface. This would not cost any energy if the advancing and 
 

v
2r2l
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Figure 5.3 Surface friction (left) at constant normal force as a function of lateral force that is increased slowly 
over time.[60, 67][D2] Contact line friction (right) illustrated by the contact angle hysteresis of a droplet rolling of 
a surface. 

 
receding contact angle were the same. However, due to a non-zero contact angle 
hysteresis – the difference between the advancing and receding contact angle – energy 
is dissipated and a force is required to move the droplet.

[75]
 This force is the contact 

line friction. 
 
Internal friction arises from the fact that superparamagnetic particles in an external 
magnetic field line up in columns of particles. It is also known that inside a moving 
droplet a complex three-dimensional circulating flow can arise.

[76]
 It is possible that the 

combination of these two effects dissipates energy, since the attracting magnetic 
forces between particles are continuously broken and restored by the circulating flow. 
It is hard to imagine an experimental method to distinguish this continuous 
displacement and rearrangement of the particles in the cloud from other friction 
forces. Therefore, internal friction will not be considered in the force balance model. 
 
 

5.3.2 Friction in the force balance 
 
During enrichment, particles are collected from a large chamber and as indicated in 
equation 5-3, the magnetic force is balanced by friction forces. Since the friction forces 
during enrichment consist only of viscous friction, the force balance can be written as 
 

             5-8 

 
Initially, this is a balance between the magnetic force and the viscous friction force on 
single particles, which results in a stationary velocity of each particle. However, as the 
particles are traveling towards the magnet, the magnetic force increases. Thus, the 
velocity of the particles increases and the collection operation accelerates. Moreover, 
the single particles also form clusters that grow over time as more particles or other 
clusters are encountered on the trajectory towards the magnet.

[77]
 Also this cluster 

formation has an accelerating effect on the collection operation. 
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Due to the multiple non-linearities in the collection process, it is not straightforward to 
determine the collection time. An estimation of the collection time was initially based 
on the travel time of a single particle traversing 10 mm of aqueous liquid in an MCV 
enrichment cartridge along the axis of the magnet. A travel time of 427 sec was found 
for a 4x5 mm sized magnet, while a magnet of 8x8 mm reduces the time to 64 sec.

[60]
 

Taking into account that particles outside the axis of the magnet are traveling slower 
and that clustering reduces the collection time with about 40%,

[77]
 a practical collection 

time of less than 2 min was estimated. Visual observations in DNA enrichment 
experiments confirmed that most of the particles were collected at the bottom of the 
capture chamber well within the estimated time of 2 min.

[66][E7]
 

 
During intra-chamber transport, the cloud of particles is transported within the liquid 
of a chamber and as indicated in equation 5-3, the magnetic force is balanced by 
friction forces. Since the friction forces during intra-chamber transport consist of 
viscous and surface friction, the force balance can be written as 
 

                      5-9 

 

where        refers to the kinetic surface friction force. Since the difference between 

static and kinetic surface friction was found to be very small, as can be seen from the 
graph in figure 5.3, the two will not be distinguished in the remainder of the thesis. 

Both        and        can be determined experimentally in the same measurement. The 

experimental results as well as the measurement method are presented in chapter 7. 
 
 
 

5.4 Capillary forces 
 

5.4.1 Mechanisms of capillary force 
 
Capillary forces play an important role in magneto-capillary valving. Capillary forces 
confine the liquid in separate volumes, counteract the magnetic force in inter-chamber 
transport and close the valve by driving the pinch-off process. The basic mechanism of 
capillarity is given by the Young-Laplace equation

[78]
 

 

        
 

  

 
 

  

  5-10 

 
which relates the capillary pressure difference    to the surface tension     of the 
liquid-vapor interface and the radii of curvature   of the liquid-vapor interface, 
commonly known as the meniscus. When a liquid is confined between two closely 
spaced surfaces, the curvature of the meniscus is related to the contact angle as 
 

   
   

    
 5-11 
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which follows from basic trigonometry with the contact angle   and the distance   
between the two surfaces. Since pressure is a force divided by the surface area on 
which it acts, capillary force can be readily derived from the capillary pressure. 
During inter-chamber transport in an MCV cartridge, three basic mechanisms of 
capillarity are active. First, wetting of the hydrophobic valve region results in an 
overpressure, leading to a capillary force

[56, 79][C3]
 

 
                     5-12 
 
in which   is the lateral width of the contact line as indicated by    in table 5.1 and    
and    are the contact angles of the liquid at the top and bottom substrate 
respectively. Secondly, equation 5-12 is also valid in the hydrophilic chamber region. 
Here, the contact angles are less than 90°, which leads to an underpressure. Thirdly, 
the increase in surface area of the water-air interface leads to a capillary force

[56][C3]
 

 
         5-13 
 
 

5.4.2 Capillary forces in the force balance 
 
Inter-chamber transport in an MCV cartridge can be characterized by several phases as 
shown in figure 5.4. Phase A represents intra-chamber transport, where the cloud of 
particles moves within the liquid of a chamber. In phase B, the cloud is compressed 
against the meniscus, leading to a smaller cloud with a larger particle density. In phase 
C, the cloud moves into the hydrophobic valve region. In phase D, necking occurs and 
after pinch-off – which will be discussed extensively in the next section – a droplet 
splits off and travels in phase E through the hydrophobic valve region. In phase F, the 
 

  

  

  
Figure 5.4 Phases of a split-travel-merge MCV crossing: A) free movement in liquid, B) compression against 
the meniscus, C) move into the hydrophobic valve region, D) necking, E) traveling droplet, and  F) flow into 
the next chamber. The blue area represents the hydrophilic regions, the white the hydrophobic region and 
the brown shape represents the cloud of magnetic particles. 
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traveling droplet touches the liquid in the next chamber and the particles flow into the 
chamber, which concludes the crossing of particles over the valve. 
 
In each of the phases, the contribution of capillary force is different. The capillary force 
can be decomposed as 
 

                                 5-14 

 
which introduces four contributions to the total capillary force: 
 

         the force due to overpressure in the hydrophobic valve region 
        a reduction of        due to the formation of a neck 
        the force due to underpressure in the hydrophilic chamber region 
       the force due to increase of the water-air interface 
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The parameters in these equations are defined in table 5.1, which also includes a 
drawing that indicates the dimensions    and   . For each phase of the inter-chamber 
transport separately, the total capillary force can be formulated by applying the 
appropriate contributions to the capillary force. 
 
A. Free movement in liquid 

This phase represents intra-chamber transport, so no capillary forces are present. 
 
B. Compression against the meniscus 

During this phase the capillary force builds up from zero until it equals the 
maximum capillary force of phase C. 
  

C. Move into the hydrophobic valve region 
In this phase the capillary force is maximum. 

 

                          5-19 

 
D. Necking 

In this phase the capillary force is reduced by       . 
 

                                 5-20 
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E. Traveling droplet 
In this phase the capillary force is determined by the contact angle hysteresis, 

which is expressed         and       . 
 

                    5-21 

 
F. Flow into the next chamber 

In this phase all contributions of the capillary force are in the same direction as the 
magnetic force. 

 

                                 5-22 

 
An estimation of the capillary force is shown in figure 5.5. It visualizes the capillary 
force during the crossing of a particle cloud over the valve from one chamber to 
another.

[56][C3]
  Table 5.1 shows typical values for the parameters of the capillary force 

that were used in the equations above to calculate the capillary force for each phase of 
the crossing. 
 
Table 5.1 Typical values for parameters of the capillary force. 

                 
         

 

               
        

                 
  

      

               
  

     

 
 

 
Figure 5.5 Variation in capillary force during a split-travel-merge MCV crossing: A) free movement in liquid, 
B) compression against the meniscus, C) exit chamber 1 and move into the hydrophobic valve region, D) 
necking, E) traveling droplet, and  F) flow into chamber 2. The events between the phases A to F are labeled 
with a dot. 
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5.5 Closing of the valve: pinch-off 
 
When a cloud of particles crosses the hydrophobic valve region of a patterned air 
valve, it drags along a thread of liquid. This thread of liquid becomes thinner (which we 
call necking) until it breaks (which we call pinch-off) as shown schematically in figure 
5.6. Pinch-off thus closes the valve after the particle transport and keeps the liquids in 
the two chambers well separated.

[56][C2]
 

 
Pinch-off is driven by capillary force and occurs because of the capillary pressure 
difference between the liquid thread (overpressure) and the chamber 
(underpressure).

[56][C4]
 This pressure difference causes liquid to flow out of the liquid 

thread back into the chamber. To quantify the pressure difference that drives the 
pinch-off, we start from the Young-Laplace equation as given in equation 5-10. Using 
this equation, the overpressure in the hydrophobic region        and the 

underpressure in the hydrophilic region        can be estimated. The radii of curvature 

   and    represent two contributions to the capillary pressure: the vertical 
contribution, determined by the contact angles of the liquid on the surfaces, and the 
lateral contribution, determined by the lateral curvature of the meniscus. Since the 
lateral curvature of the meniscus is generally much larger than the vertical curvature, 
only the vertical curvature is taken into account. 
 
Figure 5.7 distinguishes three possible configurations for the vertical curvature of the 
meniscus. In the hydrophobic valve region (figure 5.7 left), both top and bottom 
substrate are homogeneously hydrophobic, hence the liquid has a hydrophobic 
contact angle       on both surfaces. In the hydrophilic chamber region (figure 5.7 

middle), the bottom substrate is homogeneously hydrophobic, but the top substrate is 
patterned into hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions. The liquid is therefore confined 
into the hydrophilic regions by pinning of the liquid at the transition between 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic. The pinned contact angle      can vary in the range of 

                 depending on the pressure in the liquid. In this situation, the 

curvature of the meniscus adapts its shape to the pressure in the liquid, rather than 
the other way around. However, if the chamber is slightly underfilled (figure 5.7 right), 
there is hydrophilic surface available that can be wetted. This generates a concave 
 

  

  
Figure 5.6 Phases of pinch-off. Necking of the liquid thread between the cloud of particles and the chamber 
leads to pinch-off. The pressures in the liquid are indicated in picture A. 
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Figure 5.7 Cross-section of liquid (blue) in the hydrophobic region (left) and in the hydrophilic region (middle 
and right) in the overfilled state (middle) and the underfilled state (right). The hydrophobic region is 
hydrophobic at both substrates, while the hydrophilic region has a patterned top substrate. 

 
meniscus, which results in an underpressure in the chamber. The amount of 
underfilling is not important; as long as there is some wettable hydrophilic surface 
available, the meniscus can take a concave curvature, resulting in a capillary 
underpressure. 
 
The overpressure in the hydrophobic valve region is given by 
 

            

         

 
 5-23 

 
which is plotted in figure 5.8 (left) as a function of       for different values of the 

thickness  , assuming a surface tension      70 mN/m. The underpressure in the 
hydrophilic chamber region is given by 
 

            

                 

 
 5-24 

 
which is plotted in figure 5.8 (right) as a function of       for different values of the 

thickness  , assuming a surface tension      70 mN/m and a hydrophobic contact 
angle        100°. 

 
The graphs in figure 5.8 show that a smaller value of the thickness   results in a larger 
overpressure in the hydrophobic valve region and a larger underpressure in the 
hydrophilic chamber region. In short, a smaller thickness results in stronger pinch-off. 
 

  
Figure 5.8 Capillary pressure due to the vertical curvature in the hydrophobic region (left) or the hydrophilic 
region (right) as a function of the hydrophobic (left) or hydrophilic (right) contact angle for different capillary 
thickness. 
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Obviously, a larger value of       and a smaller value of       also lead to a stronger 

pinch-off. Table 5.2 shows typical values of contact angles and the corresponding 
pressure difference. Since the contact angles in MCV cartridges are found to vary 
considerably, variations of ±10° in the contact angles are used to determine best and 
worst cases for the pressure difference that drives the pinch-off. Table 5.3 shows the 
pressure differences for various thicknesses. In this case, the typical values for the 
contact angles were used. In all of the cases presented in table 5.2 and table 5.3, the 
total pressure difference is larger than zero, which means that pinch-off is possible. 
 
In all cases, a contribution of -117 Pa for the hydrophobic lateral curvature is included. 
This contribution accounts for the lateral curvature that is caused by the necking of the 
liquid thread.

[56][C4]
 For a long liquid thread – the distance between the two chambers 

is typically 4 mm – the radius of curvature of the neck is so large that its influence on 
the pressure is negligible. However, when the cloud is close to the chamber it came 
from, the radius of curvature can be considerable – the value of -117 Pa follows from 
an estimated radius of 0.6 mm, which is similar to the radius of a typical cloud. The 
negative contribution is thus time-dependent. So, when considering a fast pinch-off, 
the negative contribution to the overpressure should be included. To estimate 
whether pinch-off will occur at all, the negative contribution can be discarded. 
 
Table 5.2 Overview of the capillary pressure contributions for a capillary thickness of 180 µm. Variation in 
contact angle results in a best case and a worst case. Contributions in favor of pinch-off, and thus yielding a 
positive contribution to the total pressure difference, have a positive sign. 

 best case typical value worst case 

hydrophobic receding angle        
    105° 95° 85° 

hydrophobic equilibrium angle      
  

 110° 100° 90° 

hydrophilic equilibrium angle      
  

 20° 30° 40° 

hydrophobic vertical curvature +201 Pa +68 Pa -68 Pa 

hydrophobic lateral curvature -117 Pa -117 Pa -117 Pa 

hydrophilic vertical curvature +232 Pa +269 Pa +298 Pa 

hydrophilic lateral curvature negligible negligible negligible 

total pressure difference 316 Pa 220 Pa 113 Pa 

 
Table 5.3 Overview of the capillary pressure contributions for different capillary thickness. Contributions in 
favor of pinch-off, and thus yielding a positive contribution to the total pressure difference, have a positive 
sign. 

 50 µm 100 µm 180 µm 220 µm 

hydrophobic vertical curvature +244 Pa +122 Pa +68 Pa +55 Pa 

hydrophobic lateral curvature -117 Pa -117 Pa -117 Pa -117 Pa 

hydrophilic vertical curvature +969 Pa +485 Pa +269 Pa +220 Pa 

hydrophilic lateral curvature negligible negligible negligible negligible 

total pressure difference 1096 Pa 490 Pa 220 Pa 158 Pa 
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5.6 Scaling behavior 
 
The behavior of the magneto-capillary valve depends on many parameters: 
 

 particle load 
 capillary thickness 
 surface tension 
 surface modification 
 particle type 

 crossing speed 
 pattern shape 
 magnet geometry 
 magnet-cartridge distance 
 viscosity 

 
Of these parameters, particle load and capillary thickness are the most interesting to 
investigate experimentally, because they are well controlled, clearly measurable and 
have a direct influence on the force balances through all three forces: magnetic, 
capillary and friction force. 
 
 

5.6.1 Particle load 
 
The particle load – the amount of particles in the cloud – is a key parameter for the 
magnetic force, the capillary force and the friction force. Qualitatively, the particle load 
has the following influence on the forces: 
 

 magnetic force increases with the particle load 
 in principle the increase is linear with the volume of magnetic particles 
 however, due to the increasing cloud diameter, the particles are 

distributed over a wider range of the force profile, which lowers the 
increase in a non-linear way 

 capillary force increases with the particle load 
 the force required to wet hydrophobic surface increases due to the 

increasing cloud diameter 
 contact line friction of the traveling droplet increases due to the 

increasing cloud diameter 
 the force required to increase the water-air interface is not affected 

 friction force increases with the particle load 
 viscous friction increases due to the increasing cloud diameter 
 surface friction increases due to the increase of the magnetic normal 

force 
 
The crossing of particles through the valve region is mainly determined by the 
magnetic and the capillary force. Figure 5.9 shows the magnetic and the capillary force 
as a function of the particle load (left) and as a function of cloud diameter (right). A 
constant compression of 0.45 is assumed: 45% of the cloud volume consists of 
particles and the remaining 55% is interstitial liquid.

[56][C9]
 In principle, the magnetic 

force increases linearly with the particle load.
[39, 41]

 However, due to the increasing 
cloud diameter, the particles are distributed over a wider range of the force profile 
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Figure 5.9 Maximum magnetic force and capillary force as a function of particle load (left) or cloud diameter 
(right). The standard operating point is at 1·107 particles or equivalently 1.34 mm diameter, where the arrow 
indicates the difference between the magnetic and the capillary force. 

 
(see figure 4.10), which lowers the increase in a non-linear way. The magnetic force is 
therefore calculated numerically by assuming a homogeneous cloud of particles, 
shaped as a flat circular disk of 180 µm thickness located at various positions along the 
x-axis. 
 
The graphs in figure 5.9 show the maximum force that can be applied to the cloud, 
which occurs when the cloud is close to the edge of the magnet. The capillary force is 
calculated analytically according to equation 5-19, using the values as specified in table 
5.1. The capillary force is linear with the cloud diameter and increases as a square root 
of the particle load. 
 
The magnetic and the capillary force are equal at a particle load of about 1·10

6
 

particles. For larger amounts of particles, the magnetic force is larger than the capillary 
force. So, in order to pull particles out of the liquid into the hydrophobic valve region, a 
minimum amount of particles is required. The difference between the magnetic and 
the capillary force serves as a safety margin for friction and/or variations in other 
parameters. The standard operating point is indicated by the arrow at 1·10

7
 particles, 

which gives a safety margin of 372 µN. 
 
From this analysis one may conclude that it is advantageous to use a very large amount 
of particles. However, we have not taken all aspects into account. When the cloud 
becomes very large, there is a chance that pinch-off occurs within the cloud. In that 
case, not all particles cross the valve, which affects the valving efficiency negatively. 
Cloud splitting is indicated as an undesired effect in the parameter space diagram in 
figure 5.11. 
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5.6.2 Capillary thickness 
 
The capillary thickness is another important parameter for the magnetic force, the 
capillary force and the friction force, because it changes the diameter of the cloud. 
Qualitatively, the capillary thickness has the following influence on the forces: 
 

 magnetic force increases with the capillary thickness 
 due to the decreasing cloud diameter, the particles are distributed over a 

smaller range of the force profile, which increases the maximum 
magnetic force 

 capillary force decreases with the capillary thickness 
 the force required to wet hydrophobic surface decreases due to the 

decreasing cloud diameter 
 contact line friction of the traveling droplet decreases due to the 

decreasing cloud diameter 
 the force required to increase the water-air interface increases due to the 

increasing thickness 
 friction decreases with the capillary thickness 

 viscous friction decreases due to the decreasing cloud diameter 
 surface friction increases due to an increase in normal force 

 
Figure 5.10 shows the magnetic and the capillary force as a function of the capillary 
thickness for four thicknesses that are readily available from manufacturers of double-
sided adhesive tape. The forces are calculated in the same way as for figure 5.9. The 
magnetic force increases with thickness, due to the decreasing cloud diameter. As a 
consequence, the particles are distributed over a smaller range of the force profile, 
which increases the maximum magnetic force. The capillary force decreases with 
increasing thickness, due to the decreasing cloud diameter. The difference between 
the magnetic and the capillary force thus increases with increasing capillary thickness. 
 

 
Figure 5.10 Maximum magnetic force and capillary force as a function of capillary thickness. The standard 
operating point is at 180 µm, where the arrow indicates the difference between the magnetic and the 
capillary force. 
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From this analysis one may conclude that it is advantageous to use a very large 
capillary thickness. However, we have not taken all aspects into account. The liquid in 
the chambers is confined by the capillary pressure difference between the liquid and 
the surrounding air. With increasing capillary thickness the capillary pressure 
difference decreases, which compromises the confinement of the liquid.

[56][C9]
 

Moreover, pinch-off becomes less effective with increasing capillary thickness as 
shown in table 5.3. This means that the valve might not close after crossing of the 
cloud, which affects the valving efficiency negatively due to inter-chamber 
contamination. Both liquid confinement and pinch-off are indicated as undesired 
effects in the parameter space diagram in figure 5.11. 
 
 
 

5.7 ‘Sweet spot’ of MCV operation 
 
As we have seen in the preceding sections, particle load and capillary thickness have an 
important influence on the forces that determine the behavior of the MCV. The 
parameter space diagram in figure 5.11 combines the relations that were discussed in 
a convenient graphical representation. 
 
The green area indicates combinations for which the magnetic force is smaller than the 
capillary force, which is the case below a minimum particle load. Since the difference 
between magnetic force and capillary force decreases with decreasing capillary 
thickness, the minimally required particle load is higher for a smaller thickness. 
 

 
Figure 5.11 Parameter space of capillary thickness and particle load. The areas in the diagram describe the 
behavior of the magneto-capillary valve. Each of the colored regions describes an undesired effect, which 
compromises the working of the valve. This leaves a so-called ‘sweet spot’ in the center where the MCV can 
be operated successfully. 
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The yellow area indicates splitting of the cloud, which occurs when pinch-off divides 
the cloud in two parts. Obviously, this is most likely to happen for large cloud 
diameters in combination with strong pinch-off, which is the case for a small capillary 
thickness in combination with a large particle load. 
 
The red area indicates that pinch-off becomes less effective with increasing thickness 
as also shown in table 5.3. The influence of the particle load is not so important for 
pinch-off. The grey area indicates that liquid is not well confined in the chamber 
regions for a very large capillary thickness. Although liquid confinement is important 
for the valve operation, pinch-off imposes stricter requirements on the capillary 
thickness. The criteria for successful pinch-off are therefore more relevant. 
 
Finally, the orange area indicates the case where the volume of the chambers is so 
small that it is insufficient for the application. Increasing the volume is only possible by 
increasing the footprint of the cartridge, which might be undesirable. Nevertheless, for 
a very small capillary thickness the operation of the valve might already be 
compromised due to insufficient magnetic force and/or cloud splitting. 
 
The parameter space of particle load and capillary thickness sketches the MCV 
behavior in a convenient graphical representation. In the next chapter, this behavior is 
quantified and verified experimentally. 
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Chapter 6 

EXPERIMENTAL 

CHARACTERIZATION OF 

INTER-CHAMBER 

TRANSPORT 

6.1 Introduction 
 
The performance of the magneto-capillary valve can be evaluated in various ways. The 
most obvious way is to assess the experimental results of biological sample 
preparation.

[66]
 However, this introduces many parameters at the same time, including 

some that generally show a fair amount of variation. Therefore, this chapter evaluates 
the performance of the MCV by investigating the physics of magneto-capillary valving 
in a model system. This model system consists of carboxyl functionalized particles 
(Dynal M270) in a cartridge with patterned air valves using phosphate buffered saline 
(PBS) buffer as the aqueous liquid. Three different layouts for the pattern of 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions were used, as shown in figure 6.1. 
 
First, the valving efficiency of the MCV is determined, demonstrating that very efficient 
purification is possible in the MCV concept. In the subsequent sections, the crossing of 
particles over the valve (inter-chamber transport) is investigated in detail. The force 
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Figure 6.1 Three layouts are used for the pattern of hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions: chambers with 
rounded protrusions (left), sharp tip protrusions (middle), and multiple sharp tip protrusions (right). 

 
curve is analyzed and conditions for successful crossing are determined by quantifying 
the scaling behavior as established in chapter 5. 
 
Pinch-off, a crucial event in the crossing process, is studied in particular and conditions 
for successful pinch-off without cloud splitting are determined. Two modes of 
operation are distinguished and the responsible parameters are identified. The chapter 
is concluded by a brief discussion of experimental results obtained in cartridges with 
patterned paraffin valves, since both patterned air valves and patterned paraffin valves 
were used in experiments of biological sample preparation as presented in chapter 8. 
 
 
 

6.2 Valving efficiency 
 
The core function of the magneto-capillary valve is to transport a maximum of 
magnetic particles and a minimum of co-transported liquid from one chamber to 
another. The valving efficiency is expressed as the quantity of co-transported liquid 
under well-defined experimental conditions in which the transport of magnetic 
particles is 100% efficient. 
 
The transport of magnetic particles can be observed visually, but to quantify the 
amount of co-transported liquid, a more  elaborate measurement technique is 
required.

[67][D1]
 To that end, the concentration of a fluorescent tracer dye was 

monitored in a purification procedure. A solution with 10
7
 magnetic particles and a 

high concentration of fluorescent dye was injected in the first chamber, while the 
other chambers were filled with pure water.  The particles were magnetically 
transferred from chamber 1 to chamber 4 at a velocity of 0.5 mm/s having a 30 sec 
magnetic mixing motion (50 mm/s) in each of the four chambers. 
 
For each chamber, the concentration of fluorescent dye was measured off-chip in a 
fluorescence spectrometer as shown in figure 6.2. As expected, the concentration in 
chamber 1 was equal to the initial dye concentration. On the other hand, the 
concentration in chamber 4 was so low that it could not be distinguished from the 
background fluorescence of water. A linear curve fit of the average concentrations in 
chamber 1, 2 and 3 results in a dilution factor of about 100 for each crossing of 
particles over a magneto-capillary valve. Considering the volume of 14 µl in each 
chamber, the co-transported volume is determined to be 0.13 ± 0.03 µl. 
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Figure 6.2 Concentration of a fluorescent tracer dye (left) in the chambers of an MCV cartridge (right) after a 
purification procedure. Each chamber contained a volume of 14 µl. The dye concentration decreased by a 
factor of 100 for each crossing of magnetic particles over a magneto-capillary valve. The concentration in 
chamber 4 was not distinguishable from the background fluorescence of water. 

 
Independent from the concentration measurements, the co-transported liquid volume 
can also be estimated from the recorded top view images. By combining the cloud area 
and the particle load, the volume of interstitial liquid can be determined. An average 
co-transported volume of 0.14 ± 0.01 µl was found, which corresponds well to the 
results of the concentration measurements. The results thus demonstrate very 
efficient valving in the MCV technology. 
 
 
 

6.3 Crossing the valve 
 
Inter-chamber transport in an MCV cartridge can be described by several phases as 
shown in figure 5.4. In this section, we discuss experimental data of inter-chamber 
transport by describing the phases of the crossing, quantifying the forces and 
comparing these to the force balance model as described in chapter 5. The recorded 
movies were analyzed according to the methods described in chapter 4. 
 
 

6.3.1 Analyzing the force curve 
 
Figure 6.3 shows the force curve resulting from an experiment in which a cloud of 
magnetic particles in an MCV cartridge was transported over three valves, from 
chamber 1 to chamber 4.

[67][D4]
 The three subsequent crossings can be recognized as 

the three peaks in the magnetic force in x-direction. The force in z-direction is largest, 
while the force in the y-direction is nearly zero. Most interesting is the force in the 
x-direction, because this is the driving force of the cloud, which is counteracted by 
capillary force and friction. 
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Figure 6.3 Magnetic force that is applied to the cloud of magnetic particles in the x-, y- and z-direction as a 
function of time (left). The curve of the magnetic force in the x-direction is magnified (right) to show more 
detail. The data represents three subsequent crossings (1, 2 and 3) and is preceded by a calibration (CAL) as 
indicated in the graph of the magnetic force in x-direction (right). 

 
 

  
Figure 6.4 Magnetic force curve of the first crossing divided in phases (left) corresponding to the phases as 
sketched in figure 5.4. For several points, the magnetic force is indicated (right) to facilitate a quantitative 
discussion. The discontinuities between phase A and B and between phase F and A are due to an artifact in 
the image processing. 

 
 

  
Figure 6.5 Experimental characterization of crossing over a magneto-capillary valve. 
Left: Width of the cloud as a function of time. Due to changes in aspect ratio, the width of the cloud shows 
two levels in the compressed state. 
Right: Magnetic force curve of the first crossing (black) overlaid with a calculated force curve (red). 
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In figure 6.4, the first of the three crossings is divided into the phases A to F according 
to the schematic drawings in figure 5.4. Before phase A, the system is at rest and the 
force represents the surface friction. In phase A, the magnet is set into motion and the 
cloud accelerates to follow the movement of the magnet. The force of 19 µN thus 
represents the sum of surface and viscous friction. In phase B, the cloud is compressed 
against the meniscus in the protrusion. The magnetic force increases until it equals the 
capillary force of 157 µN. In phase C, the cloud moves into the hydrophobic region and 
almost immediately necking (phase D) starts to occur. Necking lowers the force to 121 
µN at which point the liquid neck breaks and pinch-off occurs at the transition 
between phase D and E. In phase E, the cloud moves as droplet through the 
hydrophobic region. Interestingly, the force increases from 86 µN to 108 µN as the 
droplet travels. At the transition between phase E and F, the droplet with magnetic 
particles touches the hydrophilic region. This pulls the droplet forward which lowers 
the magnetic force down to -9 µN. Initially, the droplet is not yet touching the liquid in 
the next chamber, but this happens shortly after, which can be seen from the change 
in slope at exactly 40 seconds. When the cloud is moving in the liquid of the second 
chamber, the system is again in phase A, experiencing a friction force of 15 µN during 
the intra-chamber transport. At the end of phase A, the magnet stops moving and 
after deceleration of the cloud the system is at rest again. 
 
With the contact angles obtained from the quality control of the cartridge fabrication 
and the width of the cloud obtained from the data as shown in figure 6.5 (left), the 
capillary forces were calculated according to the equations as presented in section 5.4. 
Figure 6.5 (right) shows the magnetic force curve overlaid with the calculated force. 
The beginning and the end of the calculated force curve have been matched with the 
observed friction force. 
 
The first part of the crossing is very well described by the force balance model, but 
after pinch-off a deviation occurs. In phase E, the observed friction of the traveling 
droplet is larger than expected and the force increases while the droplet is traveling. 
 
Possible explanations include the contact angle hysteresis being larger than expected 
from the quality control or internal rearrangements of particles in the cloud inducing 
additional friction. In phase F, the forward directed capillary force, pulling the cloud 
into the liquid of the chamber, is not as large as expected. This is probably because the 
cloud of particles in the MCV cartridge is an overdamped system, while the pulling 
force decreases very rapidly. The strong pulling force is therefore not observed in this 
method of force quantification. 
 
Besides the magnetic forces and the width of the cloud, also the compression of the 
cloud can be obtained from the data. The compression factor is defined as the ratio of 
solid particle volume over the total volume of the cloud and indicates how closely the 
particles are packed, ranging from 0 (no particles in the cloud) to 1 (the cloud consists 
completely of solid particle material), with a theoretical maximum of 0.74.

[80]
 The 
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Figure 6.6 Volume (left) and compression (right) of the cloud as a function of time for three subsequent 
crossings. 

 
 
Table 6.1 Comparison between the uncompressed and the compressed state of the cloud. Increasing the 
compression reduces the volume of the cloud by reducing the volume of the interstitial liquid. 

 compression particles liquid cloud 

uncompressed 0.13 0.12 µl 0.77 µl 0.89 µl 

compressed 0.42 0.12 µl 0.15 µl 0.27 µl 

 
compression factor is an important parameter in the valving efficiency as discussed in 
section 6.2, since it determines how much interstitial liquid is co-transported with the 
cloud. The compression factor can be determined by combining the observed area of 
the cloud and the known capillary thickness with the total volume of the particles.  
Figure 6.6 shows the volume and the compression of the cloud as a function of time 
during a crossing. In the first chamber, a larger volume of the cloud is observed. 
Apparently the compression is partly irreversible, which might indicate some 
irreversible clustering of magnetic particles induced by the large compression. Table 
6.1 shows that compression of the cloud reduces the interstitial liquid by a factor 3, 
which improves the valving efficiency by the same factor. 
 
 

6.3.2 Parameter space of particle load and capillary thickness 
 
In the previous section, the behavior of the valve has been investigated under standard 
operating conditions with a particle load of 1·10

7
 particles and a capillary thickness of 

180 µm. Variation in these parameters changes the behavior of the valve as 
anticipated in the parameter space diagram in figure 5.11.

[67][D5]
 Increasing the particle 

load, for example, increases the maximum magnetic force that can be applied to the 
cloud, while at the same time it also increases the diameter of the cloud. The scaling 
behavior presented in figure 5.9 shows that above a critical particle load an excess of 
magnetic force is available. However, since the forces are constantly balanced, the 
applied magnetic force adapts itself – the cloud moves closer to or further away from 
the magnet – to be always exactly as large as the required counteracting forces. At the 
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Figure 6.7 Experimental characterization of crossing over a magneto-capillary valve. 
Left: Maximum magnetic force as a function of the width of the cloud. The dashed line represents the 
calculated capillary force as a function of the width of the cloud. 
Right: Parameter space diagram indicating the success of crossing for various combinations of particle load 
and capillary thickness: crossing occurs in all cases (squares ■), crossing occurs in some cases (circles ●) or no 
crossing occurs in any of the cases (triangles ▼). The dashed line indicates the observed critical particle load. 

 
maximum of the force curve, which is at the transition between phase B and C, the 
magnetic force is therefore expected to be equal to the capillary force according to 
equation 5-19. Figure 6.7 (left) shows the measured magnetic force at the maximum of 
the force curve as a function of the measured width of the cloud at the same point. 
The dashed line is the sum of        ,       and      according to equations 5-15, 5-17 
and 5-18, which demonstrates that the force balance model describes this part of the 
crossing very well. 
 
The diagram in figure 6.7 (right) presents experimental data in the parameter space of 
particle load and capillary thickness. The dashed line indicates the observed critical 
particle load, which separates combinations that result in successful crossing from 
combinations that result in failed crossing. The data confirms the expected behavior of 
the valve, as anticipated in figure 5.11. It must be noted that the observed critical 
particle load is higher than the expected 1·10

6
 particles (at 180 µm), which may be 

attributed to friction and/or inaccuracy in the quantification of the magnetic force. For 
a capillary thickness of 50 µm, successful crossings were also observed for particle 
loads below the observed critical particle load. This may be attributed to the larger 
compression that was observed for a smaller thickness, which lowers the required 
capillary force. To determine the critical particle load more precisely, more 
experiments should be carried out for combinations close to the dashed line. However, 
the standard operating conditions with a particle load of 1·10

7
 particles and a capillary 

thickness of 180 µm are certainly well within the region of successful crossing. 
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6.4 Closing of the valve: pinch-off 
 
An important event in the process of crossing is pinch-off, which closes the valve after 
the cloud of particles has crossed the hydrophobic valve region. Because pinch-off is 
crucial for successful operation of the valve, several parameters that influence the 
process of necking and pinch-off were investigated: 
 

 particle load 
 capillary thickness 
 shape of the protrusion 
 pressure in the chamber 
 distance between the chambers 

 
The dependency of pinch-off on particle load and capillary thickness is presented in a 
parameter space diagram like the one in figure 5.11. However, it turns out that besides 
the capillary thickness, the difference between successful and unsuccessful pinch-off is 
also strongly influenced by the shape of the protrusion, which is the protruding part of 
the hydrophilic region where the cloud is compressed and enters the hydrophobic 
region. 
 
Another important parameter for pinch-off is the pressure in the chamber, as 
explained in section 5.5. Together with the crossing distance between the chambers, 
the pressure in the chamber determines whether the valve operates in split-travel-
merge (STM) mode or in travel-merge-split (TMS) mode as illustrated in figure 6.9. 
 
 

6.4.1 Parameter space of particle load and capillary thickness 
 
The diagrams in figure 6.8 present experimental data on pinch-off and cloud splitting in 
the parameter space of particle load and capillary thickness.

[67][D6]
 The left diagram 

shows that the success of pinch-off is mainly determined by the capillary thickness. For 
a thickness of 100 µm or below, pinch-off was successful in 88% of the cases, while for 
a thickness of 180 µm or above, pinch-off failed in 79% of the cases. No significant 
effect was observed for variation in particle load. The right diagram in figure 6.8 shows 
the occurrence of cloud splitting, an undesired effect that reduces the valving 
efficiency significantly. As anticipated, cloud splitting occurred for large cloud 
diameters in combination with strong pinch-off, which is the case for a small capillary 
thickness in combination with a large particle load. 
 
The data presented in figure 6.8 was obtained with an MCV cartridge that has a 
pattern of hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions as shown in the leftmost picture in 
figure 6.1. The most important feature of this design is the rounded shape of the 
protrusions. A different design of the pattern, as shown in the middle picture of figure 
6.1, has protrusions with a sharp tip. From visual observations it can be concluded that 
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Figure 6.8 Parameter space diagrams indicating the success of pinch-off (left) and cloud splitting (right) for 
various combinations of particle load and capillary thickness. 
Left: Pinch-off occurs in all cases (squares ■), pinch-off occurs in some cases (circles ●) or pinch-off occurs in 
almost none of the cases (triangles ▼). The stars (*) indicate combinations for which successful pinch-off 
occurred in all cases using a cartridge design with sharp tip protrusions. The dashed lines separate successful 
from unsuccessful pinch-off in the two different cartridge designs. 
Right: Cloud splitting occurs in none of the cases (squares ■) or cloud splitting occur in all cases (triangles ▼). 
The dashed line separates successful from unsuccessful particle transfer. 

 
a triangular protrusion with a sharp tip has a positive effect on the pinch-off and the 
crossing in general. First of all, the compression of the cloud against the meniscus is 
very well centered at the sharp tip, resulting in a small width of the cloud in y-direction 
and thus minimizing the force required to cross. Due to the triangular shape, this 
centered compression of the cloud is quite insensitive to the diameter of the cloud, 
which makes it very robust for varying particle load. Second, the triangular shape of 
the protrusion enhances the necking process, because the contact line flows easily 
along the boundary between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic region. This way, the 
necking process is quite reproducible and creates a pinch-off always at the same place, 
exactly at the sharp tip. 
 
The stars in the left diagram in figure 6.8 show that pinch-off is successful in all cases 
using the design with sharp tip protrusions in a cartridge with a capillary thickness of 
180 µm. One can therefore conclude that by changing to a design with sharp tip 
protrusions, the maximum capillary thickness has shifted from 100 µm  to at least 
180 µm. For cloud splitting, the design with sharp tip protrusions did not result in any 
different behavior at a capillary thickness of 180 µm. 
 
 

6.4.2 Mode of operation 
 
Experiments at various experimental conditions in MCV cartridges of different designs 
have revealed two distinct modes of operation as illustrated in figure 6.9, figure 6.10 
and figure 6.11. In split-travel-merge (STM) mode, the cloud of particles splits off as a 
separate droplet which travels over the hydrophobic valve region before merging with 
the next chamber. In travel-merge-split (TMS) mode, the cloud of particles pulls a 
liquid thread over the hydrophobic valve region and merges with the next chamber, 
after which the liquid thread breaks and splits the two chambers. 
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SPLIT-TRAVEL-MERGE (STM) TRAVEL-MERGE- SPLIT (TMS) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 
Figure 6.9 Phases of the desired split-travel-merge (STM) mode versus the undesired travel-merge-split 
(TMS) mode of operation. 

 
 

   
Figure 6.10 Recorded images of crossing in split-travel-merge (STM) mode of operation. The left chamber is 
at underpressure, the right at overpressure. 

 
 

   
Figure 6.11 Recorded images of crossing in travel-merge-split (TMS) mode of operation. The left chamber is 
at overpressure, the right at underpressure. 
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Two parameters have a clear influence on the mode of operation: the pressure in the 
chamber and the distance between the chambers. Overpressure was achieved by 
injecting 1.5 µl more than the nominal volume of the chamber, while injecting 1.5 µl 
less than the nominal volume resulted in a chamber at underpressure. The left diagram 
in figure 6.12 shows a clear difference in the moment of pinch-off between chambers 
at underpressure ( 1 and 3) and chambers at overpressure (2 and 4). For crossings 
departing from a chamber at overpressure, pinch-off occurs after the cloud has flowed 
into the liquid of the next chamber. Consequently, the two chambers are momentarily 
connected until pinch-off occurs. These crossings thus operate in TMS mode. From the 
length of the bars one can see that the moment that pinch-off occurs varies a lot 
between different crossings in TMS mode. For crossings departing from a chamber at 
underpressure, pinch-off occurs within the total crossing time. Hence, the two 
chambers are never connected. These crossings thus operate in STM mode. For all 
crossings in STM mode, the location of pinch-off is at about 60% of the total crossing 
distance. To summarize, underpressure in the chamber results in STM operation 
characterized by early and reproducible pinch-off, while overpressure in the chamber 
results in TMS operation characterized by irreproducible pinch-off that occurs after 
crossing. 
 
The right diagram in figure 6.12 shows a clear influence of the crossing distance on the 
mode of operation.

[67][D7]
 A critical distance, separating STM from TMS mode, is found 

at 2 mm. For crossing distances below the critical distance of 2 mm (tip-tip) all 
crossings operate in TMS mode, while for crossing distances above 2 mm all crossings 
operate in STM mode. From the recorded images, the dimensions of the cloud are 
determined to be always within 1.0 to 1.5 mm at the moment of crossing, regardless of 
the mode of operation. Thus, to operate the valve in the STM mode, a minimum 
crossing distance is required that is sufficiently larger than the cloud diameter. It is 
expected that also the velocity of the cloud has an influence on the critical distance, 
depending on the dynamics of pinch-off. 
 

  
Figure 6.12 Moment of pinch-off (left) expressed as the ratio between the time before pinch-off and the 
time after pinch-off. The y-axis indicates from which to which chamber the crossing took place. Chamber 1 
and 3 are at underpressure, chamber 2 and 4 at overpressure. The black dots indicate the moment of 
maximum magnetic force. Mode of operation (right) observed for crossings at different crossing distance. 
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6.5 Performance of the patterned paraffin valve 
 
The previous sections have presented a detailed quantitative characterization of the 
patterned air valve. Six of the seven valve architectures, as presented in chapter 3, 
have been fabricated and operated, but not all of them have been studied in detail.

[55, 

67][D8,A1]
 The geometrical valve architectures have only been investigated in a qualitative 

way, because the methods for quantification of the magnetic force, as described in 
chapter 4, are not suitable for geometrical valves. In this section, the patterned 
paraffin valve is briefly discussed, since it has been used successfully in experiments of 
biological sample preparation in cases where the performance of the patterned air 
valve was insufficient.

[66][E6]
 

 
The operation of the patterned air valve is based on the large surface tension of the 
aqueous liquids that are used. Aqueous liquids are well confined within the hydrophilic 
regions, the particles are successfully transported from one liquid to another with a 
minimum amount of co-transported liquid, and successful pinch-off keeps the liquids 
well separated. Liquids containing surfactant, however, are not well confined within 
the hydrophilic regions and pinch-off fails more often than not. Since surfactants are 
quite commonly used in biological assays, the practical use of the patterned air valve is 
rather limited. 
 
The paraffin valve architecture offers full compatibility with surfactants such as 
detergents and biological samples with a rich protein content such as blood 
plasma.

[66][E6]
 The solid paraffin forms a physical wall that confines any liquid robustly. 

When the paraffin is melted, magnetic particles can be transported through the 
paraffin similar to transportation through air or oil. Figure 6.13 shows images of  
magnetic particles crossing a patterned paraffin valve from a chamber with L6 buffer 
(containing 100 mM of the detergent Triton X-100) to a chamber with PBS buffer. 
 
Figure 6.14 and figure 6.15 show the magnetic force curve and the compression curve 
for a cloud of magnetic particles crossing a patterned paraffin valve from a chamber 
with L6 buffer to a chamber with PBS buffer or vice versa. The crossing from L6 to PBS 
is presented in figure 6.14. Because the L6 buffer is in direct contact with the paraffin, 
 

   
Figure 6.13 Successful crossing of particles from L6 buffer to PBS over a patterned paraffin valve. The 
magnetic particles (brown) are collected above the magnet (blue). The particles are successively in the L6 
buffer (left), in the melted paraffin (middle) and in the PBS buffer (right). The magnet remains visible 
through the transparent indium tin oxide (ITO) heater, while the metal contact pads are visible under the 
transition between solid (opaque) and melted (transparent) paraffin. The PBS buffer is separated from the 
paraffin by a small volume of air that is connected to the outside through two venting holes. 
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the required magnetic force to enter the paraffin from the L6 buffer is rather small. 
This is a consequence of the small interfacial tension between L6 buffer and paraffin. 
The required force to enter the PBS buffer from the paraffin is larger, because a small 
volume of air separates the paraffin and the PBS buffer. The larger interfacial tension 
between paraffin and air is responsible for the larger force. As a consequence of the 
small magnetic force that is required to enter the paraffin, the compression is rather 
low: less than 25% of the cloud consists of magnetic particles. In a crossing from PBS to 
L6, as presented in figure 6.15, the compression is much higher. In this case, the cloud 
is compressed against the interface between PBS and the volume of air that separates 
the PBS from the paraffin. The observed magnetic force is therefore also larger. 
 
Although the same physics principles apply, the paraffin valve is a more complicated 
system than the air valve. The surface tension of paraffin and its interfacial tension 
with the aqueous liquids and the surfaces of the cartridge have to be taken into 
account, which complicates the description of the capillary forces considerably. The 
experimental results, however, show that the patterned air valve and the patterned 
paraffin valve can be operated successfully for various reagents and sample types, 
which enables experiments of biological sample preparation in MCV cartridges.

[66][E4,E6]
 

 

  
Figure 6.14 Magnetic force curve (left) and compression curve (right) of a cloud of magnetic particles 
crossing a patterned paraffin valve from a chamber with L6 buffer to a chamber with PBS buffer. 

 

  
Figure 6.15 Magnetic force curve (left) and compression curve (right) of a cloud of magnetic particles 
crossing a patterned paraffin valve from a chamber with PBS buffer to a chamber with L6 buffer. 
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Chapter 7 

INTRA-CHAMBER 

DYNAMICS 

7.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter investigates the dynamics of intra-chamber transport. In intra-chamber 
transport, the magnetic force is balanced by friction forces. Viscous friction is expected 
to be proportional to the velocity, which is verified experimentally by varying the 
traveling velocity of the magnet.  Surface friction is expected to be independent from 
velocity and to be proportional to the normal force. This relation is verified 
experimentally by varying the normal force via the distance between magnet and 
cartridge.  
 
Mixing improves the interaction between the particles and the liquid, which may affect 
the efficiency of assay steps such as binding, washing and elution. A mixing operation 
is therefore a valuable function. The concept of force gradient mixing exploits the 
highly non-uniform shape of the magnetic force profile. Operating regimes for mixing 
are established in the parameter space of magnet velocity, magnet displacement and 
particle load. 
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Figure 7.1 Velocity of the magnet (left) and experimental result (right) of the move-and-stop method yielding 
the viscous and the surface friction. 

 
 
 

7.2 Quantification of friction forces 
 
The aim of understanding the mechanisms of friction is to uncover the scaling behavior 
of friction in MCV operation, which enables to minimize friction by design of the 
system. We investigate viscous and surface friction by studying the dependencies on 
various parameters.

[60, 67, 81][D2]
 

 
The friction forces are investigated using the ‘move-and-stop’ method as illustrated in 
figure 7.1, which allows to determine simultaneously the viscous and the surface 
friction. The cloud is actuated by the magnet with a constant velocity and experiences 

both surface friction        and viscous friction       . When the magnet is stopped, the 

cloud decelerates and comes to rest at a position where the magnetic force is balanced 
by the surface friction force. Note that this approach exploits the fact that the system 
is overdamped.

[56, 67][D9,C8]
 

 
Viscous friction is expected to be proportional to the velocity, which was verified 
experimentally by varying the traveling velocity of the magnet.  Surface friction is 
expected to be independent from velocity and to be proportional to the normal 
force.

[74]
 This relation was verified experimentally by varying the normal force    via 

the distance between magnet and cartridge. Obviously, a change in        via    also 

results in a change in the lateral magnetic force    , but this can be taken into account 
by our methods of magnetic force analysis. 
 
 

7.2.1 Viscous friction 
 
Figure 7.2 (left) shows the viscous friction experienced by a cloud of particles in an 
MCV cartridge with a capillary thickness of 100 µm as a function of the velocity of the 
cloud. The data confirms that viscous friction is proportional to the velocity according 
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to the model proposed in equation 5-6. The slopes of the viscous friction curves 
increase with increasing particle load. In figure 7.2 (right), the slope of the viscous 
friction is plotted as a function of particle load for varying capillary thickness. This 
graph demonstrates that the viscous friction increases with increasing particle load 
and with decreasing capillary thickness. Figure 7.3 (right) shows the viscous friction as 
a function of the cloud diameter. The data in figure 7.2 and figure 7.3 (right) thus show 
that the viscous friction experienced by a cloud of particles in an MCV cartridge is 
mainly determined by the velocity and the diameter of the cloud. 
 
Figure 7.3 (left) shows the viscous friction as a function of the cloud diameter in a 
3.5 mm and a 5.0 mm wide channel of 100 µm capillary thickness. The viscous friction 
per unit length of an infinitely long cylinder, calculated according to equation 5-6, is 
plotted in the same graph. Qualitatively, the viscous friction follows the model of the 
cylinder: the viscous friction increases rapidly as the cloud diameter approaches the 
 

  
Figure 7.2 Viscous friction as a function of the velocity of the cloud (left) for different particle loads in a 
capillary thickness of 100 µm. The data is curve fitted linearly and the slopes of the lines (i.e. the viscous 
friction at a velocity of 1 mm/s) are plotted as a function of particle load (right) for different capillary 
thicknesses. The error bars represent the error of the linear fit. 

 

  
Figure 7.3 Viscous friction (at a velocity of 1 mm/s) as a function of the cloud diameter. The error bars 
represent the error of the linear fit as in figure 7.2. 
Left: Viscous friction for a 3.5 mm (dashed) and a 5.0 mm (solid) wide channel. The lines without data points 
indicate the viscous friction per unit length of an infinitely long cylinder as calculated from equation 5-6. 
Right: Viscous friction as a function of the cloud diameter for different capillary thicknesses. 
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width of the channel. A quantitative comparison between the data and the model is 
difficult, since the viscous friction of the particle cloud seems insensitive to the 
capillary thickness. Moreover, our system does not fully comply with the assumptions 
of the model.

[56][C5]
 For example, the cloud of particles is not a smooth rigid body, 

which appears clearly from recorded movies that show the formation of a boundary 
layer in which particles travel along the outside of the cloud from the front of the 
cloud towards the back. Qualitatively, the viscous friction in MCV operation can be 
minimized by aiming for a wide channel, a large capillary thickness, a small particle 
load and a low velocity. 
 
 

7.2.2 Surface friction 
 
Figure 7.4 shows the surface friction experienced by a cloud of particles in an MCV 
cartridge with a capillary thickness of 180 µm as a function of the normal force. At a 
distance    0 mm, the magnet is touching the bottom of the cartridge. By increasing 
the distance between the magnet and the cartridge from    0 mm to    1 mm, the 
normal force decreases from more than 800 µN to less than 400 µN. 
 
For 0.25 mm     1 mm, the surface friction is proportional to the normal force, 
according to equation 5-7, and a friction coefficient    0.031 is found. This is 
comparable to the friction of ice on ice, which is one of the lowest values reported in 
literature.

[82]
 For    0.25 mm, a deviation from the linear relation is observed. Further 

investigation into this deviation suggests that it originates from inhomogeneity in the 
particles distribution inside the cloud. Analysis of the recorded images shows 
qualitatively that variation in the distance   causes variation in the particle distribution 
and in the detected surface area of the cloud.

[60, 67][D2]
 In the quantification of the 

magnetic force, however, a homogeneous particle distribution is assumed, which 
implies that a  -dependent error may be introduced. To further quantify this  -
dependent error, quantitative data needs to be generated on the  -dependence of the 
particle distribution. 
 

  
Figure 7.4 Surface friction as a function of the normal force. The distance between magnet and cartridge is 
indicated in the left graph. In the right graph, the particle load was varied from 2·106 to 1.2·107, additional to 
variation of the magnet-cartridge distance from    0.25 to    1 mm. 
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The right graph in figure 7.4 shows the surface friction as a function of the normal 
force for varying particle load. For each particle load, the magnet-cartridge distance   
was varied from 0.25 to 1 mm, leading to a variation in the normal force due to the 
distance but also due to the particle load. Obviously, the surface area of the cloud is 
different for each particle load. The fact that the data for different particle loads can 
be curve fitted to the same linear relation demonstrates that the surface friction is 
independent of the surface area of the cloud. 
 
 
 

7.3 Mixing 
 
The interaction between magnetic particles and liquid in an MCV cartridge is 
important, since this may affect the efficiency of assay steps such as binding, washing 
and elution. A mixing operation is therefore a valuable function. The essence of 
magneto-capillary valving is that the liquids are stationary, while the magnetic particles 
are actuated. It is therefore logical to achieve mixing by moving the particles through 
the stationary liquid. Out of several mixing concepts, including the use of a secondary 
magnet or specialized mixing structures, the concept of force gradient mixing is the 
easiest to implement in the current design of the system. 
 
Force gradient mixing exploits the highly non-uniform shape of the magnetic force 
profile. Upon a fast displacement of the magnet, a distance is created between the 
cloud of particles and the magnet. Depending on the velocity and the distance of this 
displacement, the cloud may be stretched due to the shape of the magnetic force 
profile, in which case small clusters of magnetic particles can break loose from the 
cloud and travel independently towards the magnet. This section discusses the 
concept of force gradient mixing by introducing three operating regimes and 
 

 

 

Figure 7.5 Left half of an integrated magnetic force profile (left) for a cloud of 1·107 particles with a 
compression of 0.25 in a capillary thickness of 100 µm. The horizontal dashed line represents the surface 
friction, which is set at 10 µN. Two special distances are indicated by the vertical dashed lines: the distance 
R1 at which the magnetic force is maximum, and the distance R2 where the magnetic force equals the surface 
friction force. These distances are the boundaries for the different operating regimes. The image (right) 
illustrates force gradient mixing in the spread regime. 
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investigating the scaling behavior by experimentally varying the velocity and 
displacement of the magnet and the particle load.

[67, 81][D3]
 

 
 

7.3.1 Operating regimes for mixing 
 
The graph in figure 7.5 shows the left half of an integrated magnetic force profile as 
shown in figure 4.10. The horizontal dashed line represents the surface friction, which 
is set at 10 µN. Two special distances are indicated by the vertical dashed lines: R1 the 
distance at which the magnetic force is maximum, and R2 the distance where the 
magnetic force equals the surface friction force. These special distances separate three 
operating regimes: the intact regime, the spread regime and the detached regime. 

 
1. Intact regime:         

The cloud follows the magnet, because the magnetic force is larger than the total 
friction force. Due to the positive gradient of the magnetic force, the cloud will 
stay intact and will maintain its circular shape. This regime is suitable for intra-
chamber transport. 
 

2. Spread regime:          
The cloud follows the magnet, because the magnetic force is larger than the total 
friction force. Due to the negative gradient of the magnetic force, the cloud will be 
stretched and will lose its circular shape. This is a result of the finite size of the 
cloud: particles further away from the magnet will experience a lower force than 
particles closer to the magnet. This causes a difference in velocity, which makes 
the cloud spread out as shown in figure 7.5. This regime is suitable for mixing. 
 

3. Detached regime:       
The cloud does not follow the magnet, because the magnetic force is smaller than 
the surface friction force. The cloud is detached from the magnet. This regime is 
suitable for decoupling the magnet from the cloud. 

 
In the descriptions above, it is assumed that the whole cloud of particles is present 
within the same regime. However, due to the finite size of the cloud it is likely that 
there are no discrete transitions between the operation regimes. Therefore two 
transition regimes are defined: the intact-spread regime and the spread-detached 
regime. Figure 7.6 shows images to illustrate the operating regimes. 
 

intact intact-spread spread spread-detached detached 

     
Figure 7.6 Illustration of the various operating regimes of force gradient mixing. The images are not taken at 
the same time after the movement of the magnet and serve therefore only to illustrate. In reality, the cloud 
(or part of it) is only detached at a distance that is much larger than the image. 
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7.3.2 Scaling behavior 
 
The left graph in figure 7.7 presents experimental data on the operating regime of 
mixing in the parameter space of velocity and displacement of the magnet. If the 
magnet is displaced over a small distance with a small velocity, the cloud follows the 
magnet and remains intact. As the displacement and velocity increase, the cloud gets 
more and more spread out until the cloud gets partly detached and finally completely 
detached. At velocities of 80 mm/s and higher, the operating regime is determined by 
the displacement only. In the high velocity limit, the displacement of the magnet can 
thus be considered instantaneous. This enables to compare the expected and observed 
boundaries of the operation regimes as shown in table 7.1.  The first two boundaries 
are reasonably well predicted, because they are determined by    and the radius of 
the cloud   , which can be determined quite accurately. The last two boundaries are 
less accurately predicted. Here the values are determined by   , which depends on the 
estimated value of 10 µN for the surface friction. The values that are found for the 
observed displacement suggest a surface friction force smaller than 3 µN. 
 
The right graph in figure 7.7 shows the influence of the particle load on the operating 
regimes. Decreasing the particle load reduces the size of the cloud. As a consequence, 
the two transition regimes (light and dark gray) decrease in size and the actual regimes 
(blue, green and red) become larger. The first two boundaries can be predicted quite 
accurately, taking into account the varying diameter of the cloud. 
 
 
Table 7.1 Expected and observed boundaries of the operation regimes in the high velocity limit for a cloud 
radius     1.2 mm. The value of    is based on the estimated value of 10 µN for the surface friction. 

Boundary Expected displacement Observed displacement 

intact intact-spread        1.1 mm 1.0 – 1.5 mm 

intact-spread spread        3.5 mm 4.0 – 4.5 mm 

spread spread-detached        5.1 mm 6.0 – 6.5 mm 

spread-detached detached        7.5 mm 11.0 – 11.5 mm 

 

  
Figure 7.7 Operating regimes for mixing in a parameter space diagram of velocity and displacement (left) or 
particle load and displacement in the high velocity limit (right). In the left diagram, the open circles are data 
points and the colored area is interpolated. In the right diagram all colored squares are measured and the 
solid line is calculated. 
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Force gradient mixing is most successful in the spread regime, where the cloud is 
stretched and small clusters of magnetic particles break loose from the cloud and 
travel independently towards the magnet. For velocities ranging from 15 to 50 mm/s 
quite a wide range of displacements (5 – 7 mm) is possible. This means that mixing can 
be achieved with fairly low requirements for the precision of the actuator. A safe 
strategy is to first reach the spread-detached regime in the high velocity limit. 
Subsequently, the displacement can be decreased by moving the magnet slowly 
towards the cloud, after which at some point the spread regime must be reached. This 
ensures operation in the spread regime and thus provides the most successful way of 
force gradient mixing. 
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Chapter 8 

INTEGRATED BIOLOGICAL 

SAMPLE PREPARATION 

FOR DNA SPIKED 

SAMPLES 

8.1 Introduction 
 
The magneto-capillary valve has been developed for integrated biological sample 
preparation. This chapter describes experimental results of DNA purification from DNA 
spiked samples as an example of sample preparation in MCV cartridges. Integrated 
DNA purification in MCV cartridges is compared to manual DNA purification 
procedures using in-house developed protocols or commercially available kits. First, 
the purification protocols are presented and the performance of DNA purification is 
discussed by looking into the mechanisms that determine the purification efficiency. 
Subsequently, purification of DNA from water and plasma samples in MCV cartridges is 
discussed and compared to manual purification procedures. Finally, the enrichment of 
DNA in MCV cartridges is demonstrated, resulting in a significant increase in sensitivity. 
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8.2 In-house developed DNA purification protocols 
 
For the purification of DNA, based on Boom chemistry

[21]
 using magnetic silica 

particles, many commercial products exist. However, these commercially available kits 
are not directly compatible with the closed cartridge format that we envision. 
Moreover, we aim for simplicity to succeed in our efforts towards integration and 
miniaturization of automated sample preparation. Therefore, several protocols for the 
purification of DNA were developed in-house.

[66, 83][E2,E3]
 This section describes the 

home-made protocols (HMP) that were used for integrated DNA purification in MCV 
cartridges. The performance of integrated purification is compared to the performance 
of manual purification with the home-made protocols and with three commercially 
available kits: 
 

 DS: Dynabeads Silane genomic DNA (Invitrogen)
[24]

 
 NS: NucliSens magnetic extraction reagents (bioMerieux)

[25]
 

 CS: ChargeSwitch gDNA mini bacteria (Invitrogen)
[26]

 
 
The home-made protocols are based on our knowledge about the commercial kits and 
on protocols found in literature.

[21, 52]
 The most important adaptation that is required 

for integration into the MCV cartridge is downscaling of the volumes. Table 8.1 shows 
that the commercial kits involve many washing steps with a volume of 500 µl to 1 ml 
each. For integrated MCV purification, the number of washing steps was reduced from 
five (DS and NS) to a single washing step and the typical volume for the wash and 
elution buffer was reduced to 15 µl. Table 8.1 further shows the maximum sample 
volume that is allowed in each method. For integrated MCV purification, the maximum 
volume of 800 µl applies to the experiments in MCV enrichment cartridges. For DNA 
purification without enrichment, a lysate of 10 µl was typically used: 4 µl of sample and 
6 µl of lysis/binding (L/B) buffer, to which typically 5 µl of particles was added. The 
home-made protocols make use of Dynal Silane particles, due to their excellent fluid-
mechanical behavior in the MCV cartridges. Experiments with NucliSens particles in 
MCV cartridges showed large surface friction, which is presumably caused by the 
granular structure of the NucliSens silica particles as shown in figure 4.4. 
 
Another important difference with the commercial kits is that no organic solvents are 
used. For example, the DS kit makes use of ethanol (EtOH) in one or more washing 
steps. Since EtOH is a strong PCR inhibitor, a drying step or additional washing step is 
required to thoroughly remove the EtOH. Our home-made protocols employ only 
 
Table 8.1 Comparing manual DNA purification using commercial kits to integrated DNA purification in MCV 
cartridges. 

 max sample volume washing steps elution volume 

DS 350 µl W1, W1, W2, W2, DRY (1 ml) 100 µl 

NS 500 µl W1, W1, W2, W2, W3 (500 µl) 25 – 100 µl 

CS 500 µl W1, W2 (1 ml) 200 µl 

MCV 800 µl W1 (15 µl) 15 µl 
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Table 8.2 Steps of the home-made protocols. The buffer composition for each step is presented in table 8.3. 

 L6 L2 W1 W2 EB  

Protocol 1 bind wash wash wash elute basic protocol 

Protocol 2 bind wash wash  elute prevents elution in W2 

Protocol 2a bind wash 
wash 

(glycine) 
 elute 

prevents elution in W2 

reduces elution in W1 

Protocol 2b bind wash   elute paraffin compatibility 

Protocol 3  bind wash  elute 
avoids surfactant 

prevents elution in W2 

Protocol 3a  bind 
wash 

(glycine) 
 elute 

avoids surfactant 

prevents elution in W2 

reduces elution in W1 

 
Table 8.3 Composition of the buffers that are used in the home-made protocols. 

 buffer chaotropic salt surfactant pH 

L6 100mM Tris-HCl 5M GuSCN 100mM Triton X-100 7.6 

L2 100mM Tris-HCl 5M GuSCN  6.4 

W1 10mM Tris-HCl   4.5 

W1 (glycine) 100mM Gly-HCl   3.5 

W2 10mM Tris-HCl   8.5 

EB 10mM Tris-HCl   8.5 

 
aqueous buffer solutions without EtOH or any other organic solvent, which prevents 
additional steps to remove EtOH. Finally, in several HMPs the use of surfactants was 
omitted, which allows the use of MCV cartridges with patterned air valves. The home-
made protocols thus represent DNA purification reduced to the bare minimum. 
Although it is difficult to draw solid conclusions on the performance of the protocols 
based on a limited number of experiments, the experimental results show that 
satisfactory performance can be achieved with the home-made protocols showing 
purification efficiencies that are comparable to the commercial kits.

[66, 83][E3]
 

 
Table 8.2 presents the steps of the home-made protocols, while table 8.3 shows the 
composition of the buffers that are used in the home-made protocols. Protocol 1 is the 
basic protocol, as described by Gonzalez.

[52]
 Protocol 2 prevents pre-mature elution in 

wash buffer W2 by omitting this washing step. Besides preventing elution in W2, 
protocol 3 also avoids the use of surfactant. The binding is performed in L2 buffer, 
which allows the use of MCV cartridges with patterned air valves. In protocol 2a and 3a 
wash buffer W1 is replaced by a glycine buffer, which reduces the loss of  
DNA in the wash buffer.

[84]
 Finally, in protocol 2b both washing steps W1 and W2 are 

omitted, because reliable pinch-off between W1 and EB could not be achieved for 
purification from plasma samples in MCV cartridges with patterned paraffin valves. 
 
Samples were prepared by spiking a known quantity of DNA in water or plasma. 
Although purification from water is obviously superfluous, it is a good model system to 
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investigate the purification efficiency of the various protocols. Two types of DNA were 
used. Human genomic DNA (gDNA), containing about 3·10

9
 base pairs, was provided as 

reference sample with the TaqMan RNase P Detection Reagents kit (Applied 
Biosystems) or extracted from THP1 cells (monocytes from an acute monocytic 
leukemia cell line). Staphylococcus aureus plasmid DNA (SA pDNA), containing about 
4000 base pairs, was obtained from transfected E. coli cells. The 442-fragment of S. 
aureus was inserted into the 4 kb PCR 2.1-TOPO vector (Invitrogen) and used to 
transfect E. coli cells. The plasmid DNA was recovered from the cells by extraction with 
the Qiagen MaxiPrep kit (Qiagen). The DNA concentration was determined with a 
Nanodrop ND1000 spectrophotometer (Isogen Lifescience) and diluted to the desired 
concentration. 
 
The eluates resulting from the purification procedures were evaluated by real-time 
PCR (Biorad C1000 CFX96). The human gDNA was amplified and detected in a real-time 
PCR using the TaqMan RNase P Detection Reagents kit (Applied Biosystems). The SA 
pDNA was amplified and detected with an in-house developed real-time PCR using 
primers and probes that are specific to the 442 gene of Staphylococci.

[85]
 

 
 
 

8.3 Performance of DNA purification 
 
The performance of DNA purification is judged by the purification efficiency, which is 
determined by the product of the parameters yield and purity. The yield reflects the 
quantity of DNA that is transferred into the eluate. Ideally, all DNA molecules in the 
lysate are transferred into the eluate. However, losses occur in the purification 
process, which decreases the purification efficiency. The purity is determined by the 
amount of inhibitors that are unintentionally transferred into the eluate.

[49]
 Ideally, no 

inhibitors remain after the purification. However, the washing efficiency may be 
insufficient, which decreases the purification efficiency. Unfortunately, increasing the 
washing efficiency often leads to a decrease in the yield due to loss of DNA in the wash 
buffer. This section presents experimental data that demonstrates how the 
purification efficiency is affected by limitations in purity and yield. 
 
The efficiency of a purification is evaluated by analyzing the eluate in a real-time PCR.  
As explained in chapter 2, the purification efficiency is calculated from the ΔCt, which 
is the difference in Ct value between the eluate and a reference sample without any 
PCR inhibitors. A purification that is 100% efficient – all DNA is transferred from the 
lysate into the eluate and no inhibitors are present in the eluate – has a ΔCt of 0.0 
exactly. According to the sign convention presented in equation 2-1, the purification 
efficiency is less than 100% for a ΔCt negative value. For example, a ΔCt of -1.0 
indicates a purification efficiency of 2

-1
 = 50%. The graphs in this chapter present 

purification efficiency both as ΔCt (left axis) and as the efficiency percentage (right 
axis). Concentration series, on the other hand, present the absolute Ct values of the 
eluates together with the absolute Ct values of a reference. 
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DNA purification shows typically large variation with a standard deviation in Ct value 
that is often more than one cycle, which corresponds to more than a factor 2 in DNA 
concentration. It is therefore essential to perform several repeats of the same 
experiment to be able to draw conclusions. The number of repeats is indicated in the 
caption of a graph. For example, n=9 (5x2-1) means that 5 purifications were analyzed 
in 10 real-time PCRs (each eluate measured in duplicate) of which 1 reaction gave no 
result after 50 cycles. 
 
 

8.3.1 Purity limitation 
 
Guanidine thiocyanate (GuSCN) is widely used in nucleic acid purification for its ability 
to selectively bind nucleic acids to silica particles combined with its potential to lyse 
cells and to deactivate nucleases.

[21]
 However, GuSCN is also known to be a strong 

inhibitor in real-time PCR. A common lysis/binding buffer (L/B buffer) such as L6 
contains a very high concentration of GuSCN. Therefore, one usually employs multiple 
washing steps to remove besides matrix related substances also the GuSCN that 
originates from the L/B buffer. 
 
Figure 8.1 shows the results of an experiment conducted to quantify the inhibitory 
effect of GuSCN on real-time PCR.

[66][E1]
 Samples with SA pDNA were analyzed by real-

time PCR in the presence of varying amounts of GuSCN. For GuSCN concentrations up 
to 20 mM, no inhibitory effect was observed. For concentrations of 40 mM or higher a 
significant increase in Ct value was observed, indicating a decrease in the PCR 
efficiency due to the presence of GuSCN. The delay of 6 Ct values at a concentration of 
40 mM GuSCN corresponds to a purification efficiency of less than 2%. It is therefore 
essential for this S. aureus PCR that the washing steps reduce the GuSCN concentration 
below 20 mM to prevent a strong reduction in purification efficiency due to purity 
limitation. From the results on valving efficiency as discussed in chapter 6, a single 
valving step in the MCV cartridge provides a dilution of about 100 times. With an 
 

  
Figure 8.1 Real-time PCR curves of a sample containing 16 copies of SA pDNA with various concentrations of 
GuSCN (left). Ct values of real-time PCR results at various concentrations of GuSCN (right). PCRs without a 
result after 50 cycles are set at a Ct value of 50. 
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effective GuSCN concentration of 3 M in the lysate, a single valving step in the MCV 
cartridge may therefore be sufficient to reduce the GuSCN concentration below the 
critical level. 
 
 

8.3.2 Yield limitation 
 
For many experiments, the purity of the eluates has been assessed by evaluating a 
negative control (NC) eluate spiked with a known quantity of DNA. In most cases, the 
Ct values were in accordance with the spiked DNA quantity, indicating that no 
inhibitors were present in the NC eluate. Consequently, the purification efficiency of 
our purification methods is yield-limited, rather than purity-limited. 
 
In a yield-limited purification procedure, a decrease in the purification efficiency is 
caused by losses that may occur in several stages of the process

[66][E8]
: 

 
 binding efficiency 

 not all DNA molecules bind to the magnetic particles, 
some are left in the lysate 

 washing efficiency 
 some DNA molecules are eluted in the wash buffers 

and are not transferred into the eluate 
 elution efficiency 

 not all DNA molecules are eluted in the elution buffer, 
some remain attached to the particles 

 
In the binding step of a purification, the DNA molecules bind to the magnetic particles. 
It may be that not all DNA molecules bind to the particles, which reduces the 
purification efficiency already from the start of the purification procedure.

[86]
 

Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine the quantity of DNA that is left in the lysate, 
since evaluation by real-time PCR is not possible due to the high concentration of 
GuSCN. 
 
In the washing steps, some DNA may be eluted prematurely, causing a decrease in 
purification efficiency. The aim of washing is to wash away the inhibitors that may be 
present in the sample, as well as GuSCN that originates from the binding step, while 
keeping the DNA molecules bound to the particles. This is, however, a conflicting 
situation, since the binding of DNA to the particles is enabled by the presence of the 
chaotropic agent GuSCN. Often an ethanol solution is used as a washing buffer to 
prevent the release of DNA. However, as mentioned before it is strongly preferred to 
avoid the use of EtOH. Therefore, in the home-made protocols low-pH aqueous buffer 
solutions are used for washing. This is a great advantage for integration, but may 
involve the risk for loss of DNA in the washing steps or insufficient removal of 
inhibitors.  
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The left graph in figure 8.2 shows the result of an experiment in which four different 
washing conditions have been compared to investigate their influence on the 
purification efficiency. A quantity of 10

3
 copies of SA pDNA was purified from water 

samples in MCV cartridges with patterned air valves. The cartridge was filled with 14 µl 
of W1 and EB. Depending on the experiment, W1 was either 10 mM Tris-HCl at pH 4.5 
or 100 mM Glycine-HCl at pH 3.5. After incubating the DNA and the particles in L2 
buffer in an Eppendorf tube for 10 min, the 14 µl of lysate was injected into the 
cartridge. The particles were magnetically transferred to W1 and to EB. In some of the 
cases, the washing in W1 was enhanced by a magnetic mixing motion of 30 sec. The 
elution in EB was in all cases enhanced by a magnetic mixing motion of 5 min. The 
complete process was performed at room temperature. The eluate was pipetted out of 
the cartridge and analyzed by real-time PCR. The results show that the buffer 
composition has a clear influence on the purification efficiency. The purifications with 
Glycine based wash buffer have a higher efficiency than the ones with Tris based wash 
buffer. There is also a significant influence of the magnetic mixing motion. The 
purifications without mixing in the wash buffer have a higher efficiency than the ones 
where a magnetic mixing motion was applied. PCR analysis of the wash buffers W1 
resulted in an average ΔCt of -4.8 for mixing in Tris based wash buffer, a single ΔCt of -
8.6 for Tris based wash buffer without mixing and no results for the Glycine based 
wash buffers.

[66][E8]
 These results support the hypothesis that loss of DNA in the 

washing buffer – and not insufficient removal of inhibitor – is the mechanism 
responsible for the decrease in purification efficiency. 
 
Finally, in the elution step, the DNA molecules are released from the magnetic 
particles into the eluate. It may be that not all DNA molecules are successfully eluted. 
To improve the elution efficiency, the elution in MCV cartridges was enhanced by a 
magnetic mixing motion of 5 min. Another parameter that may affect the elution 
efficiency is temperature.  The right graph in figure 8.2 shows the purification 
efficiency for elution at 60°C, which is used in the commercial NucliSens kit,

[25]
 

compared to elution at room temperature (RT), which was applied for integrated DNA 
 

 
 

Figure 8.2 Left: purification efficiency for different washing conditions performed in MCV cartridges.  A 
reference (solid line) is plotted together with a lower limit of -3 Ct values from the reference (dashed lines), 
representing roughly the 10% efficiency limit. The error bars indicate the standard deviation, the average 
ΔCt value is indicated inside each bar; n=3 (3x1) for each bar. 
Right: purification efficiency for different elution temperatures performed manually in tubes (right). The 
error bars indicate the standard deviation; n=5 (5x1) for each bar, except for HMP-1 at 60°C n=4 (5x1-1). 
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purification in MCV cartridges. The protocols were carried out manually in Eppendorf 
tubes. For each of the three home-made protocols, the elution at 60°C resulted in a 
higher purification efficiency compared to RT elution. This result demonstrates that a 
decrease in efficiency may be expected for purifications in MCV cartridges that are 
performed at RT. 
 
 
 

8.4 DNA purification in MCV cartridges 
 
This section describes the purification of DNA in MCV cartridges. Purification from 
water samples was performed in MCV cartridges with patterned air valves and 
purification from plasma samples was performed in MCV cartridges with patterned 
paraffin valves. In both cases, the performance of the integrated purification in MCV 
cartridges is compared to the performance of manual purification with tubes and a 
magnetic rack using the home-made protocols or the protocols of the commercial kits. 
 
 

8.4.1 Purification from water samples 
 
Integrated purification from water samples was performed using HMP-3a, since the 
lack of surfactant in this protocol offers compatibility with the patterned air valve.

[66][E4]
 

The sample matrix (5.6 µl of water) was spiked with SA pDNA and incubated with 3.4 µl 
of binding buffer L2 and 5 µl of magnetic silica particles (washed in L2) for 10 min in a 
tube. During incubation of the binding step, the cartridge was filled with 14 µl of W1 in 
chamber 2 and 14 µl of EB in chamber 3. After the binding step, the liquid with the 
DNA covered particles was injected into chamber 1 of the cartridge. The particles were 
magnetically transferred to W1 and to EB. In EB the elution was enhanced by a 
magnetic mixing motion of 5 min. Finally, the particles were removed from the eluate 
 

  
Figure 8.3 Real-time PCR results for different concentrations of SA pDNA purified from water samples using 
HMP-3a in MCV cartridges with patterned air valves. The data is presented as absolute Ct value (left) and as 
ΔCt (right) indicating the purification efficiency. A reference (solid line) is plotted together with an upper and 
lower limit of +3 and -3 Ct values from the reference (dashed lines), representing roughly the 10% efficiency 
limit. The error bars indicate the standard deviation, the average ΔCt is indicated inside each bar of the right 
graph and n=3 (3x1) for each concentration. 
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Figure 8.4 Real-time PCR results for 103 cps of human gDNA that was manually purified from water samples 
with the home-made protocols (left) and the commercial kits (right). A reference (solid line) is plotted 
together with a lower limit of -3 Ct values from the reference (dashed lines), representing roughly the 10% 
efficiency limit. The error bars indicate the standard deviation and the average ΔCt is indicated inside each 
bar. HMP-1: n=23 (30x1-7),  HMP-2: n=15 (20x1-5), HMP-3: n=10 (10x1), commercial kits: n=12 (6x2) 

 
by transporting them to chamber 4. The complete process was performed at room 
temperature within a total time of 16 min (10 min binding, 1 min magnetic particle 
transport and 5 min magnetically actuated elution). The eluate was pipetted out of the 
cartridge and analyzed by real-time PCR. Figure 8.3 shows the PCR results of 
purification with different concentrations of DNA. The results show a purification 
efficiency between 30 and 40% for concentrations ranging from 10

4
 to 10

2
 copies of 

DNA per purification, which can be considered a reasonably good performance. The 
variation, however, increases rapidly with decreasing DNA concentration. 
 
Figure 8.4 shows the real-time PCR results of human gDNA that was manually purified 
from water samples using the home-made protocols and the commercial kits.

[66][E3]
 The 

results of the home-made protocols show a purification efficiency of about 50%, which 
is comparable to the performance of the integrated purification. On the other hand, a 
substantial number of purifications with HMP-1 and HMP-2 failed, which indicates that 
accurate handling by a skilled operator is required to obtain good results with manual 
purification. For the commercial kits, the performance varied. The commercial kits 
were performed according to the instructions of the manufacturers.

[24-26]
 However, the 

proteinase K (protK) treatment that is part of the DS and CS protocol was omitted, 
since the protein degrading effect of protK was not considered useful for purification 
from water samples. The DS kit showed the best performance, comparable to the 
performance of the home-made protocols. Although the differences in purification 
efficiency between the kits are small, the reproducibility is best for the DS kit, 
somewhat worse for the NS kit and rather low for the CS kit. The results in figure 8.4 
demonstrate that for purification from water samples the home-made protocols – with 
a limited number of steps – perform equally well as the commercial kits. In conclusion, 
the observed performance of the integrated purifications (figure 8.3) is comparable to 
the performance observed for manual purification (figure 8.4), even though the 
integrated elution was performed at RT, while in all of the manual protocols the 
elution was performed at 60°C. As shown in figure 8.2, elution at RT results in a lower 
purification efficiency. 
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Figure 8.5 Real-time PCR results for different concentrations of human gDNA that was manually purified 
from water samples using HMP-2 including protK treatment. The data is presented as absolute Ct value (left) 
and as ΔCt (right) indicating the purification efficiency. A reference (solid line) is plotted together with an 
upper and lower limit of +3 and -3 Ct values from the reference (dashed lines), representing roughly the 10% 
efficiency limit. The error bars indicate the standard deviation, the average ΔCt is indicated inside each bar 
of the right graph and n=6 (6x1) for 1e4 cps and n=3 (3x1) for all other concentrations. 

 
With home-made protocol 2, different concentrations of human gDNA were purified 
manually from water samples.

[66][E3]
 The protocol was preceded by a proteinase K 

treatment to be able to compare to the purification from plasma samples with the 
same protocol (see figure 8.8). Figure 8.5 shows the results for purification from water 
samples. For concentrations ranging from 10

4
 to 10

2
 copies of DNA per purification, 

the results are in accordance with the result for HMP-2 as presented in figure 8.4. The 
purification of 10 copies of DNA appeared much less efficient and showed very large 
variation. This may, however, be a consequence of the low number of DNA copies in 
the final PCR volume (about 2 cps on average), rather than indicating an actual poor 
purification efficiency. 
 
 

8.4.2 Purification from plasma samples 
 
The aim of the experiments of purification of DNA from water samples, as described in 
the previous section, was to investigate the purification efficiency of various protocols 
and methods. Blood plasma, on the other hand, is a clinically relevant sample type for 
which DNA purification is absolutely required. However, due to the complex 
composition of plasma, purification of DNA from plasma samples is much more 
challenging. Biomolecules from the plasma adsorb on the pattern of hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic regions, thus compromising the valving mechanism. Therefore, MCV 
cartridges with paraffin valves were used for the purification of DNA from plasma 
samples.

[66][E6]
 

 
The integrated purification from plasma samples was performed using HMP-2b, 
because no reliable pinch-off between W1 and EB could be achieved for purification 
from plasma samples in MCV cartridges with patterned paraffin valves. A volume of 3.4 
µl binding buffer L6 was spiked with SA pDNA and incubated with the sample matrix 
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Figure 8.6 Real-time PCR results for different concentrations of SA pDNA purified from plasma samples using 
HMP-2b in MCV cartridges with patterned paraffin valves. The data is presented as absolute Ct value (left) 
and as ΔCt (right) indicating the purification efficiency. A reference (solid line) is plotted together with an 
upper and lower limit of +3 and -3 Ct values from the reference (dashed lines), representing roughly the 10% 
efficiency limit. The error bars indicate the standard deviation, the average ΔCt is indicated inside each bar 
of the right graph and n=3 (3x1) for each concentration. 

 
(5.6 µl of defibrinated plasma) and 5 µl of magnetic silica particles (washed in L6) for 
10 min in a tube. During incubation of the binding step, the cartridge was filled with 14 
µl of L2 in chamber 2 and 14 µl of EB in chamber 3. After the binding step, the liquid 
with the DNA covered particles was injected into chamber 1 of the cartridge. The 
particles were magnetically transferred to L2 and to EB. Just prior to each crossing, the 
paraffin valve was heated up to just above its melting temperature (44°C) by an 
integrated thin film heater.

[55][A6]
 After crossing, the heater was switched off and the 

paraffin solidified, which closed the valve. In EB the elution was enhanced by a 
magnetic mixing motion of 5 min. Finally, the particles were removed from the eluate 
by transporting them to chamber 4. The complete process was performed at room 
temperature within a total time of 16 min (10 min binding, 1 min magnetic particle 
transport and 5 min magnetically actuated elution). The eluate was pipetted out of the 
cartridge and analyzed by real-time PCR. Figure 8.6 shows the PCR results of 
purification with different concentrations of DNA. The results show a purification 
efficiency between 35 and 70% for concentrations ranging from 10

4
 to 10

2
 copies of 

DNA per purification, which can be considered a very good performance. 
 
Figure 8.7 shows the real-time PCR results of human gDNA that was manually purified 
from plasma samples using the NS commercial kit and SA pDNA that was manually 
purified from plasma samples using the home-made protocols HMP-1 and HMP-3.

[66][E3]
  

The purification efficiency obtained with the NS kit is very low, which is surprising since 
it is specifically optimized for nucleic acid extraction from biological samples such as 
plasma. On the other hand, the NucliSens protocol is intended for use in an automated 
system (EasyMag or MiniMag), which may result in a better performance. The 
purification efficiency obtained with HMP-1 is equally low. PCR analysis of wash buffer 
W1 shows that a considerable quantity of DNA is lost in W1. HMP-3 omits the washing 
step in W1, which may explain the higher efficiency. The purity of the HMP-1 and 
HMP-3 eluates was assessed by evaluating a negative control (NC) eluate spiked with a 
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known quantity of DNA, showing no sign of inhibition. It can therefore be concluded 
that the poor performance is yield-limited, rather than purity-limited. 
 
With home-made protocol HMP-2, different concentrations of human gDNA were 
purified manually from plasma samples.

[66][E3]
 Similar to the purifications from water 

samples, of which the results are shown in figure 8.5, the protocol was preceded by a 
proteinase K treatment. The results in figure 8.8 show a purification efficiency between 
20 and 40% for concentrations ranging from 10

4
 to 10

2
 copies of DNA per purification, 

which is better than the results obtained by HMP-1 and HMP-3. These results indicate 
that the proteinase K treatment may have a positive effect on the binding and/or 
elution efficiency. 
 
 

 
Figure 8.7 Real-time PCR results for 103 cps of human gDNA (NS) or 104 cps of SA pDNA (HMP-1 and HMP-3) 
that was manually purified from plasma samples using the NS commercial kit or HMP-1 and HMP-3. A 
reference (solid line) is plotted together with a lower limit of -3 Ct values from the reference (dashed lines), 
representing roughly the 10% efficiency limit. The error bars indicate the standard deviation and the average 
ΔCt is indicated inside each bar. n=10 (10x1) for each protocol. 

 
 

  
Figure 8.8 Real-time PCR results for different concentrations of human gDNA that was manually purified 
from plasma samples using HMP-2 including protK treatment. The data is presented as absolute Ct value 
(left) and as ΔCt (right) indicating the purification efficiency. A reference (solid line) is plotted together with 
an upper and lower limit of +3 and -3 Ct values from the reference (dashed lines), representing roughly the 
10% efficiency limit. The error bars indicate the standard deviation, the average ΔCt is indicated inside each 
bar of the right graph and n=5 (6x1-1) for 1e4 cps and n=3 (3x1) for all other concentrations. 
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8.5 DNA enrichment in MCV cartridges 
 
An attractive way to increase the sensitivity of a molecular test is to include 
enrichment in the purification procedure. The DNA concentration in the eluate can be 
considerably increased by starting the purification procedure with a larger sample 
volume, which obviously contains more DNA molecules. Enrichment thus increases the 
yield of the purification, since a larger quantity of DNA is transferred into the eluate. 
The purity may decrease due to the larger volume of sample matrix, since also a larger 
quantity of inhibitors is present in the sample. It is, however, expected that in an 
efficient purification procedure a possible negative effect of reduced purity will be 
largely compensated by the positive effect of an increased yield. 
 
Integrated enrichment from water samples was performed in an MCV cartridge with 
patterned air valves and an enrichment module, according to the drawing in figure 
3.5.

[66][E7]
 HMP-3a was used, since the lack of surfactant in this protocol offers 

compatibility with the patterned air valve. The sample matrix (800 µl of water) was 
spiked with SA pDNA and incubated with 1200 µl of binding buffer L2 and 5 µl of 
magnetic silica particles (washed in L2) for 10 min in a tube. The quantity of DNA was 
10

4
 or 10

5
 copies per sample, corresponding to a sample concentration of 12.5 or 125 

cps/µl respectively. During incubation of the binding step, the cartridge was filled with 
14 µl of W1 in chamber 2 and 14 µl of EB in chamber 3. After the binding step, the 2 ml 
of liquid with the DNA covered particles was injected into chamber 1 of the cartridge 
and a large magnet (8 mm diameter, 10 mm length) was performing an automated 
motion under the cartridge for about 1 min to collect the particles at the bottom of the 
chamber. Subsequently, the magnet was exchanged for a smaller one (4 mm diameter, 
5 mm length) and the particles were magnetically transferred to W1 and to EB. In EB 
the elution was enhanced by a magnetic mixing motion of 5 min. Finally, the particles 
were removed from the eluate by transporting them into the hydrophobic valve 
region. The complete process was performed at room temperature within a total time 
of 17 min (10 min binding, 2 min magnetic particle transport and 5 min magnetically 
actuated elution). The eluate was pipetted out of the cartridge and analyzed by real-
time PCR. 
 
Figure 8.9 shows for two DNA concentrations the PCR results of the enriched 
purifications compared to the PCR results of 5 µl aliquots that are taken directly from 
the 800 µl samples. As a result of the rather low concentration of DNA in those direct 
aliquots, the Ct values are rather high. The enrichment factor of a direct aliquot is 1 per 
definition. For the enriched samples, the volumetric enrichment factor is 57, since the 
volume is reduced from a sample volume of 800 µl to an elution volume of 14 µl. In the 
best case, the purification efficiency is 100% and the DNA concentration in the eluate 
would be 57 times higher than the DNA concentration in the 800 µl sample. In theory, 
the enrichment would therefore result in a ΔCt of +5.8 compared to the direct aliquots. 
For the enriched purifications, an average ΔCt of +5.3 was found, indicating a 
purification efficiency of 2

-0.5
 = 70%. As a result, the effective enrichment factor is 40. 

Table 8.4 summarizes the performance of the integrated enrichment in terms of ΔCt 
and enrichment factor. 
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Figure 8.9 Real-time PCR results for two concentrations of SA pDNA purified and enriched from water 
samples using HMP-3a in MCV cartridges with patterned air valves and an enrichment module (marked 
‘enriched’). The results marked ‘direct’ represent PCR results of 5 µl aliquots taken directly from the 800 µl 
samples. The bars marked ‘best case’ represent calculated Ct values based on the volumetric enrichment 
factor. The data is presented as absolute Ct value (left) and as ΔCt (right) indicating the enrichment factor. 
n=5 (3x2-1) for enriched (105 cps) and n=6 (3x2) for all other results. 

 
Table 8.4 Performance of integrated enrichment from water samples in MCV cartridges. 

 ΔCt enrichment factor 

no enrichment  (direct) 0.0 2
0.0

 = 1 

volumetric enrichment  (theory) +5.8 2
5.8

 = 57 

purification efficiency -0.5 2
-0.5

 = 0.7 

effective enrichment  (enriched) +5.3 2
5.3

 = 40 

 
The purification efficiency of 70% can be considered a very good performance, 
indicating that the binding step is not negatively influenced by the large volume in 
which the binding takes place. Since the amount of particles is the same as used for 
binding in small volumes, the binding is apparently not limited by diffusion. 
 
The results presented in this chapter demonstrate the feasibility of DNA purification in 
MCV cartridges. Based on the limited number of experiments so far, the performance 
of DNA purification in MCV cartridges seems comparable to that of commercially 
available solutions. A next step would involve the integrated enrichment of DNA from 
large volume plasma samples. This requires a cartridge that combines an enrichment 
module with magneto-capillary valves that are compatible with plasma samples (e.g. 
paraffin valves or geometrical air valves). With the knowledge, the tools and the 
designs that are presented in this thesis, such a cartridge is definitely feasible. 
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Chapter 9 

INTEGRATED BIOLOGICAL 

SAMPLE PREPARATION 

FOR CELLS AND PROTEINS 

9.1 Introduction 
 
The experimental results of integrated biological sample preparation presented in the 
previous chapter were obtained from samples that have been spiked with DNA. In 
reality, however, a clinical sample potentially contains viruses, bacteria or other cells 
that enclose the target DNA. Lysis is thus required to make the DNA accessible for 
purification. This chapter describes experimental data of integrated DNA purification 
from a sample with cells, which is a step further towards the total integration of a 
molecular test. Besides the application of MCV technology for molecular diagnostics, 
this chapter also describes preliminary experimental results of integrated enrichment 
of proteins, thus adding immunodiagnostics and cell diagnostics to the broad range of 
potential applications of the MCV technology. 
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9.2 DNA extraction from THP1 cells 
 
Human gDNA was purified from samples with THP-1 cells in MCV cartridges with 
patterned air valves.

[66]
 The THP-1 cells, which originate from a human acute 

monocytic leukemia cell line, were cultured in a growth medium and transferred into 
PBS buffer. The number of cells was determined by cell counting under a microscope 
using a Burker Turk counting chamber. A volume of 5.6 µl sample, containing on 
average 5.6, 56 or 560 cells, was incubated with 3.4 µl of binding buffer L2 and 5 µl of 
magnetic silica particles (washed in L2) for 10 min in a tube. THP-1 cells lyse easily in 
the L2 buffer due to the high concentration of GuSCN, which at the same time 
inactivates nucleases to protect the DNA from degradation. During incubation of the 
lysis/binding step, the cartridge was filled with 14 µl of W1 in chamber 2 and 14 µl of 
EB in chamber 3. After the lysis/binding step, the liquid with the DNA covered particles 
was injected into chamber 1 of the cartridge. The particles were magnetically 
transferred to W1 and to EB. In EB the elution was enhanced by a magnetic mixing 
motion of 5 min. Finally, the particles were removed from the eluate by transporting 
them to chamber 4. The complete process was performed at room temperature within 
a total time of 16 min (10 min binding, 1 min magnetic particle transport and 5 min 
magnetically actuated elution). The eluate was pipetted out of the cartridge and 
analyzed by real-time PCR. 
 
Figure 9.1 shows the PCR results of purification with different quantities of cells, 
compared to purification of the same samples with Qiagen spin columns.

[23]
 These 

commercially available spin columns provide solid phase extraction of nucleic acids 
using a silica filter membrane that can be mounted in a standard Eppendorf tube. The 
instructions of the manufacturer were followed, which involves a sample volume of 
200 µl incubated with 200 µl of lysis/binding buffer and elution in a volume of 100 µl. 
 
 

 
Figure 9.1 Real-time PCR results for purification of human gDNA from samples with 5.6, 56 or 560 THP1 cells 
using HMP-3a in MCV cartridges with patterned air valves (MCV). The results are compared to purification of 
the same samples using Qiagen spin columns (SC). The open symbols represent the raw data Ct values, while 
the closed symbols represent the Ct values after correction for the different volumes of the eluates. The 
corrected data of the MCV purifications is curve fitted linearly. n=2 (1x2) for the SC purifications and n=6 
(3x2) for the MCV purifications, for which error bars indicate the standard deviation. 
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Because of the large difference with the 14 µl elution volume in the MCV purification, 
the Ct values of both methods were corrected based on the fact that only a 5 µl aliquot 
of the eluate was analyzed in the PCR. After correction, the results of both methods 
are comparable, which demonstrates that DNA extraction from a sample with cells is 
possible in the MCV technology with a performance similar to that of a widely used 
commercial product. Moreover, the results demonstrate the advantage of a small 
elution volume. However, it must be noted that PBS is a clean sample matrix, so the 
performance of purification from more relevant samples such as plasma may be 
different. 
 
The results in figure 9.1 further show that with both purification methods a rather low 
number of cells (about 5 cells per sample) could still be detected. One should, 
however, be careful in interpreting the cell numbers. Free DNA from accidentally lysed 
cells cannot be detected by cell counting, but could contribute to the real-time PCR 
result. Therefore, a direct comparison to a reference of spiked DNA samples is not very 
relevant in this case. 
 
 
 

9.3 Protein enrichment 
 
An assay for the enrichment of proteins has been recently developed at Philips 
Research.

[87]
 Figure 9.2 illustrates the assay format, consisting of three steps: capture, 

elution and immunoassay detection. In the first step, the target protein is captured by 
antibody-coated magnetic particles and transferred to another buffer. In the second 
step, the target protein is eluted from the particles by cleaving the bond between the 
particle and the antibody that has captured the target. In the third step, the complex 
of target protein and cleaved antibody is detected in a sandwich type immunoassay. 
 
The enrichment of proteins is much more complicated than the enrichment of DNA, 
since the method of detection is intrinsically different. While in real-time PCR the DNA 
template is duplicated, immunoassay detection is based on specific recognition of the 
3D structure of the protein. Keeping the protein intact is a major challenge for an 
enrichment assay, since the conformation of the protein is very sensitive to pH, 
temperature and buffer composition. Besides the biochemical aspects, the challenge 
of integrating the protein enrichment assay into an MCV cartridge is mainly the 
actuation of antibody-coated particles in the cartridge. In various experiments, 
antibody-coated particles were observed to stick readily to the surface of the cartridge, 
of which an extreme example is shown in figure 9.3. Choosing the right buffer 
 

 
Figure 9.2 Basic steps of a protein enrichment assay developed at Philips Research. 
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Figure 9.3 Antibody-coated magnetic particles (brown) actuated by a permanent magnet (blue) stick non-
specifically to the surface of the MCV cartridge (left). With the right buffer formulation, non-specific sticking 
is prevented at the expense of a slightly decreased valve performance (middle). In a geometrical air valve, 
the valve operation is not negatively influenced by the buffer composition (right). 

 
formulation is crucial, but can be a balancing act between assay performance and 
valve operation. By using an MCV cartridge with geometrical air valves, the valve 
operation was not negatively influenced by the reagents used in the protein 
enrichment assay.

[66][E10]
 

 
The protein enrichment assay

[87]
 was performed in MCV cartridges with geometrical air 

valves using an assay for prostate-specific antigen (PSA), a protein that is associated 
with prostate disorders. Samples were prepared by spiking PSA into 1200 µl of PBS 
with 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) to a final PSA concentration of 5 pM. Anti-PSA 
magnetic particles were prepared by attaching DNA linkers to 500 nm streptavidin-
coated particles (Ademtech) and coupling αPSA-10 antibody to the DNA functionalized 
particles. The 1200 µl sample was incubated with 150 µl of the anti-PSA magnetic 
particles (2 mg/ml) for 15 min in a tube. After the capture step, the particles were 
magnetically separated from the liquid, resuspended in 15 µl of PBS with 0.05% Triton 
X-100 and injected into chamber 1 of the cartridge. The particles were magnetically 
transferred to chamber 2, containing 15 µl of NEB EcoR1 buffer (New England Biolabs) 
with DNase, in which elution was performed by degrading the DNA linker between 
particle and antibody. The elution was enhanced by a magnetic mixing motion of 10 
min. Finally, the particles were removed from the eluate by transporting them to 
chamber 3. The complete process was performed at room temperature within a total. 
time of 26 min (15 min capture, 1 min magnetic particle transport and 10 min 
magnetically actuated elution). The eluate was pipetted out of the cartridge and 
analyzed in a sandwich type immunoassay,

[88]
 of which the results are shown in figure 

9.4 
 
The result of the protein enrichment assay performed in MCV cartridges is compared 
to the result of the same enrichment assay performed manually in tubes, showing a 
comparable performance. Moreover, the results of the enriched samples are 
compared to direct immunoassay detection of a non-enriched sample of 5 pM PSA, 
showing that the enrichment assay provides a 7-fold increase in signal. The 
immunoassay detection of a blank, a sample of 0 pM PSA, was found similar for all 
three methods at around 1% of optical signal. The results thus demonstrate that 
proteins can be successfully enriched in MCV cartridges, leading to a significant 
increase of signal in sandwich type immunoassay detection. 
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Figure 9.4 Results of sandwich type immunoassay detection for a 5 pM PSA sample enriched in MCV 
cartridges (MCV), enriched manually in tubes (tube) or non-enriched (direct); n = 3 (1x3) for each method. 

 
The demonstrated compatibility of the MCV technology with antibody-coated particles 
enables a whole new range of applications that are based on immunocapture of 
biomolecules. Besides the enrichment of proteins, also the enrichment of cells can be 
envisioned. Especially the enrichment of circulating tumor cells (CTC) from whole 
blood samples receives a lot of attention lately as indicator for the process of cancer 
metastasis.

[89]
 The experimental results presented in this chapter thus demonstrate the 

potential of biological sample preparation in the MCV technology for a broad range of 
applications in the field of in-vitro diagnostics. 
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Chapter 10 

EVALUATION AND 

PERSPECTIVE 

10.1 Project evaluation 
 
The aim of this PhD-on-design was to advance the level of integration and 
miniaturization of automated biological sample preparation in order to enable point-
of-care applications with a ’sample in – result out’ type of performance. For this 
purpose, a novel microfluidic actuation concept was proposed: the magneto-capillary 
valve (MCV). 
 
The project started with an idea on paper and evolved within two and a half years into 
a functional demonstrator capable of integrated biological sample preparation. The 
MCV technology provides a means for solid phase extraction (SPE), which is a common 
type of sample preparation. Analytes are coupled to magnetic particles in the sample 
matrix and are transported through one or more washing buffers to be finally eluted 
from the particles in a buffer that is appropriate for detection of the analyte. A key 
advantage of the MCV is its high valving efficiency due to the maximum quantity of 
transported particles combined with a minimal quantity of co-transported liquid. 
Moreover, by choosing a large sample volume and a small elution volume, the sample 
is enriched and its volume matches the sample volume requirements for lab-on- chip 
devices. Finally, the approach of stationary microfluidics provides a strong reduction in 
complexity, which is particularly valuable for point-of-care applications considering a 
small form-factor and the concept of low-cost disposable cartridges. We can therefore 
conclude that the MCV technology opens new opportunities for integration and 
miniaturization of automated biological sample preparation. 
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The potential of the MCV technology was explored following a set-based design 
approach. As opposed to the more traditional approach of point-based design, set-
based design is a process of exploring options, understanding trade-offs between 
design parameters, and identifying and imposing existing constraints on the design.

[65, 

90]
 The design space is mapped out without making any commitment to where in the 

design space one will be in the end. Design decisions are thus postponed until the ‘last 
responsible moment’, while one gradually builds the ability to move quickly to any 
desired location in the design space at a later time. In point-based design, an assumed 
design is improved and optimized in an iterative way. Although point-based design 
generally leads to a solution faster and cheaper, this solution is rather a local optimum. 
If something changes, one has no information about alternatives just outside the path 
of progress and one must start iterating all over again. Set-based design offers the 
flexibility that is required for the development of innovative products for which many 
uncertainties exist and thus frequent change is expected. The results as discussed in 
chapter 5 to 9 of this thesis constitute the map of the design space of magneto-
capillary valving. Assuming that the last responsible moment is now, at the end of the 
thesis, we can try to make design decisions by evaluating the seven different valve 
architectures that were presented in chapter 3 (see table 3.1).

[55][A1]
 

 
 
 

10.2 Assessment of the valve architectures 
 
A successful set-based design approach requires rapid prototyping. Short iteration 
cycles allow for quick learning, which is the basis for mapping out the design space. 
Many different designs of various architectures were fabricated with a lead time of 
about one week for any design, due to a well-defined and yet very flexible fabrication 
process.

[55][A4, A5]
 In total, almost 1000 cartridges were fabricated over a period of about 

2 years. This large number of cartridges was necessary to investigate the principles of 
magneto-capillary valving, to create options and define limitations of the MCV 
concept, and to test the performance of the MCV concept in biological sample 
preparation. 
 
The performance of each design is determined by the valve architecture and by the 
design details of that specific design. Table 10.1 presents a comparison of the seven 
different valve architectures that were presented in chapter 3.

[55][A1]
 The specific design 

details are not taken into account.
[55][A5]

 To compare the seven valve architectures, 
each architecture is scored on six performance indicators, based on the experimental 
results obtained throughout the project.

[67][D8]
 The scores are divided over three levels 

(low, medium or high), which seems to be a sufficient resolution to discriminate the 
architectures. Note that the enhanced geometrical paraffin valve (right bottom of both 
table 10.1 and table 3.1) has never been fabricated, because the idea for this 
architecture emerged from the synthesis of experimental results obtained in the other 
architectures. The score of the enhanced geometrical paraffin valve is therefore 
extrapolated from the scores of the patterned and the geometrical paraffin valve and 
the geometrical air valve. 
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Table 10.1 Six performance indicators are assessed for each of the seven valve architectures that differ in 
valve medium (rows) and confinement principle (columns). The enhanced geometrical paraffin valve 
(bottom right) has not been investigated experimentally. Its performance assessment is therefore 
extrapolated from the performance assessment of the patterned and the geometrical paraffin valve and the 
geometrical air valve. Schematic drawings of the valve architectures can be found in table 3.1. 

 patterned geometrical 

air 

  

oil 

  

paraffin 

 

 

 

 
Valve operation 
The valve operation is considered for buffers without surfactant and for operation in 
the sweet spot (see figure 5.11) if possible. Liquid confinement is good for all valve 
architectures, so this is no discriminating aspect. Compared to the air valves, the 
magnetic force that is required to operate the oil valves (and the paraffin valves when 
liquid is in direct contact with paraffin) is smaller. However, since sufficient magnetic 
force can be generated for all valve architectures this is not a discriminating aspect 
either. Pinch-off is good for the patterned and geometrical air valve and for the 
geometrical oil valve. For the patterned oil valve and the patterned paraffin valve 
pinch-off is reasonable, since the capillary forces are smaller. The enhanced 
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geometrical paraffin valve is expected to perform better than the patterned paraffin 
valve, since it features a paraffin valve with geometrical air valves added to both sides. 
Cloud splitting does not occur in any architecture, provided the shape of the 
protrusion is well-designed. Finally, the geometrical paraffin valve has a large 
temperature gradient upon operation, creating bubbles and potentially influencing the 
biochemical assay negatively. In summary, all architectures receive a high score, except 
the patterned oil valve and the patterned paraffin valve that is scored medium due to 
shortcomings in pinch-off and the geometrical paraffin valve that is scored medium 
due to problems related to the large thermal gradient. 
 
Surfactants 
The patterned air valve and the patterned oil valve receive a low score, since they are 
not compatible with surfactants due to the pattern of hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
regions. All other valve architectures are scored high, since they are compatible with 
surfactants. 
 
Proteins 
The patterned air valve and the patterned oil valve receive a low score, since they are 
not compatible with proteins due to the pattern of hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
regions. Buffer compositions that prevent the antibody-coated particles to stick to the 
cartridge compromise the valve operation. The geometrical oil valve and all of the 
paraffin valves are scored medium, since they have limited compatibility with proteins 
given the variable results that were obtained.

[66][E9, E10]
 Depending on the type of 

protein, the type of oil or paraffin and the buffer composition, particles may stick 
either to the cartridge or in the valve medium. Additionally, the paraffin valves have 
the problem of an elevated temperature, which may induce sticking or influence the 
biochemical assay negatively. The geometrical air valve receives a high score, since 
successful crossing of protein coated particles was achieved for several combinations 
of protein and buffer composition. The fact that the operation of the geometrical air 
valve is not compromised by the composition of the buffer gives freedom to optimize 
the biochemical assay. 
 
Fabrication 
All patterned valves receive a low score for fabrication, since the required chemical 
surface modification is an elaborate treatment with a large variation in outcome.

[55][A4]
 

The geometrical paraffin valve is scored medium, since the chemical surface 
modification is not required, but an additional step of paraffin deposition is required. 
The geometrical air valve and the geometrical oil valve receive a high score, since the 
cartridges can be fabricated easily using common mass production techniques such as 
injection molding and no treatment is required afterwards. 
 
Shelf life 
The patterned air valve and the patterned oil valve receive a low score for shelf life, 
because the shelf life of the patterned chemical surface modification is poor. After a 
month of storage, the performance in valve operation (i.e. liquid confinement and 
pinch-off) has reduced to such an extent that the cartridge cannot be used anymore. 
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The patterned paraffin valve is scored medium, since the pattern is only required for 
the deposition of the paraffin. All geometrical valves receive a high score for shelf life, 
since the geometrical features of an injection molded part typically have a very long 
shelf life. 
 
Integration 
The oil valves receive a low score, since the requirement of dispensing oil just prior to 
use limits the options for integration and miniaturization into a handheld device. The 
paraffin valves are scored medium, since a heating mechanism is required. The air 
valves receive a high score on integration, since they have the least constraints for 
integration. 
 
From this evaluation, the geometrical air valve appears to be the most suitable 
magneto-capillary valve architecture for integrated biological sample preparation. It 
features at the same time the best performance for a wide range of biochemical 
assays, as well as simplicity, which is essential for integration and for the concept of 
low-cost disposable cartridges. 
 
 
 

10.3 Perspective of the MCV technology 
 
The experimental results in this thesis show the feasibility of integrated biological 
sample preparation using MCV technology. The performance of DNA purification in 
MCV cartridges seems to be comparable to the performance of common commercially 
available solutions, while the MCV cartridge technology is much less complex. 
Therefore, Philips is currently investigating the business potential of the MCV 
technology. Moreover, the experimental results presented in chapter 9 demonstrate 
the potential of biological sample preparation in the MCV technology not only for 
molecular diagnostics, but for a broad range of applications in the field of in-vitro 
diagnostics. 
 
An example for a first application of the MCV technology could be the point-of-care 
detection of viral infectious diseases such as the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) 
or hepatitis. The MCV technology is particularly suited for the detection of viral 
infectious diseases for a number of reasons. First of all, the common sample type for 
the detection of viral infectious diseases is blood plasma and it has been demonstrated 
in this thesis that purification of DNA from plasma samples is possible in the MCV 
technology. Secondly, releasing the genetic material from viruses is included in the 
Boom purification method and requires no further lysis efforts.

[21]
 Finally, the detection 

of infectious diseases is particularly suited for point-of-care application, since the 
interpretation of the test result is relatively straightforward. It is therefore useful to 
perform such a test at the doctor’s office. 
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For successful application of the MCV technology, several recommendations remain. 
First of all, from the evaluation in the previous section, the geometrical air valve 
appears to be the most suitable magneto-capillary valve architecture for integrated 
biological sample preparation. It is recommended to optimize specific design details to 
ensure operation in the sweet spot. Secondly, it is recommended to further optimize 
the biochemical assay, since this has not been the main focus in this project. Thirdly, 
considering the variation that is inherent to experimentation in molecular biology it is 
recommended to increase the statistical confidence of the experimental results by 
performing more purification experiments with a large number of repeats. 
Subsequently, testing with clinical samples is required to validate the performance of 
the sample preparation method. And although purification of DNA from plasma 
samples has been demonstrated, as well as the integrated enrichment of DNA from 
large volume water samples, the integrated enrichment of DNA from large volume 
plasma samples remains to be investigated. Finally, it is required to work towards 
further integration. The work in this thesis covers DNA purification with some 
preliminary results that include lysis. Next steps should involve the complete process 
of sample preparation as indicated in figure 2.1. Also amplification and detection could 
be included. In that case, the paraffin valve may be an excellent solution to seal a PCR 
chamber that is located on the same cartridge. This way, a completely integrated 
molecular test is achieved with a ’sample in – result out’ type of performance, suitable 
for point-of-care application, using the magneto-capillary valve as the enabling 
technology. 
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DANKWOORD 

 
Het is nooit mijn bedoeling geweest te promoveren. Ik wilde geen wetenschapper zijn 
die probeert de wereld te begrijpen, ik wilde een ingenieur zijn die probeert de wereld 
te veranderen. Het onderzoek bij Philips Research bleek echter voldoende toegepast 
om me te kunnen verleiden tot een promotie op proefontwerp. En ik kan achteraf 
zeggen dat ik er absoluut geen spijt van heb gehad. De afgelopen jaren bij Philips 
waren een mooie ervaring waarin ik met veel fijne mensen heb mogen samenwerken. 
Ik wil daarom graag een aantal mensen bedanken voor deze inspirerende periode. 
 
Allereerst mijn promotoren Herman en Menno. Herman, als leek op het gebied van 
DNA purificatie - maar tegelijkertijd doorgewinterd experimenteel fysicus - wist je me 
altijd weer scherpe vragen te stellen. Je hebt er lang op moeten hameren voordat ik 
eindelijk eens iets ging opschrijven. Jouw inzicht om eerst te ‘debriefen’ door 
technische rapporten te schrijven heeft me zeker geholpen om dit boekje te kunnen 
schrijven. Menno, je begreep als geen ander de details van waar ik mee bezig was. 
Toch liet je me alle vrijheid om zelf te ontdekken en te leren. We hadden vele 
discussies die uiteenliepen van magnetische krachten tot biochemische processen 
waarbij zuivere waarheidsvinding altijd voorop stond. Op die manier wist je toch nog 
een beetje een wetenschapper van me te maken. Kristiane, dank je wel dat je mijn 
copromotor wilt zijn. Jij was mijn biologische geweten tijdens het onderzoek. Je hielp 
me als de biologie weer eens niet deed wat ik wilde en jouw kritische blik tijdens het 
schrijfproces was onmisbaar. De andere leden van de kerncommissie, Anton Darhuber, 
Sabeth Verpoorte en Albert van den Berg, wil ik ook graag bedanken voor het 
beoordelen van mijn proefschrift. De suggesties die ik van jullie kreeg waren zeer 
waardevol. 
 
Thea, door jou ben ik deze promotie gestart. Je wist me ervan te overtuigen dat een 
promotie de juiste stap voor me was door me een simpele vraag te stellen: ”Waarom 
niet?” Ik had geen goed antwoord en jij had wel een goed idee voor een project over 
sample preparation. Bedankt voor je begeleiding aan de start van mijn promotie. 
Jammer dat je ergens anders ging werken, ik had graag met je samengewerkt tot het 
einde. Maar zoals je ziet heb ik er toch nog wel wat moois van weten te maken. Andre 
en Jeroen, bedankt voor de begeleiding tijdens mijn jaarproject vanuit de School for 
Technological Design. In dat jaar heb ik zoveel geleerd over magnetische biosensoren 
en over onderzoek in een industriële omgeving dat ik daarna met een vliegende start 
aan mijn promotie kon beginnen. Ook wil ik jullie bedanken voor het organiseren van 
een promotieplek binnen Philips. Jeroen, jij hebt mij bovendien in de eerste periode 
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van mijn promotie begeleid. Je wist me ervan te overtuigen dat het maken van 
cartridges met een reproduceerbare kwaliteit belangrijker is dan het behalen van de 
hoogste kwaliteit. Zonder jou had ik waarschijnlijk een proefschrift over self-assembled 
monolayers geschreven. 
 
Verder zijn er vele Philips collega’s die me enorm hebben geholpen, het zijn er teveel 
om ze allemaal te noemen. Toch wil ik er een aantal speciaal bedanken. Allereerst de 
mensen in de Molecular Diagnostics groep. Het was een genoegen om in deze 
veelzijdige en multidisciplinaire groep te werken. Paul, als groepsleider gaf je me de 
mogelijkheid om dit onderzoek te doen en je volgde het werk met bovengemiddelde 
interesse. Bedankt dat je als adviseur wilt deelnemen in de promotiecommissie. Ellen, 
bedankt voor al je hulp. Zelfs nadat ik de groep al had verlaten stond je altijd klaar als 
er iets geregeld moest worden. Sigi, het was fijn om te mogen werken in het iNAS 
project waar ik alle vrijheid en alle mogelijkheden kreeg om mijn onderzoek te doen. Ik 
wil jou en de andere teamleden bedanken voor de stimulerende discussies, de 
kritische vragen en de gezellige projectuitjes. Roel, het maken van cartridges is jouw 
specialiteit. Ik heb veel van je geleerd. Of het nu gaat om pneumatisch, capillair of 
paraffine, plakband is je beste vriend. Eveline, jij deed de eerste DNA purificatie in de 
MCV technologie. Het was jammer dat je wat anders ging doen, maar dat experiment 
was een goed begin en daarmee was het halve werk dus al gedaan. Ron, with your 
experience in fluorescence we were able to determine the valving efficiency. Irene, 
bedankt voor het meedenken over de resultaten van de DNA purificaties. Danny, jij 
hielp me om de inhibitie door GuSCN te bepalen. Met jouw ‘DvL-water’ was dat een 
peuleschil. Marjo, bedankt voor de workshop ‘PCR-for-dummies’. Wat een geluk dat ik 
de cursus ‘pipetteren-voor-fysici’ al gedaan had. Jaap, het was een mooie ervaring om 
samen met jouw voor het eerst een student te begeleiden. Voor zowel de student als 
voor mijzelf was het een leerzame tijd. Hans, Mikhail, Reinhold, Fred, Peter, Bart, 
bedankt voor de inspirerende discussies over magnetisme, microfluidica en 
microbiologie. Bovendien, Reinhold, de skitrips die je organiseerde waren super. Kim, 
dankzij jou kon ik met de VSM aan de slag. Joost, bedankt voor het gebruik van het 
atmosferisch plasma bij AppTech. Wim, Johan, Pierre, Tiny, Loc, Gerard, Johan, Roy, 
jullie hebben bijgedragen aan de productie van bijna duizend MCV cartridges. Wim, 
het leeuwendeel is van jouw hand. Klasse! Michel en Theo, jullie hebben 4 generaties 
MCV actuatoren gebouwd en wisten telkens mijn toenemende wensen te realiseren. 
 
Verder wil ik ook graag de studenten bedanken die me hebben geholpen. Jack, 
Matthias, Astrid, Gerrit, Joris, veel van jullie mooie resultaten zijn terug te vinden in dit 
boekje. Joris, succes met afstuderen. Matthias en Gerrit, succes met jullie eigen 
promotieonderzoek. Ook wil ik Susana bedanken, muchas gracias for your contribution 
during your research visit. Good luck with your PhD in Barcelona. 
 
Ook mijn kamergenoten kan ik natuurlijk niet vergeten. Behalve Roel waren dat 
allemaal biologen, dat was vast geen toeval. Andrew en Danny, ook buiten Philips 
hebben we leuke dingen meegemaakt in Eindhoven, Utrecht, Grenoble en Glasgow. 
Andrew, om met jouw woorden te spreken: “It was amazing!” Danny, succes met jouw 
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PhD in Glasgow. Maaike en Bernadet, het was absoluut lachen geblazen. De 
vrijdagmiddaghits uit de microbio top 10 herinner ik me nog goed. Saskia en Dianne, 
met jullie erbij was het een gezellige volle boel. Amalia en Wilco, het was van korte 
duur, maar niet minder gezellig. Roel en David, jullie hebben het nog het langste met 
me uitgehouden. Was het omdat ik aan het einde zo rustig zat te schrijven aan dit 
boekje? Het was in ieder geval een leuke tijd met jullie en de verhalen over jullie eigen 
promoties hielpen me door de eindfase heen. Dank ook aan de buren van de BME 
groep en van het Apollo project. In de koffiehoek was altijd wat te doen en ook 
regelmatig wat te smikkelen. 
 
Henk, Pieter, Jacky en Baukje, het was ontzettend leuk om samen met jullie 
CampusPoP te organiseren. Ik zal proberen om ook dit jaar weer langs te komen, maar 
dan als toeschouwer. Alex, Roel en Joep, het wekelijkse hardlopen was super. Tijdens 
de lunch even het bos van Waalre induiken voor een rondje hardlopen was de perfecte 
manier om de stress van het werk even kwijt te raken. Nu de helft van ons niet meer 
op de campus werkt hoop ik dat we toch allemaal blijven lopen. Misschien zien we 
elkaar dan weer bij de volgende halve marathon van Eindhoven. 
 
Dan wil ik nog een aantal mensen van de TU/e bedanken. Allereerst de mensen van de 
DTI ontwerpersopleiding. In het bijzonder bedank ik Anette en Samantha voor het 
regelwerk dat jullie me uit handen namen en Herman en Jan voor de interessante 
projecten die ik kon doen. Het jaarproject bij Philips, de korte stage in Colorado en de 
doorstroom naar deze promotie op proefontwerp hebben ervoor gezorgd dat ik het 
carrièrepad vond waarnaar ik op zoek was. Ook wil ik de mensen in de Molecular 
Biosensors groep bedanken. Ondanks dat ik geen officieel lid van de groep was, was ik 
toch altijd welkom voor wetenschappelijke discussies en de gezellige groepsuitjes. Leo, 
bedankt voor de inspirerende discussies die we hadden tijdens mijn jaarproject bij 
Philips en voor de goede studenten die je vervolgens naar Philips stuurde. Andrea, 
making 7 kilo of gnocchi is quite a bit of work, but it was definitively worth it. Good 
luck finishing your PhD. 
 
Tenslotte zijn er ook buiten het werk vele mensen die het leven zo aangenaam maken. 
Allereerst mijn ouders en mijn broertje en zusje. Pap, mam, bedankt dat jullie ons altijd 
hebben gestimuleerd om door te leren. Zonder jullie was het nooit zover gekomen. 
Bart, je bent dan wel niet zo’n nerd als ik, maar je hebt minstens zoveel verstand van 
techniek. Ik vind het tof dat je mijn paranimf wilt zijn. Femke, jij bent vaak de 
voortrekker bij familieactiviteiten. Ik hoop dat we nog heel veel leuke dingen zullen 
beleven en ik vind het een eer dat ik binnenkort jouw getuige mag zijn. Boskopers, het 
is zover. Ik stop nu echt met studeren. Het onderzoeken zal echter nooit ophouden, 
vrees ik. Jaarclubmannen, de derde D komt eraan. Niels, al maakte je het nog 
spannend op het einde, je wist gelukkig toch nog eerder dan ik je promotie af te 
ronden. Gefeliciteerd! Met jouw legendarische woorden “de ellende is eindig” sloegen 
we ons er doorheen. Ik vind het gaaf dat je mijn paranimf wilt zijn. Doppianen, met 
jullie heb ik een fantastische creatieve tijd beleeft hier in Eindhoven. Aan onze 
cabaretvoorstellingen Stadskalf en Boddezooj zal ik altijd zeer goede herinneringen 
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houden. Natuurlijk kan ik mijn klimvrienden niet vergeten. Het laatste jaar moest ik 
vaak afhaken, maar nu is er weer tijd om te trainen en de rotsen op te zoeken. Sander, 
ik kom gauw een keer in Zurich langs. Dirk, bedankt voor het fraaie ontwerp van de 
omslag. Tijdens de klimtrip naar Buoux was je minstens zoveel aan het tekenen als aan 
het klimmen, een plezier om naar te kijken. 
 
Als laatste wil ik mijn lief bedanken. Gwen, zonder deze promotie hadden we elkaar 
nooit ontmoet. De experimenten die we deden hadden een onverwachte uitkomst. 
Bedankt voor je bijdrage aan dit werk, je steun, je liefde en je begrip voor het 
doorwerken tot in de late uurtjes. I’m lucky to have you. Merci mon amour. 
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